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hyrum and jerusha smiths home in kirtland ohio ca 19001900 this nonextant home is tradi-
tionallytionally identified as the site of the newel knight and lydia bailey wedding courtesy reorga-
nized church of jesus christ of latter day saints library archives independence missouri
reference d765076540765.44



newel and lydia bailey knights kirtland
love story and historic wedding
william G hartley

in october 1835 newel knight and lydia bailey two spouseless adults
still in the prime officeoffifeof lifeilfe found themselves living in the same boardinghouse
and eating at the same dining table As lodgers with hyrum and jerusha
smith in kirtland ohio they had good reason to notice each other lydias
husband had deserted her more than three years earlier and newel s wife
had died a year before romance developed quickly and in a couple of
months lydia accepted newel s marriage proposal their pending wed-
ding led joseph smith who had personally converted both lydia and
newel to declare his right to perform marriages being a leader in a church
that had published its beliefs concerning marriage he could legally do so
and he also believed he had authority from god by virtue of the priesthood
he held nevertheless the wedding has given rise in recent times to his-
torical controversy

newel knight

before joseph smith received the gold plates he worked for a time for
joseph knight sr in colesvilleColesville new york and became acquainted with the
large knight family including married son newel those in the knight
family network were among the first people to know about and believe in
joseph smiths prophetic work 1

newel knight was born september 1318131800131800oo in marlborough vermont
and moved with his parents to new york when he was nine in 1825 he
married sally colburn and they settled in colesvilleColesville new york near his
parents the next year joseph smith came to work for the knights and
when he knew he could trust them he told some of the family about his
visits from moroni after joseph obtained the gold plates the knights pro-
vided him with paper and supplies while he translated newel was the
recipient of the churchschurche first miraculous healing when joseph smith cast
a devil out of him newel was baptized soon after newel and sally were
with joseph and emma smith in august 1830 when joseph received a reve-
lation regarding the sacrament 2

so many knight relatives converted that colesvilleColesville became the
churchschurche first organized branch hyrum smith served briefly as its presi-
dent and newel worked closely with him when hyrum left newel

BYU studies 39 no 4 2000 7
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became the colesvillelesvilleCo branch president newel helped direct the colesvilleColesville

saints move from new york to the kirtland area early in 1831 and their
move later that summer to jackson county missouri he was present at
the dedication oftheodtheof the temple site in independence and continued to preside
over the colesvilleCo lesville branch in missouri joseph smith blessed newel and
sally s infant son samuel who was born on october 418314 i83i 3

newel sally and samuel were among the saints forced from jackson
county in 1833 in 1834 when the churclschurchschurche first stakes were created one in
missouri and another in ohio newel was called to the high council in mis-
souri 4 he was chosen to be one oftheodtheof the missouri elders to go to kirtland to
help build the temple and there receive a great endowment and blessing 7 5

while preparing to go he and sally became ill probably with malaria she
was pregnant at the time and gave birth to a son in september 1834 but
both she and the baby died soon afterward after burying them newel not
fully healthy left young samuel with relatives and headed for kirtland

when newel reached kirtland his good friends hyrum and jerusha
smith welcomed him and offered him board and room at their home
both he and his ever kind and amiable wife jerusha newel said did all

they could to make me comfortable 6

newel visited the temple construction site volunteered his labor and
was put to work records are silent regarding specific tasks this miller by
trade performed newel considered this labor on the temple to be of the
greatest importance because it is a long time since the lord had a house
on the earth 3171173377 for ten months his workdaysworkwaysworkdays revolved around lumber plas-
ter glass shingles moldingsfoldingsmoldings the sounds of hammers and saws and the
smell ofwetofretof wet plaster and new paint late in 1835 newel noted in his journal
the summer has passed very pleasantly with me and I1 rejoice in my

labors on the house of the lord 8

lacking a wife newel paid close attention to the slender fair haired
soft spoken light blue eyed lydia bailey when she moved into hyrum and
jerushasJerushas boardinghouse the two saw each other at meals and while com-
ing and going in the house but rarely spoke to each other gradually as
newel learned about this attractive boarder her sorrow filled past and her
remarkable conversion story he fell in love with her 9

lydia goldthwaite bailey

A daughter ofjesse and sally burt goldthwaite lydia was born in sut-
ton massachusetts on june 9 1812 10 her goldthwaite grandparents and
their parents were salem massachusetts people her mothers parents
david and silence jones burt were from norton bristol county massa-
chusettschusetts lydia s parents newel said were respectable but not rich 11

lydias mother was presbyterian her father belonged to no denomination



newel and lydia bailey knights kirtland love story 9

but was a moral & temperate manman1211112 lydia was the third of the twelve
children born to jesse and sally in massachusetts and new york when
lydia was eight jesse moved the family to villenovavillanovaVillenova in western new york
some fifteen miles from lake erie and thirty miles southwest of buffalo
jesse was a farmer one oftheodtheof the early settlers of the township the family lived
in a large comfortable cabin in a wooded area lydia received a common
school education when she was fifteen her parents sent her to a local
boarding school because she was studiously inclined and had a mind
that was never satisfied likely she attended the fredonia academy in
nearby pomfret this presbyterian affiliated school was the main boarding
school in chautauqua county and drew students from western new
york 13 she attended one year returned home for the summer and then
according to her history went back to the school just how many terms she
attended is not known

at school lydia met a popular young man named calvin bailey 14

they married in the fall of 1828 when she was sixteen 15 for lydia the mar-
riage turned tragic her own history published for young readers skims
past her troubles with calvin but newel recorded details based on what
lydia told him of some of the serious difficulties for about three months
newel wrote in his journal all went well for new bride lydia but then she
found that calvin was a heavy drinker and an abusive man

in 18301830 lydia and calvin were living in lodi new york at this point
lydias life details become confusing there is a lodi now called gowandadowandaGowanda
not twelve miles northeast of villenovaofvillenovavillanovaVilviilenova which would seem to be the lodi
where calvin and lydia moved but there is another lodi more than one
hundred miles away about twenty miles northwest ofoflthacaofithacaIthaca in the finger
lakes region overlooking seneca lake apparently this distant lodi was
where lydia and calvin lived the couples first child rosanna bailey
was born there on november 31830 16 lydia loved her infant but felt sor-
row knowing the child would suffer shame and wretchedness from an
intemperate father calvin through heavy drinking and poor manage-
ment disposed of his farm and made his family destitute he rented a
small uncomfortable home in lodi and moved lydia and rosanna there

in these dire circumstances lydia gave birth to a son edwin bailey on
february 12 1832 the baby lived but a day and lydia nearly died too
calvin sold the family s furniture to pay for his drinking habit and he often
threatened lydia newel wrote and was cruel to the little daughter about
two weeks after newborn edwin s death calvin told lydia they were to
move about one hundred miles to new albion which is only about fifteen
miles southeast of villenovaofvillenovavillanovaVilviilenova where her parents lived 17 lydia pleaded that
she was too ill to move that far she could not sit up for even a half hour
at a time isyouifyouifyou are so independantdependantindependentin you may stay where you are calvin
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said harshly but I1 shall go where you will never see me again 111818 he
deserted the family soon afterward a man came and took away the familysfamilys
milk cow because calvin had sold it to get money to move away 19

alone and almost friendless lydia returned to her parents home in
villenovavillanovaVillenova but when is not known newel records that calvin after being
gone a considerable time returned once tried to take the child and
threatened lydias life 20 friends rescued lydia and the little girl then in
january 1833 two year old rosanna died 21 after recounting this history
newel penned his own harsh judgments of calvin bailey

Babaileyballeyfley turned out to be a drunkard unworthy of a wife letting her suffer
and pine in sorrow while he wass carousing and spending even the avails of
the last cow the trials of a woman that has a drunken husband are regis-
tered where such fiends never go and the hellish deeds of the toper with all
his folly thick upon him are reserved among the treasures of the
damndamnedled 22

deserted by her husband and suffering from the loss of two children
lydia was distraught tears were often in her eyes and a constant aching
was at her heart her biographer said 23 to help lydia mend her parents
agreed to let her move away from the scenes of her misfortunes in febru-
ary 1833 a family friend named eleazer freeman nickerson24Nickerson24 took her to
canada by sled they navigated a shortcut by leaving from a shoreline
point below buffalo and sledding about twenty miles across frozen lake
erie to the ontario side breaking through the ice once ashore they
glided on to mount pleasant in upper canada about sixty miles west of
niagara falls there nickerson and his wife made lydia feel at home 25

lydia spent a pleasant spring summer and fall in mount pleasant and
attended the local methodist meetings she wrote to her parents that she
was glad to be where 1 I can feel safe from a wretch in humane sic shape
she regretted that she could not be home to enjoy the society of kind par-

ents brothers and sisters and felt to return if only I1 could and not be
disturbed by him that I1 have reason to believe seeks for revenge on
me 3026112626 her 1833 letters home reveal her to be a believing christian among
bits ofbigosbigofbig sister advice she sent to her younger brothers are these be good
boys to read your bibles and pray doldondoi t forget sunday school learn
your lessons well and restwhenrest when sundaycomessunday comes and go to meetingme e ting 27

conversion by joseph smith

in october 1833 joseph smith and sidney rigdon left kirtland ohio
and traveled with freeman nickerson on a proselyting mission to visit
Nickernickersonsoissorss sons eleazer freeman nickerson and moses nickerson in
upper canada these two sons were prosperous merchants and men of
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outbound route of joseph smiths 1833 mission to canada

standing in mount pleasant perhaps this is the only time in LDS church
history when a church president has served a standard proselyting mission
while holding that high office 28

the missionaries left kirtland on october 51833 and preached along
the way on october 14 the prophets party passed through the neighbor-
hood of lydiaslydia s parents stopping in the township of perrysburgPerrysburg where
father nickerson lived and preaching in lodi while en route to canada
joseph and sidney became concerned about their families and prayed for
them in response joseph received a revelation now doctrine and
covenants 100loo100 which said that their families would be fine and that the
two men must preach what the lord would inspire them to say because he
had much people in the area where they were going dacd&c 1003 lydia
was one of them the lord charged joseph and sidney to lift up your
voices unto this people dacd&c 1005 in return they were given a promise
inasmuch as ye do this the holy ghost shall be shed forth in bearing

record unto all things whatsoever ye shall say dacd&c loot10081008 lydia would
witness that outpouring of the holy spirit

the missionary party reached eleazer nickerson s home on friday
october 18 that evening or the next the host asked smith and rigdon to
explain their religion joseph smith told about moronis visits the gold
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plates and the glorious message of the book of mormon lydia who was
listening and watching him intently saw his face become white and a shin-
ing glow seemed to beam from every feature although lydia had been a

member of the methodist episcopal church for nearly seven years this
witness of the spirit converted her to the restored gospel 29 joseph smith
bore testimony of the restoration of the priesthood and the need for bap-
tism by proper authority elder rigdon spoke next when both men
finished those present asked many questions

notice was circulated that there would be a public preaching in the
nickerson brothers new store on sunday october 20 a very large and
attentive congregation heard the two mormon leaders preach with
power lydia said joseph smith exhorted those in attendance to seek for
the truth ofwhatof what he had preached after preaching elsewhere joseph and
sidney returned to mount pleasant on thursday october 24 and held
meeting at candle lighting to a large congregation there eleazer nicker-
son and his wife declared their full belief 30 another meeting was held at
mount pleasant on saturday the next day sunday october 27th twelve
came forward and was baptized including eleazer nickerson his house-
hold and lidia baeley as joseph smith recorded her name in his
diary 31 perhaps employing poetic license lydia s biographer wrote that
lydia was so thrilled when baptized that she cried out while standing in the
cold water glory to god in the highest thanks be to his holy name that
I1 have lived to see this day 32132

the saints met together the day lydia was baptized had a good
meeting joseph smith recorded one of the sisters got the gift of
tounguestoungues which made the saints rejoice may god increseincrest the gifts among
them for his sons sake 33 that sister was lydia her biography says of that
meeting that the nickerson family were seated around the wide old fash
ionedboned fireplacefire place in the parlor listening to joseph smith teach moses nick-
erson said he would feel glad if someone who had been baptized could
receive the gift of tongues as the ancient saints did and speak to us to
which joseph responded if one of you will rise up and open your mouth
it shall be filled and you shall speak in tongues 13341134333434 everyone turned to
lydia and urged her to be the one then according to her history

she was enveloped as with a flame and unable longer to retain her seat she
arose and her mouth was filled with the praises of god and his glory the
spirit of tongues was upon her and she was clothed in a shining light so
bright that all present saw it with great distinctness above the light of the fire
and the candles 35

two more converts were baptized and confirmed at the water s edge the
missionaries ordained eleazer nickerson an elder and put him in charge of
the new congregation 36
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the next day monday october 28 the believers met at candlelight
broke bread and the missionaries confirmed those who had been bap-

tized the previous day the spirit was given in great power to some and the
rest had great peace joseph smiths journal records 37

on october 29 the missionaries headed back to kirtland while
their team was being hitched joseph smith paced back and forth in the
sitting room deep in thought then according to lydia he said to her
and others present

1 I have been pondering on sister lydias lonely condition and wonder-
ing why it is that she has passed through so much sorrow and affliction and is

thus separated from all her relatives I1 now understand it the lord has
suffered it even as he allowed joseph of old to be afflicted who was sold by
his brethren as a slave into a far country and through that became a savior
to his fathers house and country even so shall it be with her the hand of the
lord will overrule it for good to her and her father s family 38

speaking directly to lydia he pronounced a blessing that sounds very
much like a patriarchal blessing this was before formal patriarchal bless-
ings were given in the church 3931

sister lydia great are your blessings the lord your savior loves you and
will overrule all your past sorrows and afflictions for good unto you let your
heart be comforted you are of the blood of israel descended through the
loins of ephraim you shall yet be a savior to your fathers house therefore
be comforted and let your heart rejoice for the lord has a great work for you
to do be faithful and endure unto the end and all will be well 10lo40

lydia added another detail missing from joseph s diary account free-
man nickerson gave the kirtland party money for them to return to kirt-
land by crossing lake erie and thereby save some two hundred miles oflandeflandof land
travel apparently however they instead went overland via buffalo new
york and reached kirtland on november 418334 1833 41 almost a year and a half
would pass before lydia would see joseph smith again

lydia stayed with the nickersonsNickersons until the next summer she hitched a
ride with someone heading towards new york and got as far as st cather-
ine ontario about eighty miles from her home she stayed there for two
months then went by stagecoach to her family s home in villenovavillanovaVillenova in sep-
tember 1834 when she attempted to interest her parents in mormonism
they tried every method to turn her from what they termed delusion 42

when persuasion failed they offered her property and money her anxacxanxi-
ety

i

to be with the saints increased with their coldness newel related so
notwithstanding she dearly loved her friends she loved the cause of righ-

teousness still better and bade her fathers house farewell about may 20
1835 she started for kirtland despite her parents objections to her going
to the mormon center they gave her ample means to reach her destina-
tion and to start out comfortable and respectable 43
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in kirtland lydia found lodging with the vincent knight family no
relation to newel before she had even unpacked vincent asked her to
help joseph smith pay off a debt she emptied her purse giving him she
estimated fifty dollars this meant she lacked means to buy even one meal
that evening when brother knight told her that her money had kept
joseph from prison she felt pleased she was able to help the prophet lydia
lived with the vincent knight family until the fall 44

newel and lydias courtship

about october 1835 lydia accepted hyrum smiths offer to move into
his household and assist his wife jerusha with running the boarding-
house lydia described hyrum as being tall well framed with a fine
handsome countenance and blue eyes and his face was full of intelligence
and spirit his manner was dignified but he was amiable and vivacious and
withal exceedingly courteous and fascinating in all his interactions 45 in
the hyrum smith home lydia met newel knight who was one of the
boarders newel described how he fell in love with her

she had not been long in the family when I1 found there was a growing
attachment in my bosom to wards her which 1I in vain strove to over come
she was very reserved in her manners while prudence and wisdom seemdseema to
mark her course in all her move ments seldom did I1 hear her speak unless it
was to sister smith concerning the affairs she was engaged in yet 1I1 could
now and then see the crimson faint upon her cheek she would occasionally
as she supposed unperceiveperceiveunperceivedununperceiveablyably cast her eyes towards me that showed
cupidscupida dart had found its way to her heart yet it appears she did not intend
to let any one perceperceiveperceivive it 4641

lydias history says newel was tall had light brown hair a keen blue
eye and a very energetic and determined manner she learned newel was a
widower and had a three year old son in missouri lydia ached with sym-
pathy for the desolate young manmarmat because she knew all too well what sor-
row was 47 newel said he doubted he and she had exchanged a dozen words
up to november 18 when he came to the determination to make my feel-

ings known to her that evening he found her alone in an upper room
1 I took her by the hand and after a few words with her I1 told her I1 thought
her situation as well as mine was rather lonely and if it was agreeable to her
perhaps we might be some company for each other 448 she didnt answer
tears streamed from her eyes newel noted that when she was able to sup-
press her tears she said

the true feelings of my heart are known by none save the lord I1 suppose
you are aware of my situation I1 would rather sacrifice every feeling ofmyofayof my
own and even life rather than st ep aside from virtue or offend my heavenly
fatherfathegatherr or violate the law of god 4941
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by that she meant that however much she might like newel she
believed it was improper for her to be courted while she was still legally
married even though her husband had deserted her more than three years
before lydia s history claims that newel endeavored to show her that
according to the law she was a free woman having been deserted for
three years with nothing provided for her support an argument she did
not acceptt 50 newels version is different bailey of course mean as he
was was not divorced from her he said but he believed that the lord
nevertheless wanted them to marry 1 I doubt not the ininjtegritytegrity of your
heart he told tearful lydia then suggested that when you fully ununder-
stand

der
the law of god you will know that you are free and 1I would ask

nothing at your hand contrary to thatthajtchajt lawlaw515 I1 lydia overcome with
emotion could not reply she broke from my embrace & left the room
having put his heart on the line newel pondered what to do next he had
half supposed she would utterly reject his proposition which would

have ended his pursuit but in this to my great satisfaction he said I11I was
wholly disappointed 31521152715252

he determined to find out gods will in the matter so for three days he
pondered and prayed and fasted monday morning november 221835
he concluded he should talk over the matter with friend and landlord
hyrum smith hyrum replied that he knew it was all right that the lord
never designed that a virtuous intelligent female as she was should spend
all her life single & in her present lonely situation for god requires all

both male and female to fill the measure of their creation & to multiply
upon the earth as he hath commanded newel agreed but he did not
want to court lydia ifitifftif it caused people to speak evil oftheirof their relationship so
he told hyrum he wished joseph smith would decide the matter for if the
lord gives her to me no man can say why do ye so hyrum agreed to seek
his brother s approval for newel and lydia to court newel thanked hyrum
then lifted his heart to god in a prayer of thanksgiving and supplication 53

newel spent that monday morning working on the kirtland temple
shortly after noon hyrum came to him and said he had explained the situ-
ation to joseph smith and now had an answer As reported by newel
joseph smiths instructions read today much like some of the personal
counsel recorded in the doctrine and covenants although this informa-
tion was only privately and verbally conveyed

brother hiram came to me said he had laid the affair before brother
joseph who at the time was with his council Brbrothotherler joseph after praylorp ray or
& reflecting a little or in other words enquiring of the lord said it is all
right she is his & the sooner they are married the better tell them no
law shall hurt them they need not fear either the law of god or man for
it shall not touch them & the lord bless them this is the will of the lord

concerning that matter 54
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As soon as he could newel went to the boardinghouse found lydia in
the room where he had told her his feelings and related to her what joseph
smith had instructed we lifted our hearts with gratitude to our heavenly
father for his goodness to wards us & that we live in this momentous age
& as did the ancients so we have the privilege of enquireingenquireing through the
prophet & receiveingreceiveing the word of the lord concerning USus5555 when she
heard the prophets answer lydia fell to her knees and poured out her soul
in thanksgiving to god then she agreed to marry newel 56 newel then
went to the dining room and ate 1I had fasted & prayed three days &
knights sic & did not desire food until after I1 had learned the will of the
lord & lydia & myself had made a covenant to be for each other 57

this was monday afternoon november 23 because of joseph smiths
instructions newel and lydia decided to marry as soon as possible hyrum
and jerusha smith offered to provide the wedding feast and advised that it
be the next evening to which newel confessed we readily consented
to fulfilfulfill the gentile law newel rode on horseback nine miles and
obtained a marriage license from the county clerk and was back by 3 PM 58

but who should perform the ceremony of the saints only seymour
brunson had a license to legally perform marriages in ohio a judge in
geaugageaugh county had refused to let mormon ministers obtain licenses to
marry people that evening newel and lydia discussed how they both
wished that joseph smith might seal the bond of matrimony for us but
had told only the lord of their desire 59 because hyrum smith was inviting
the wedding guests newel requested that he ask brother brunson to per-
form the wedding but while hyrum was inviting joseph and emma smith
to be guests at the wedding hyrum mentioned to his brother his intent to
invite brunson to do the ceremony joseph objected stop I1 will marry
them my self he announced this was good news to newel and lydia
it seemed that the lord had granted unto us the desires of our hearts 116060

historic wedding

tuesday evening november 24 1835 61 newel and lydia and about a
dozen wedding guests and joseph smith gathered in the hyrum smith
home for the wedding and the dinner this event proved to be a milestone
in the history of the early days of the LDS church and has sparked recent
legal controversy among some historians

the newly published doctrine and covenants contained an article
on marriage which had been approved by a church conference in august
1835 just a few months before the knight wedding the article written by
oliver cowdery expressed the belief the saints then held regarding mar-
riage it read in part

we believe that all marriages in this church of christ of latter day saints
should be solemnizedsolemnizer in a public meeting or feast prepared for that purpose
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and that the solemnization should be performed by a presiding high priest
high priest bishop elder or priestpriest6262

when he learned newel and lydia wanted to marry joseph smith felt
inspired that the time had come to assert his rights as a church leader even
if the local court refused to grant mormon ministers a license to perform
marriages from then on he decided saints could and should be mar-
ried by priesthood authority 63 according to lydias memory years later
joseph complained

our elders have been wronged and prosecuted for marrying without a
license the lord god of israel has given me authority to unite the people inin
the holy bonds of matrimony and from this time forth I1 shall use that priveriv
ilegeelege and marry whomsoever I1 see fit and the enemiesenemies of the church shall
never have power to use the law against me 64

despite the snowy freezing cold evening guests filled the room
emma smith accompanied joseph and they found that the feast was pre-
pared the guests were ready 665611 when newel and lydia sat down the cere-
mony began after singing and a prayer joseph asked the couple to stand
and join hands joseph then made some remarks upon the subject of mar-
riage indicating that it was an institution of heaven first solemnizedsolemnizer in the
garden ofeden by god himself by the authority ofeverlasting priesthood
using a ceremony original to him but one closely following the church s

newly published marriage regulations joseph called newel and lydia by
name and asked the couple to covenant to be each others companions
during their lives and discharge the duties of husband & wife in all

respects they agreed joseph pronounced them husband and wife and
blessed them that like adam and eve they would multiply and replenish the
earth he promised them a long life and prosperity 66 the groom was
thirty five the bride twenty three

because some oftheodtheof the company asked joseph questions he continued to
speak on the principle of marriage revealing much that was entirely new
whilenilevilevlie joseph spoke lydia again saw that strange brilliant light shine
though his features 67 for newel the evening was more than just a wed-
ding ceremony and social occasion it was a rich spiritual experience

the prophet & his council were there we received much instruction from
the prophet concerning matrimony & what the ancient order of god was &
what it must be again concerning marriage in the name of the lord & by
the authority of the preisthoodpreisthood sicsic which he held he joined us inin the bond
of matrimony the evening passed off well & all felt edifiededefied & glad of
opportunity of enjoying instruction from the lord through the beloved
prophet long long has the world been shrowdedshrowder inin gentile ignorance &

superstition but the shackles are beginning to be blown away like the
summer threshing floor & light & intelligence to be given the children of
the kingdom
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legal controversies

newel and lydias wedding has sparked some controversy among his-
toriansto 6861 did joseph smith break the law by performing a wedding he
lacked a license to perform and was lydia legally eligible to remarry or
was she committing bigamy recent research summarized below shows
that according to ohio statutes then in force joseph smith was entitled to
perform the wedding even without a license 6961 ohioschios 1824 act regulating
marriages provided that a religious society such as the quakers who had
no ministers could perform marriages without a license so long as the cer-
emony was done agreeable to the rules and regulations of their respective
churches with its marriage article published that september in the
doctrine and covenants as section 101lol101loiiol the church met the requirements
of that law therefore when joseph smith married newel and lydia he
performed a marriage that was legal even though he lacked a court issued
license see the county clerks record of the marriage fig i1 in M scott
bradshaw s article this issue

but was lydia legally entitled to remarry apparently newel had heard
that according to ohio law a person deserted by a spouse for three years
could remarry 70 however he must not have known that ohio had
changed the law just that year requiring the desertion be for five years
instead of three no matter how many years were required the law did
specify that the person had to be an ohio resident for two years which dis-
qualified lydia and the person had to apply to the ohio supreme court
for a divorce which lydia did not do 71 in that regard lydia technically
broke the law conscientious good person that she was she agreed to
marry only because joseph smith affirmed that the lord approved of the
union years later trying to show the prophetic correctness of the decision
lydia asserted that a few days after she agreed to marry newel news of
her husbands death reached her serious genealogy research has failed to
locate calvin s death date or place but he is missing from the 1840 census
lydia wrote to her family and told them about marrying newel they won-
dered how she had managed to obtain a divorce but were extremely pleased
she was free of and safe from calvin 7271

postscript

newlyweds newel and lydia stayed in kirtland until the kirtland
temple was dedicated in april 1836 before leaving kirtland lydia received
her patriarchal blessing from joseph smith sr having lost both ofherdofherof her chil-
dren she took great comfort in his promise that she would have many
children teach them righteousness and have power to keep them from
the power of the destroyer 73 the couple reached newels home in clay
county missouri in mid may 1836 during the next decade newel and
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lydia had six children while experiencing
the saints fortunes and misfortunes in
missouri and nauvoo the family partici-
pated in the exodus from nauvoo crossed R C

the missouri and were part of george
millers advance company which win-
tered

R

at the ponca camp north of winter
quarters there newel was the senior
high councilman until he died apparently
of pneumonia in that isolated outpost on
january 11 1847 lydia gave birth to the
couples last child after newels death
with her seven children she managed to
move west in 18501850 As promised in her
patriarchal blessing all her children lived
to adulthood she later remarried and
lived in salt lake city provo payson

lydia goldthwaite bailey knight
and southern utah she spent her last years during her utah years
doing ordinance work in the st george
temple and died on april 31884

joseph smith performed many more marriages in kirtland after newel
and lydias and during the rest oftheodtheof the time he was subject to ohio state law
no one challenged his right to do so

william G hartley williamwilliarnjiartleybyueduhartleybyliedu is associate professor of history
at brigham young university and research historian with BYU s joseph fielding
smith institute for latter day saint history he currently serves as president of the
mormon history association

1 william G hartley they are my friends A history ortheof the joseph knight family
1&585o1823 18507850 provo utah grandin book 1986 this article drdraws from my extensive
revisions ofofthatthat book s chapter twelve newel and lydia in kirtland the spellings of
newels and lydia s names vary newel s name should be spelled with one 1 not two
A few records do spell it with 11II but most early LDS records listing his name have but
one L see his own missouri petition for redress for example when referring to newel
in histories and genealogical records knight descendants use the one 1I spelling like-
wise lydias maiden name goldthwaite is sometimes spelled without an e follow-
ing family convention I1 have chosen to include the e

2 hartley history of the joseph knight family 11 37 newel knight in andrew
jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographical
sketches of prominent men and women in the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson history 1901 36 2773 75 doctrine and
covenants 27

3 larry C porter has written extensively about the colesvilleColesville branch see larry C
porter A study oftheodtheof the origins oftheodtheof the church ofofjesusjesus christ ofoflatterlatter day saints in the
states of new york and pennsylvania 1816 1831 phd diss brigham young univer-
sity 1971 and two articles larry C porter ye shall go to the ohio exodus of the
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new york saints to ohio 1831 inin regional studies inin latter day saint history ohio
ed milton V backman provo utah BYU department of church history and doc
trine 199011990 1 25 and larry C porter the colesvillelesvilleCo branch inin kaw totownshipship jack-
son county missouri 1831 to 1833 inin regional studies inin latter layday saint church
history missouri ed arnold K garr and clarkdarkoark V johnson provo utah department
of church history and doctrine brigham young university 1994 281 311

4 donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook eds far westwestrecordrecord minutes ortheof the
church ofjesusof jesusjasus christ of latter day saints 18301830 1844 salt lake city deseret book
1983 70 july 331834834

5 joseph smith jr history of the church oflesusof lesusjesus christ oflatterof datterlatter duyday saints ed
B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 2113 hereafter
cited as history ortheof the church

6 newel knight journal alienallenailen version 1983 typescript 47 newel kept a journal
with entries starting as early as 18301830 the surviving holograph diary appears to have
been written between 1839 and 1845 and contains copied entries from an earlier record
see newel knight autobiography and journal church archives family and church
history department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
hereafter cited as LDS church archives folder one contains the earliest versionversion and

folders two and three contain rewrites of it evidently by someone preparing the diary
for publication A typescript copy of newel s diary with additional material and some
rewordings oftheodtheof the holograph isis inin possession oftheodtheof the alienallenailen family descendants ofnewelofnewel
A condensed versionversion of the holograph was published inin the i88os188os as newel knights
journal inin scraps of biography tenth book of the falthfaith promoting series salt lake
city juvenile instructor office 1883 460446 10404 and was reprinted inin classic experiences
and andadventuresadventures salt lake city bookcraft 1969 all oftheodtheof the quotations and information
inin this article attributed to newel are from his holograph journal entries covering the
years 1835 36 unless otherwise indicated and are denoted by folder and page number

7 knight autobiography and journal folder three 4
8 knight journal alienallenailen version 47
9 lydia s description was written by susa young gates under the pseudonym

homespun and published as lydia knights history the first book ortheof the noble womens
lives series salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1883 7 9 26 29

io10 the biographical details for this section can be found inin lydia knights history
janfan jansak williams and larea gibbons strebe lydia knight god rules was her
motto ensign 7j august 1977 50 52 and jenson biographical encyclopedia 27752 775 76
sources vary on the spelling of lydia s maiden name some say goldthwait others
goldthwaite following family tradition I1 have spelled the name goldthwaite

ii11 knight autobiography and journal folder three 5

12 knight autobiography and journal folder one 145145

13 pomfret was within twenty miles of lydias home built of stone fredonia pri-
vate academy housed the school on the lower floor and the building s upper floor
served as the town s presbyterian chapel see andrew W young history of Chautauqua
county new york buffalo NYN Y matthews and warren 1875 475 john P downs and
fenwick Y hedley eds history of chautauqua county new york and its people
boston american historical society 1921 322 and obed edson history of chau-

tauqua county new york boston W A fergusson 1894 466
14 A lengthy list of fredoniafredomafredima students has no lydia goldthwaite or calvin bailey

but the compiler termed it a hit and missmiss list see jo ann kaufman comp directory
ofstudentsof students who attended the fredonia academy during the years 1826 1867 edomafredoniaFr
NYN Y chautauqua genealogical society 1989 A harlin T bailey from nearby stock-
ton who attended 1830 33 isis perhaps related to calvin

15 lydia knights history lo1010 newel s journal says she was seventeen which would
make 1829 the year of her marriage
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16 because new york had two towns named lodi some of lydias genealogy
records say lodi is in seneca county others say erie county

17 the lodi by seneca lake is 116 miles on a direct line from new albion
18 knight autobiography and journal folder one 49149
ip knight autobiography and journal folder one 149149 folder three 5

20 knight autobiography and journal folder one 50
21 lydia knights history 12 this history says lydia had returned home to her

parents six months before her son was born or about september 1831 but family
genealogy records have the son born in lodi her history says she was living with her
parents when her daughter died newels account written about forty years before
lydias is relied on here

22 knight autobiography and journal folder one 5

23 lydia knights history 12

24 eleazer freeman nickerson was born april 121806121806122886 to freeman nickerson and
huldah chapman in windsor county vermont in 1833 his parents home was in
perrysburgPerrys burg less than a dozen miles from the goldthwaitesGoldthwaites home in villenovavillanovaVillenova newel
said that eleazer freeman nickerson was a gentleman and respectable merchant who
had moved from the neighborhood of lydia s parents in new york into upper canada

25 lydia knights history 13 15

26 lydia goldthwaite to dear papa and mama june 22 1833 in letters and
papers of lydia knight and newel knight typescript 1 2 L tom perry special col-
lections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah

27 lydia goldthwaite to dear brothers moses jessie and amos may ig1918331833 and
lydia to dear papa and mama june 222218331833 in letters and papers of lydia knight
and newel knight 1 2

28 lydia knights history 16 17 joseph smith with sidney rigdonsRigdons help kept a
diary of this unusual mission which is found in dean C jessee ed the papers of oflosephjoseph
smithsith 2 volsvois salt lake city deseret book 1989 92 26 io10 october 51833 november
118331 i833

29 lydia knights history 18

30 jessee papers of josephoflosephhoseph smith 28 9 october 202018331833

31 jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 213 14 november 191918331833

32 lydia knights history 21

33 jessee papers offorfof offosephjosephoseph smith 210 october 282818331833

34 As quoted in lydia knights history 21

35 lydia knights history 1122
36 jessee papers of josephofloseph smith 210 october 281833
37 jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 29 10 october 281833
38 lydia knights history 22 23

39 lydia knights history 22 23 joseph smith sr was ordained as church patriarch
on december 181818331833 apparently the first patriarchal type blessings were bestowed feb-
ruary 191918341834 by joseph smith sr on his sons joseph jr and samuel jessee papers of
joseph smith 2123 n 3 irene M bates and E gary smith lost legacy the mormon office
of ofpresidingpresiding patriarch urbana university of illinoisofillinois press 1996371996 37 history odtheoftheof the church
232 D michael quinn the mormon hierarchy origins ofpowerof power salt lake city signa-
ture books in association with smith research associates 1994994 46 49 and 303 n 40

40 lydia knights history 23

41 lydia knights history 22 23 jessee joseph smith papers 210 november i1
1833 perhaps the lake became uncrossable by boat

42 knight autobiography and journal folder one 51151

43 knight autobiography and journal folder one 51 52 lydia knights history 25

44 lydia knights history 25 26 joseph smiths history materials make no men-
tion of this debt and potential arrest
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45 lydia knights history 35

46 knight autobiography and journal folder one 43143

47 lydia knights history 27
48 knight autobiography and journal folder one 43

49 knight autobiography and journal folder one 43 bracketed letters replace
missing portions of this brittle manuscript

5050 lydia knights history 28

51 knight autobiography and journal folder one 43 44144 bracketed letters
replace missing portions of the manuscript

52 knight autobiography and journal folder one 44144
53 knight autobiography and journal folder one 144144
54 knight autobiography and journal folder one 44144
55 knight autobiography and journal folder one 45145
56 lydia knights history 29
57 knight autobiography and journal folder one 45145
58 knight autobiography and journal folder one 145145

59 knight autobiography and journal folder one 45145
6060 knight autobiography and journal folder one 14646
61 lydia knights history says the wedding took place on november 23 but joseph

smiths history puts it on november 24 family genealogy records as compiled by
different relatives contain both dates joseph smiths history was written closer to the
event so I1 rely on it here

62 As quoted inin history oftheodtheof the church 22462 246 47
63 M guy bishop eternal marriage inin early mormon marital beliefs historian

552 autumn 1990- 83 84
64 As quoted inin lydia knights HishistorytOTY 31

65 knight journal alienallenailen version 50
66 jessee papers oflosephof joseph smith 1145 46 november 241835
67 history ortheof the church 2320iio220 lydia knights history 31

68 in his mormon hierarchy 88 and 326 n 32 quinn contends that joseph smith
exercised theocratic ethics to commit two wrongs perform a bigamous marriage and
perform marriages without an ohio license john L brooke inin the refiner s fire the
making of mormon cosmology 1644 1844 new york cambridge university press

1994 212 agrees and adds that over the next two months joseph smith performed five
more illegal marriages

69 ohio legalities are fully explored and documented inin M scott bradshaw s

important study joseph smiths performance of marriages inin ohio written from a
lawyer s viewpoint inin this issueissue of BYU studies

70 newel continued to make every endeavor to persuade lydia to relinquish her
own feelings and accept the freedom that the law offered lydia knight s HihistorystOly 28

71 cited by bradshaw joseph smiths performance of marriages inin ohio are
acts ofaoraof a general nature enacted revised and ordered to be reprinted at the first ses-

sionsionslon oftheodtheof the twenty ninth generalassemblygeneral assembly oftheodtheof the state of0hioof ohio columbus olmsted and
bailhache 1831 section 7 p 136 statutes of the state of ohio of a general nature inin
force 7 december 1840 also the statutes of a general nature passed by the general
assembly at their thirty ninth session commencing december 7 1840 columbus
samuel medary 1841 230 239

72 lydia knights history 29 sally goldthwaite to dear lydia january io1018361836 inin
letters and papers of lydia knight and newel knight 3 4 four separate genealogy

searches inin a dozendowndomn states have not found local records of lydia and calvin s marriage
and of calvin s death

73 lydia knights history 36



Joseph Smith’s Performance of
Marriages in Ohio

M. Scott Bradshaw

During the s, ministers from a wide range of Christian denomina-
tions performed marriages in Ohio. Attempting to compile a comprehen-
sive list of such churches would be a mammoth task, but a sampling of the
court records from several Ohio counties shows that representatives from
at least a dozen religious denominations were actively solemnizing mar-
riages. These denominations included Anabaptists, Baptists, Congrega-
tionalists, Disciples of Christ, Episcopalians, Evangelicals, German
Reformed, Mennonites, Methodists, Presbyterians, Unitarians, Universalists
and, of particular interest to readers here, Latter-day Saints.₁

Most of these ceremonies were performed under a provision of Ohio
law that prescribed procedures through which any ordained minister could
be licensed to solemnize marriages. The county courts of common pleas
issued licenses to perform marriages, and the granting of these licenses was
a routine matter. According to law, a minister merely needed to appear
before a county court and produce “credentials of his being a regular
ordained minister of any religious society or congregation.”₂ The statute
provided that, once granted, such licenses were to be valid for as long as the
minister continued serving the same denomination.

A survey of Ohio county court records reveals only one denial of a
request for a license. In March , Sidney Rigdon made a motion for a
license before the judge of his county court, Presiding Judge Matthew Bir-
chard of the Geauga County Court of Common Pleas, which had juris-
diction over the Kirtland area. Even though Rigdon held the priesthood in
the LDS Church and was a counselor to Joseph Smith in the presidency of the
Church, the judge still refused Rigdon’s motion, holding that he was not a
“regularly ordained minister of the gospel within the meaning of the Statute.”₃

Whether intentionally or not, in denying Rigdon’s request, the judge
appears to have signaled to other Mormon elders not to bother applying:
Geauga County court records do not contain any evidence that other
Saints either requested or were denied licenses to solemnize marriages.

The denial of Rigdon’s motion was not the only problem he had with
the court over the marriage issue. Court records show that Rigdon was
indicted in June  and tried in October for illegally solemnizing the 

marriage of Orson Hyde and Marinda Johnson. Rigdon was discharged

BYU Studies , no.  () 23
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only after it became evident that a license he received in 1826 as a camp-
bellite minister was still technically valid there being no record from his

previous church proving his dismissal 4

while judge birchardsburchardsBirchards refusal ofofrigdonsrigdonsRigdons motion may have dissuaded
LDS elders from making similar requests in geaugageaugh county at least one
elder was not deterred from performing marriages even without a
license county marriage records show that on november 242418351835 joseph
smith solemnizedsolemnizer the marriage of newel knight and lydia goldthwaite
bailey these records also show that during the next two months joseph
performed an additional ten weddings fig i1 by june 1837 he had married
a total ofnineteenofnineteen couples in kirtland 5

josephs decision to perform marriages surprised some of the saints
this is particularly evident from the accounts of the knight bailey wed-
ding lydias history states that joseph s brother hyrum was astonish ed
when he learned that joseph intended to personally marry her and newel
probably referring to sidney rigdonsRigdons legal troubles lydias history
explains that ohio law did not recognize the mormon elders as minis-
ters and that LDS elders had been arrested and fined for performing mar
riagesbiages 6 newel was also amazed he noted in his journal that joseph did not
have a license to perform marriages and that without this the authorities
could impose a penalty 7

joseph was not timid in announcing his intent to solemnize marriages
during the knight ceremony he stated that LDS elders had been
wronged in connection with the marriage license issue and explained

that from this time forth he intended to marry couples whenever he saw fit

joseph also predicted that his enemies would never be able to use the law

against him 8

nor was joseph silent with respect to the uncertainty over his author-
ity to solemnize marriages in comments made during a sunday sermon
just days after the knight wedding joseph justified his action by explaining
that he had done as god commanded him he further stated that it was his
right or religious privilege as he put it to perform marriages not even
the US congress he said had power to make a law that would abridge the
rights of his religion 9

not surprisingly newel s and lydia s comments regarding ohio law
and mormon elders have led some historians to assume that joseph acted
without legal authority when he married couples in kirtland these writ-
ers have used the term illegal quite freely in describing these weddings
also noting that in the case of the knight wedding lydia had not obtained
a divorce from her previous spouse calvin bailey an abusive husband who
had abandoned lydia several years earlier
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joseph smiths performance of marriagesofmarriages in ohio 31

no historian has been more direct in questioning the propriety of
joseph s performance of marriages than michael quinn

in november 1835 he joseph announced a doctrine I1 call theocratic
ethics he used this theology to justify his violation of ohioschios marriage laws
by performing a marriage for newel knight and the undivorced lydia
goldthwaite without legal authority to do so

quoting newels surprise at josephs performance of the marriage quinn
continues

in addition to the bigamous character of this marriage smith had no license
to perform marriages in ohio

two months later smith performed marriage ceremonies for which nei-
ther he nor the couples had marriage licenses and he issued marriage certifi-
cates agreeable to the rules and regulations of the church of jesus christ of
later day saints theocratic ethics justified LDS leaders and by extension
regular mormonscormons in actions which were contrary to conventional ethics and
sometimes in violation of criminal laws 100

historian john brooke has made similar observations

specifically prohibited from performing the marriage ceremony by the
local county court smith brushed aside a state licensed church elder to per-
form the rites of marriage between newell and lydia himself she was not
divorced from her non mormon husband so this technically bigamous mar-
riage also challenged a broader moral code over the next two months
joseph smith performed five more illegal marriages 11

richard van wagoner has likewise accused joseph of disregarding the law

smiths performance of this marriage was one of his earliest efforts to
apply heavenly guidelines on earth despite legal technicalities not only was
smith not a lawfully recognized minister but lydia bailey whose non mormon
husband had deserted her was never formally divorced 12

although these and other historians have concluded that joseph was
acting illegally in marrying the knights no writer to date has tested this
assertion 13 in view oftheodtheof the negative spin that quinn brooke and van wag-
oner have put on josephs actions it seems appropriate to study this issue
and related circumstances in greater detail the results of this research may
surprise some readers As it turns out joseph was indeed within his statu-
tory rights in assuming the authority to solemnize marriages moreover he
was correct when he stated that performing marriages was his religious
privilege ohio s marriage statute and the history and evolution of such
laws in other states provided clear grounds for these conclusions

the knight bailey marriage

As is evident from the main quotes above much of the controversy
surrounding josephs decision to solemnize marriages stems from his
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performance of the knight bailey wedding while some of the primary
sources do seem to cast doubt on the prophets legal authority they also
contain facts which attest to a general concern for legal compliance on the
part of all parties involved newel in particular exhibited a grasp of legal
issues which though flawed seems to have set the tone for events leading
to his marriage

according to lydias account when newel proposed he attempted to
persuade lydia that her prior marriage to calvin bailey was not a legal
impediment newel explained that according to the law she was a free
woman having been deserted for three years with nothing provided for her
support lydia seems to have been unimpressed with these arguments
based on human law she was more concerned with the law of god
apparently fearing the moral implications of remarriage 14 possibly lydia
had in mind the saviors teaching that if a woman shall put away her hus-
band and be married to another she committethcommit teth adultery mark 10121012lotilorl
see also rom 73

none of the accounts clarify what exactly newel meant when he
assured lydia that the law made her free however a review of ohio
statutes shows what he likely had in mind according to a definition of the
crime of bigamy adopted in ohio in 1831 individuals previously married
could legally remarry without any necessity of obtaining a divorce if the
prior spouse had been continually and willfully absent for the space of
three years 15 newel may also have had in mind a provision ofstatelofstateof state divorce
law which allowed abandonment for three years to serve as grounds for
divorce though this alternative seems less likely 16 divorces require time
consuming judicial action a fact which would have been common knowl-
edge even in the nineteenth century moreover lydia would not have met
the residence requirements mandated in ohio before she could file

judging by the terms of the 1831 bigamy statute newels assessment of
lydia s rights was unquestionably correct lydia could indeed have remar-
ried without fear of prosecution and without first obtaining a divorce the
exact date bailey left her is unknown but facts contained in her history and
newel s journal suggest that she had been abandoned for at least three
years and possibly four 17 nevertheless newel seems to have been unaware
that earlier in 1835 the state legislature adopted a new bigamy statute 18 this
law lengthened to five years the time required to constitute abandon-
ment a requirement which lydia would not have met of course the
terms of that bigamy statute still required that in order to be convicted a
married person had to have a husband or wife living which lydia proba-
bly did not have but she would have had no way ofproving that in court at
that time
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while newel may have been mistaken in his understanding of the
three year abandonment provision under the prevailing ohio bigamy
statute his reference to lydia being free under the law forms an impor-
tant part of the context for subsequent events after lydia rebuffed newels
proposal newel turned to god in fasting and prayer and then decided to
seek the advice of the prophet joseph 19 lydias account describes what
happened next

accordingly joseph presented his petition to the lord and the reply came
that lydia was free from that man god did not wish any good woman to live

a life oflonliness and she was free to marry also that the union of ofnewelnewel and
lydia would be pleasing in his sight 200

josephs use of the precise word that newel employed free would seem
to tie his response to newels initial legal argument joseph s confident
response also laid to rest the moral concerns which lydia had the prophet
assured her that she would not lose her salvation in remarrying in fact
god would be pleased with her marriage to newel

trusting in josephs word the two made immediate plans to marry
lydias history reports that their confidence in the prophet was soon vindi-
cated shortly after their marriage on november 24 1835 the couple
learned of the death of calvin bailey lydia s previous husband a fact
which they took as convincing proof of the inspiration in josephs repreplyly 21

oddly quinn and brooke characterized this union as bigamous yet
omitted lydias highly significant mention ofbaileysofbaileyBaileysballey s actual death because
of the death of lydia s former husband prior to her remarriage bigamy
would have been a nonissuenonissue if it had been raised without evidence that his
death occurred after the marriage the state could not have borne its burden
of proof in prosecuting lydia for bigamy consequently any liability which
joseph otherwise might have incurred for solemnizingsolemn izing such a marriage if
in fact it had been bigamous thereby probably became a moot issue 22

newels journal shows that he was concerned with another legal issue
besides lydias right to remarry namely compliance with the ohio marriage
statute newel reports having gone by horse to the county clerk in order to
obtain a marriage license not to be confused with a license to solemnize
marriages returning by 3 PM on the day of the marriage 23 A search of
county records confirms that newel did indeed comply with sections 6 and
7 of the ohio statute and received a license for his marriage to lydia 24

joseph smiths compliance with the ohio marriage statute

the accounts of marriages that joseph later performed are not as
detailed as those of the knight bailey wedding however some of these
later accounts contain important facts for example an entry in josephs
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journal contains a transcription of a marriage certificate he issued in january
1836 to william cahoon and his bride nancy miranda gibbs 25 this is the
same certificate that quinn refers to quoted above seemingly suggesting
that there was something improper in the issuance of these certificates in
reality the wording of this certificate and of the ohio marriage statute
helps prove the legality of josephjosephs s performance of this marriage A brief
examination of ohio marriage law will demonstrate this point

the ohio marriage statute in force during joseph smiths ohio years
was entitled an act regulating marriages 26126 passed by the ohio legisla-
ture on january 7718241824 this act specified rules for marriage age consan-
guinityguinity and licensing and specified who could solemnize marriages it also
prescribed when and how records of marriages were to be filed and it
stipulated penalties for various violations 27 because of the importance of
this law to this article its provisions are reproduced in appendix i1 the crucial
language in section 2 of the act provides

it shall be lawful for any ordained minister of any religious society or congre-
gation within this state who has or may hereafter obtain a license for that
purpose as hereinafter provided or for any justice of the peace in his county
or for the several religious societies agreeably to the rules and regulations of
their respective chucheschocheschuches to join together as husband and wife all persons not
prohibited by this act 228

accordingly the language of this act specifies that ordained minis-
ters could receive licenses to solemnize marriages from the local courts of
common pleas but even if judge birchard were not inclined to grant these
licenses to latter day saint elders the mormonscormons still had other avenues
open to them under this statute according to this same section a justice of
the peace could also perform marriages and so could the several religious
societies agreeably to the rules and regulations oftheirof their respective churches
for those acting under the second half of section 2 there was no require-
ment for the person or religious society performing the marriage to hold a
license from a county court 2921 ohio state law granted them the privilege

an examination of entries in joseph smith s journal suggests that he
intended the marriages he performed to be valid under this latter category
the cahoonscahoots s marriage certificate for example shows that joseph explicitly
used the precise language of the ohio statute the prophet stated that he
married the cahoonscahoots agreeably to the rules and regulations of the church
of christ of latter day saints on matrimony 30 likewise a marriage joseph
performed in january 1836 included similar language josephjosephs s journal states
that he married john boynton and susan lowell according to the rules and
regulations of the church of the latter day saints 113131 his use of statutory
wording on these two occasions would not seem to have been coincidence
rather joseph seems to have intended to show unequivocally that the mar-
riage was valid under section 2 of the state of ohio s marriage statute 32
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while the case for the legality of these later marriage ceremonies may
be clear what oftheodtheof the knight bailey marriage the accounts contain no evi-
dence that joseph used the language of the statute on this occasion such
language however was not necessary no provision of the law required
such a reference and other denominations such as the quakers per-
formed marriages inin ohio under the rules and regulations clause with-
out making explicit reference to the statute in their marriage certificates 33

thus under the law joseph needed only to act according to the rules of the
church if joseph did this then the knight bailey marriage would have
been legally performed regardless ofofwhetherwhether joseph knew ofhisochisof his statutory
authority or made any explicit reference to it

the church s rules for marriage were included in the section entitled
marriage near the end of the 1835 doctrine and covenants34Covenants34 for the rele-

vant portions of these rules see appendix 2 these rules were drafted earlier
in 1835 and adopted in august of that year at an assembly of saints in kirt-
land 35 the church rules likely were the rules on matrimony that joseph
followed in marrying the cahoonscahoots and may well have served as josephs guide
in marrying the knights 36 this latter possibility is suggested by a compari-
son of the rules to the accounts of the knight event such a process reveals
many similarities the most significant of which is that the substance of the
actual ceremony as recorded in josephs accounts has wording similar to
that prescribed in the rules for example the rules and josephs accounts all

speak oftheodtheof the bride and groom agreeing to be each others companion and
joseph committing them to carry out their obligations as husband and wife
one account states that joseph pronounced them husband & wife in
the name of god and also prpronouncedaiiettiieed the blessings that the lord conferedconfereeconfered
upon adainadam & eve with the addition oflongoblongof longiong life and prosperity in spirit
and substance this pronouncement also is similar to the form prescribed
by the rules in the doctrine and covenants these rules state that the offici-
ator should unite the couple in the name of the lord jesus christ and
invoke god s blessings upon them 37

even if joseph deviated from the rules found in the doctrine and
covenants his status as prophet of the church would arguably have quali-
fied his wording per se as rules and regulations under the statute this
follows from passages in the doctrine and covenants that established
joseph as a revelator and a moses to his people and passages that
instructed the people to be obedient to josephs word dacd&c 211 282 3

using this additional reasoning the knight wedding would again have
been valid because joseph the recognized revelator for the church per-
formed it under a claim of divine authority

while it is evident that joseph acted in accordance with ohio s mar
riageariage statute when he married the knights it is less clear whether he did so
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knowingly josephs account is silent on the issue of legalityoflegality ofthisorthisof this particu-
lar action and newel and lydia seem to have assumed that joseph was
knowingly acting contrary to state marriage law even if he did believe that
performing the marriage was his religious right at the same time newel
and lydia s accounts do not tell the whole story neither of them recorded
the wording of the ceremony itself moreover as lay persons not trained in the
law the knights could easily have overlooked a simple comment or two
such as a reference to rules and regulations of the church that may
have had legal significance

if joseph did not know his actual legal rights in november 1835 one
wonders what the source of confusion over this issue was in the first place
why did not newel lydia joseph and others know of the churchschurcyschurche right
to perform marriages under the religious societies clause38clause31clause 3831 this ques-
tion is particularly perplexing given that newel exhibited an acquaintance
with aspects of ohio marriage and bigamy law

one plausible explanation for this possible lack of understanding is

suggested by the wording of printed marriage license forms used by the
clerk of the court in geaugageaugh county these forms contained a blank for
the names of the parties intending to marry and stipulated that the cere-
mony was to be performed either by a justice of the peace or a minister of
the gospel holding a license to solemnize marriages issued by any ohio
county court fig 2 once the names were filled in and the clerk signed and
dated the form the marriage license became valid what these forms did not
state is that religious societies also had authority to perform marriages 39

possibly this omission was the source of some of the confusion in kirtland
lest the mention of this omission raises doubts as to josephs author-

ity under the religious societies clause it must be pointed out that these
forms did not hold the force of law the wording on the forms was not pre-
scribed by ohio statute 40 rather forms seem to have been printed locally
in the case of geaughgeauga county creating a timesavingtime saving convenience for
county clerk D D aiken 41

regardless ofofwhetherwhether joseph knew ofhisochisof his statutory rights at the time of
the knight bailey marriage other facts attest to his knowledge of the
legality of the marriages he performed for example he submitted the cer-
tificates for marriages he performed to the county clerk for recording
section 8 of the ohio marriage act required that a certificate be submitted
within three months of each wedding signed by the minister or justice who
had performed the ceremony joseph s journal and county marriage
records show that the prophet complied with this requirement submitting
marriage records on numerous occasions see fig i the first of these was
the certificate for the knight bailey marriage recorded by aiken on feb-
ruary 22 1835 two days prior to the deadline that josephs submission of
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this record was not an almost belated afterthought is suggested by the fact
that he transmitted several others at the same time and furthermore that
these were the first marriage records that bear josephs name 42

evidence of scrupulous adherence to legal standards can also be seen
in the case of at least one person whom joseph married william cahoon
unlike newel knight who rode miles to obtain a marriage license for his
wedding cahoonscahootsCahoons autobiography recounts that he found a legal way to
avoid this trip 43 section 6 of the ohio marriage act specified that the par-
ties did not need a marriage license if the event was properly announced in
advance and if the ceremony was held in public cahoonscahooiyscahootsCahoons autobiography
states that these requirements were met 4414

the propriety of ofjosephjoseph smiths open performance oftheodtheof the knight bailey
and several later marriages is further seen in the fact that he was never
prosecuted for these actions 45 the certificates for the marriages he per-
formed were recorded by the county clerk without objection see figure i1
with charges against rigdon having been dropped only on a legal techni-
cality just weeks prior to the knight bailey marriage joseph could have
expected to be prosecuted himself if indeedifindeed he had acted in violation oftheodtheof the
law this assumption is buttressed when one considers that some citizens
in the region advocated using the law as a way of challenging the influence
of the latter day saints this polemic use of the law is seen in the autobi-
ography of eber D howe an anti mormon newspaper editor who lived
only a few miles from kirtland

all their vain babblingsbabb lings those of the mormonsmoronscormonsmaronsMorMomonsrons and pretensions were pretty
strongly set forth and noticed in the columns of the TELEGRAPH in view of
all their gaseous pretensions the surrounding country was becoming some-
what sensitive and many of our citizens thought it advisable to take all the
legal means within their reach to counteract the progress of so dangerous an
enemy in their midst and many law suits ensued 46

howe and the citizens he referred to were not the first to suggest that the
law be used against the church joseph smith had only recently arrived in
ohio when a person identified only as L F sent a letter to the editor of a

leading ohio religious newspaper the observer and telegraph huron
ohio suggesting that the law be used against the new faith 47 this letter
published in february i83i1831 48 approvingly quoted a passage of the book of
mormon which states that false christs and false prophets were pun-
ished according to their crimes and that their mouths had been shut 4941

religious privilege under broader ohio law

As surprising as the foregoing conclusions may be to some historians
the fact is that joseph actually did have legal authority to perform mar-
riages in ohio he seems to have known this by january 1836 when his
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journal records that he performed marriages according to the rules and
regulations of the church however he may not have known of these
rights at the time of the knight wedding in november 1835 50 if not then
the question arises what was his rationale for asserting his authority to
perform this marriage when joseph insisted during his sunday sermon
that marrying the knights was his right or religious privilege was he
correct or was he just using a hyperbole to create a legal fig leaf to cover his
actions As with the case ofhisochisof his statutory rights under ohio marriage law a
study of this question also provides clear vindication for joseph though
the issue of which ministers could solemnize marriages had been a con-
tentioustent ious one in a number of states by 1835 this controversy was a thing of
the past previous legal restrictions had been lifted and all christian min-
isters enjoyed this right even in former establishment states where con-
stitutional and statutory provisions had existed favoring particular
denominations for a discussion of the history of the disestablishment of
religion in america see appendix 33.

in ohio religious freedom had always been granted under state law

ohioschios first constitution protected rights of conscience in matters of reli-
gion 51 this constitution also expressly rejected new england style estab-
lishmentlishment of religion by prohibiting religious taxation 52 compulsory
church attendance and tax support of clergy

the official report of ohioschios first constitutional convention held in
1802 shows the broad support for measures providing for freedom of reli-
gion and related rights for example the states founding fathers expressed
a determination to allow all citizens to hold public office irrespective of
their religious beliefs or lack thereof A proposal to strike language pro-
hibitinghi religious tests as qualifications to any office of trust or profit53profit 53

was soundly defeated twenty eight to six A similar proposal that required
belief in a supreme being was also defeated in an even more lopsided vote
of thirty to three 54

in this respect ohio chose a course different from her new england
sister states which had constitutions and laws that maintained an estab-
lishmentlishment of religion in reality ohio founders probably had little choice
but disestablishment with settlers of different faiths streaming in from the
various middle states and from new england it would have been unthink-
able for them to have done otherwise the diversity of religious faith
among ohioschios citizenry virtually compelled her founders to provide broad
constitutional guarantiesguaranteesguaranties of religious freedom

ohioschios marriage law always reflected these notions of religious free-
dom beginning with the state s first marriage law in 1803 up until the pas-
sage of the 1824 marriage act in force during the churchschurche ohio years the
provisions of ohio marriage law allowed not just ordained minstersministersminsters to
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perform marriages but also religious groups according to their own rules 55

while the 1803 statute granted this latter right only to mennonites and
quakers later changes extended this right to all religious societies this
new wording effectively provided authority for all christian faiths to sol-

emnize their own matrimonial contracts without the necessity of obtain-
ing licenses from the county courts accordingly joseph was well within
his rights as a citizen of the state of ohio to claim his religious privilege
under these basic rubricsrubrica of ohio jurisprudence indeed no evidence has
been found that his performance of ofmarriagesmarriages in ohio was ever a subject of
public concern during his lifetime 56

sidney rigdon and marriages

in view of the abundant statutory and historical evidence supporting
joseph smiths performance of marriages one wonders why sidney rigdon
experienced difficulties in this regard this issue is of more than passing
interest previous scholarship has assumed that the kirtland saints gener-
ally received fair treatment at the hands of the county court while in
general this conclusion still seems valid a number of facts related to the
marriage issue invite us to take a deeper look at this assumed impartiality 5751

considerable evidence points towards discrimination against rigdon
A starting point in this discussion is found in the fact that LDS elders

successfully obtained licenses outside geaugageaugh county elder seymour
brunson already held such a license at the time that elder rigdonsRigdons motion
for a license was denied brunson obtained his license in jackson county
in southern ohio not to be confused with the missouri county by the
same name a place where according to lydia knight prejudice did not
run so high 58 geaugageaugh marriage records show that between may 1834 and
april 1836 brunson actively used this license in kirtland joining eight couples
in matrimony 59

brunson was not the only LDS elder to receive a license to solemnize
marriages in ohio A clue to this fact is found in josephs journal under the
date of ofmarchmarchonmarch 211836 prepared a number of ofelderselderseiders licinceslicinces to send by
elder ambrose palmer to the court in medina county in order to
obtain licenses to marry as the court in this county will not grant us this
privilege 3360116060 even though joseph had already been performing marriages
under as we suppose the rules and regulations clause for several
months some LDS elders probably wanted the additional assurance of
holding actual licenses to solemnize marriages court records from medina
county confirm that two elders received licenses though not until the june
1836 term of court these elders were salmon warner jr and phineas
bronson jr no relation to brunson 61



Judge Birchard’s Interests. In light of counties outside Geauga grant-
ing licenses to Mormon elders, Geauga’s refusal of Rigdon’s motion seems
problematic. If two other Ohio judges saw fit to grant licenses to LDS
elders, why did Judge Birchard of Geauga County refuse? Birchard’s refusal
cannot have been for any lack of assertiveness on Rigdon’s part. Court
records show that Rigdon took the unusual step of using the services of an
attorney in making his motion.₆₂ Evidently, Elder Rigdon did not want to
risk a refusal. Neither is it likely that Birchard relied on old New England
judicial notions that prescribed which ministers could perform marriages.
Although Birchard lived the first eight years of his life in Massachusetts, he
was educated and received his legal training in Ohio.₆₃ As judge he freely
granted licenses to Methodists and Baptists, denominations whose minis-
ters had at times been unable to legally perform marriages under the old
system of religious laws in New England.₆₄

The most plausible explanation for Judge Birchard’s apparent discrimi-
nation can be found in political and religious differences that set the Saints
apart from other Geauga County residents. Politically the Kirtland Saints typi-
cally voted for Democratic candidates, whereas the other residents of the
county generally voted for Whig candidates.₆₅ Birchard himself was a Demo-
crat and was not a church-going man.₆₆ One would not expect a judge to
be prejudiced against any group; however, this judge may have reflected the
political or religious biases of powerful local constituencies whom he
would not have wanted to alienate.₆₇ Presbyterian Whigs virtually domi-
nated Geauga County politics at this time and were prominent in state poli-
tics.₆₈ Birchard’s chances for reappointment by the Ohio General Assembly
at the end of his seven-year term, or for appointment to the state supreme
court bench, could have hinged to a considerable degree on the opinion
local constituencies held of him.₆₉

Prosecutor Hitchcock’s Interests. Among the most prominent Whigs
of Geauga were the county prosecutor, Reuben Hitchcock, and his father,
Peter Hitchcock, an Ohio judge. Reuben Hitchcock was the prosecutor who
brought charges against Rigdon in June  for illegally solemnizing mar-
riages.₇₀ He also later served as a judge and distinguished himself in busi-
ness endeavors.₇₁ Peter Hitchcock served for twenty-eight years as a
supreme court judge in Ohio (–, –, and –), and twice
served as the Speaker of the Ohio Senate (– and –). He also served
two terms in the U.S. House of Representatives (– and –)₇₂ and
had once been a candidate for the judicial post to which Judge Birchard was
appointed in  (namely Presiding Judge of the third Judicial District,
including Geauga and other nearby counties). At the time that Judge Bir-
chard refused Rigdon’s motion for a license, Peter Hitchcock had just
returned to the Ohio Supreme Court bench.₇₃

Joseph Smith’s Performance of Marriages in Ohio 41
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peter and reuben hitchcock were both deeply religious men who
cared about local church affairs like many in geaughgeauga county the hitch
cocks were congregationalists who had voluntarily affiliated with the pres-

byterianbyterian church under a plan permitting the members and ministers of
both churches to worship and function interchangeably 74 peter hitch-
cock s devotion to his faith can be shown through the records ofhisochisof his church
in burton which consistently listed him as the leading financial contribu-
tor 7571 reuben served as the delegate from painesvillegainesvillePainesville to the regional pres-
bytery and along with several other local attorneys was one of the pillars
of faith in his congregation 76

the profiles of other presbyterian whigs were also impressive seabury
ford was elected as a representative from geaugageaugh county to the ohio gen-
eral assembly in 1835 and later as governor of ohio ford was a cousin and
close friend of reuben hitchcock and worshippedworshipped in the same congrega-
tion as peter hitchcock he too was a generous donor to the church 77

another prominent presbyterian was william L perkins who also served as

county prosecutor in geaugageaugh during portions of the i83os1830s 78 perkins and
reuben hitchcock worshippedworshipped in the same painesvillegainesvillePainesville congregation
and perkins too served as a delegate to the regional presbytery 7971

antipathy toward mormonism it is not known whether judge bir-
chard denied sidney rigdonsRigdons application for a license in an attempt to
court the favor of influential presbyterian whigs other than perhaps
perkins who edited a local newspaper it is not specifically known whether
any oftheseofthese individuals held strong views against mormonism 81080110 however
one might infer that these presbyteriansPresbyterians in geaugageaugh county held views simi-
lar to other presbyteriansPresbyte rians in the region the tone of articles printed in the
local presbyterian press may be an indicator typical of many papers the
hudson observer and telegraph located in summit county about 30 miles
south of kirtland ran articles expressing skepticism or even ridiculing the
spiritual claims at the root of the LDS church for example in 1834 this
paper commented that some of the good people of the area had con-
verted to mormonism the paper then suggested that a few good nights of
sleep should be enough to straighten their thinking out 81 the editor also

eagerly anticipated the publication of eber howe s mormonism unavailedunvailed
and ran a series of unfavorable articles on the church 8212

similarly at least some of the local presbyterian clergy also seem to
have taken a dim view of mormonism one minister in painesvillegainesvillePainesville com-
mented in a letter to his sponsoring organization that the book of mormonofmormon

was a mixture of fallacy & profaneness he passed on secondhandsecond hand
reports of alleged licentiousness among mormonscormons and of their
annulling the marriage covenant 83 these attitudes likely formed the

basis for later comments that joseph smith or his close associates made
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the history oftheodtheof the church records that while living in illinois joseph stated
that he had been in a presbyterian smut machine in ohio 84

As to the hitchcocksHitch cocks it seems possible that reuben hitchcock may have
shared this antipathy for latter day saints he took early note of the pres-
ence of mormonscormons in ohio mentioning their activities in an 1831 letter to a
friend in connecticut in this letter hitchcock commented on the flourish-
ing condition ofMormonism or rigdonismRigdon ism 33151115338585 given the extremely negative
image that both sydney and the church had in the presbyterian press gen-
erally 86 reubens conflation of mormonism with rigdonismRigdonism can hardly be
interpreted to carry a favorable connotation toward the saints

reuben hitchcocksHitchcocks early feelings against mormonscormons may also be inferred
from his later involvement in litigation brought against joseph smith hitch
cocks client was among the individuals that eber howe referred to when he
stated that local citizens instituted many lawsuits against the mormonscormonsMormons
viewing the church as a dangerous enemy in their midst 13871187338787 reuben will-
ingly served as plaintiffs counsel in the most important of these suits the
1837 case against joseph and other church leaders for allegedly breaking state
banking laws although the plainplaintifftiffinin this case was nominally one samuel D

rounds evidence shows that the real party behind the suit may have been
grandison newel a notorious anti mormon 88

of course additional explanations may also be identified for reuben
hitchcocksHitchcocks involvement in this case he may have been attracted by the
fees involved in such a high profile case or he may have participated in
the suit as a way to shut down the kirtland safety society hitchcock and
his father were involved in banking and any financial instability in the
county could have created a climate in which their own banking interests
might have suffered 89

rigdonsRigdons legal rights regardless of judge birchardsburchardsBirchards motives for
rejecting sidney rigdonsRigdons motion for a marriage license the judges deci-
sion is not justifiable from a legal point ofviewofvieyofview the practice in ohio courts
was to freely grant requests for marriages licenses provided the requester
presented appropriate credentials examples can even be found where
licenses were granted to representatives of groups whose members tradi-
tionallytionally had solemnizedsolemnizer marriages under their own rules without licenses
such a case occurred in wayne county where a mennonite minister was
granted a license to perform marriages 90 this denomination had histori-
cally been categorized with quakers and given special authority to solem-
nize marriages agreeable to its own rules 91

in contrast to the improper refusal of rigdon s motion for a license
available evidence suggests at least two scenarios that might have served as
a basis in law for the charges that were brought against sidney rigdon in
june 1835 unfortunately no court records show which if either of these
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legal theories the prosecutor rested his charges on in the first of these sce-
narios rigdon may have assumed the 1826 license he acquired in geaugageaugh
county as a campbellite minister was still valid even after he converted to
mormonism in 18301830 and that assumption would be understandable the
entry in the courts minutes does not note any limitation on sidney rig
dons license and the written license itself probably contained no such
express limitations 9212 still such reliance would not have been based on a

sound assumption from a legal point of view the ohio marriage act pro-
vided that licenses were valid only so long as the holder remained a minis-
ter with the same religious society 93 As it was common knowledge that
rigdon had become a leader among the latter day saints the prosecutor
reuben hitchcock may have thought he had an ironcladiron clad case for convic-
tion nevertheless if this scenario is correct hitchcock evidently failed to
consider the difficulty of actually proving that rigdon had lost his status in
his former church

A second scenario is suggested in the records of marriages performed
by sidney rigdon county records show that rigdon continued to perform
marriages in ohio after he converted to mormonism in 1830 while the
records for marriages he performed prior to his conversion almost invari-
ably contain a reference to his 1826 license records for marriages he per-
formed after his conversion do not mention his previous license 94 this
distinction would be consistent with rigdon performing his marriages
under the rules and regulations clause that joseph evidently used if so
hitchcock may have indicted rigdon on an assertion that the church had
no rules on marriage

if indeed this latter scenario was prosecutor reuben hitchcock s posi-
tion his ability to successfully make his case would have hinged on legal
semantics what is a church rule under the law must such rules be
adopted by a vote of the church and published in order to be valid might
oral instructions approved by church authorities be sufficient to constitute
a rule no published precedents on this issue appear to have existed so

hitchcock would have been free to argue for whichever view suited his own
thinking provided the judge agreed with his interpretation of the law

under the more restrictive of these two views hitchcock probably could
have obtained a conviction the LDS rules on marriage in the 1835 doctrine
and covenants were not adopted and published until after the marriage for
which rigdon was indicted on the other hand under a more lenient inter-
pretationpretation rigdon might possibly have been exonerated particularly if he
could have shown that in performing earlier ceremonies he was acting
under josephs direction or with the concurrence of the membership 95

regardless of which legal theory reuben hitchcock used to argue his
1835 case one must still question the wisdom of prosecuting on such
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charges this type of prosecution appears to have been rare in the i83os1830s

perhaps even unheard of not only were other prosecutions for illegally
solemnizingsolemn izing marriages not found in the records surveyed for this article
but national legal indexes for published cases of this era generally con-
taining state supreme court decisions do not contain any listings for simi-
lar cases from other states the only cases of illegally solemnizedsolemnizer marriages
listed up until 1835 are those charged under the older religious establish-
ment marriage statutes of new england the last of which was liberalized
in 1834 thus the sidney rigdon case may have been unique it appears to
have been a deviation from the climate of tolerationoftoleration that prevailed in its day

persistence of older new england attitudes the similarity of sidney
rigdon s case to older new england cases raises the interesting question of
whether any parallels can be drawn between the two kirtland was located
in a region of ohio known historically as the western reserve of con-
necticut this region was settled largely by new englanders who brought
with them much of their native culture 96 many of the most influential citi-
zens of the reserve still had strong ties to new england such citizens
included the hitchcock family reuben hitchcock for example was edu-
cated in connecticut at yale only a few years after that state disestablishedestablisheddisestablisherdis
its churches he was also an orthodox congregationalist and had seriously
considered studying theology and entering the ministry 97

not surprisingly reuben hitchcocksHitchcocks attitudes seem to have been con-
sistent in some ways with old style establishment views A letter he wrote
to a friend in massachusetts in 1827 shows that he favored older judicial
interpretations allowing orthodox congregationalists to retain control of
church property and permitting them to appoint like minded ministers
even when the majority ofparishionersofparishioners were unitarians liberal congrega-
tionaliststionalists 98198911 this letter also shows that hitchcock believed active measures
should be taken to counteract the spread ofwhatofwhat he deemed to be religious
error this is evident from a statement expressing favor for the use of all

justifiable measures to prevent the extension of unitarian theology
although hitchcock thought some orthodox congregationalists exhibited
an unchristian spirit towards the unitarians he still referred to these
latter believers as infatuated or self deceived beings 99

in this light it is hard not to wonder whether reuben Hitchhitchcockcockss pros-
ecution of sidney rigdon and hitchcocksHitchcocks later involvement in suits against
latter day saints were not rooted at least in part in his new england back-
ground for several generations the law had been employed in that region
as the tool of choice in limiting the influence and spread of disfavored
denominations while new englanders were among the most ardent sup-
porters of democracy and of constitutional principles their states were
among the last to treat all christian denominations equally before the law
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it would not be surprising if indeed reuben hitchcocksHitch cocks actions par-
tially traced to his puritan roots other members of the new england clergy
seem to have held similar tendencies well into the i83os1830s and beyond for
example congregational missionaries in hawaii acquired great influence
with hawaiian authorities and used this power to further a moral and politi-
cal agenda with which catholics and some foreigners disagreed at times
the new england missionaries supported or at least concurred in the
expulsion of catholic priests from hawaii in 1831 100 the next year the mis-
sionariessionaries official boston periodical ran a piece defending the expulsion it
stated that removal oftheodtheof the jesuits catholics in the manner in which it was
performed was the violation ofnoneoenoneofnone oftheirof their natural or acquired rights and
therefore cannot properly be regarded as a persecution 101

latter day saint missionaries in hawaii during the i85os185os also had
grounds to complain of the influence of congregational missionaries
these ministers occasionally succeeded in using their considerable in-
fluence with the government to harass LDS missionaries and members
numerous examples of such harassment can be found in the journals of
these mormon elders and in other sources 102 one such instance occurred
when the hawaiian government barred LDS elders from performing mar-
riages stating as rationale the fact that mormonscormons in utah were practicing
plural marriage this incident took place at a time when former new
england missionary richard armstrong was serving in a key hawaiian
government post and may be suspected of having had a hand in formulat-
ing the policy the LDS missionaries repeatedly protested that they would
marry couples only in accordance with hawaiian law in the i85os1850s plural
marriage was not against federal law in the united states which then pro-
hibited polygamy but their protestations were of no avail 103

comparative tolerance in medina county

given my tentative suggestion of a connection between the new
england background of prominent geaugageaugh county citizens such as
reuben hitchcock and the problems that sidney rigdon encountered over
the performance of marriages some readers maybe surprised to learn that
LDS elders were able to obtain licenses to solemnize marriages in medina
county like geaugageaugh medina was a part of the western reserve also set-
tled largely by new englanders medina holds many cultural similarities to
geaugageaugh nevertheless a study of the social and religious climate of medina
county in the i83os1830s suggests that the two counties actually were different in
significant ways A few illustrations will serve to underscore this point

one of the most striking differences between the two counties is that
prosecutions for liquor and gaming violations in medina county were vir-
tually unheard of in the mid i83os183os for example a review of medina court
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records for june 1835 through october 1837 shows that not a single indictment
was brought for retailing liquor without a license or for related offenses in
contrast such prosecutions were commonplace in geaugageaugh county where
reuben hitchcock zealously enforced state liquor and gaming laws

the lack of such prosecutions in medina county may indicate that the
congregationalist presbyterians had less influence there than in geaugageaugh
county at this time these denominations were fervent advocates of tem-
perance probably more so than any other churches on the western
reserve 104 this is suggested by a perusal of the huron ohio observer and
telegraph this newspaper frequently carried testimonials of the ill effects
of drinking and notices of temperance meetings the minutes ofpresbytery
meetings also attest to the emphasis being placed upon abstinence from
alcohol 105101 an additional confirmation of this fact is found in a letter from a
minister serving in medina he complained that in his county the cause of
temperance was violently opposed not only by the intemperate & the
grossly immoral but also by episcopaliansEpiscopalians and methodists 106

A related difference between the two counties may be seen by the pres-
ence oflargeof large numbers ofsoocsoof so called infidels in medina reports from con
gregationalist presbyterian missionaries in medina contain several
references to unbelieversbelieversun with immoral habits the tone oftheseof these comments
is almost one of alarm and stands out markedly when compared to the
reports coming out ofotherofother counties one minister commented on the num-
ber of apostates from eastern churches in his vicinity observing that the
influence of even one of these infidels could do more damage to the cause
11 than a dozen scoffers who have never given any pretension to religion
this minister also asserted that these unbelievers were given to immoral
habits and were exerting a deadly influence 11107107 this same minister later
wrote that many who had left eastern churches on purpose to throw off all
religious restraint had made this a rallying point he further explained
that he could name at least twenty locals who had once held letters of good
standing from eastern churches but who were now among the ranks of the
apostates 108 another clergyman complained of the great wealth and in-
fluence in the hands ofofuniversalistsuniversalists & infidels he hoped to convert some
so that their riches would be on the side of truth & right log109101log still another
minister lamented that he had never seen more open decided shameless
infidelity than in the medina township where he was serving 110iloiio10

mention of infidels is also found in a county history on medina pub-
lished in 1881 this history reports that during the early i83os183os a group of
unbelievers were quite prominent in medina these individuals reportedly
heralded their freedom from the thralldom of religious opinionopinions and even

celebrated thomas paines birthday with a parade complete with a can-
non 111iliill11 A letter written to peter hitchcock during this era may refer to one
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such citizen in this letter the writer complained that a candidate for a
judgeship who had been supported by a petition a certain colonel wel-
ton was decidedly opposed to religion and benevolent institutions and
was also a royal arch mason adhering decidedly to that institution 11112112

what the congregationalist presbyteriansPresbyte rians may have seen as infidelity
latter day saints and others saw as tolerance this point is seen in an ar-
ticle printed in the latter day saints messenger and advocate which
reprinted a report that appeared in a medina newspaper this article
reported that mormon missionaries received a polite reception in medina
county and that county residents were cool to eber D howe s book mor-
monism unvailedunavailed 113 other reports indicate that these missionaries over
time enjoyed modest success in at least some parts oftheodtheof the county 114

the tolerance shown mormon elders seems consistent with other
descriptions of early religious activity in medina county county histories
from the nineteenth century describe a high degree of interdenominational
cooperation among the early settlers 11515 geaugageaugh histories say less about
early religious activity so it is hard to conclude that this early tolerance was
truly a distinguishing factor nevertheless the descriptions given in medina
county accounts are striking enough that one wonders if they were the
norm for all counties in the region possibly medina county s religious tol-
erance was occasioned by isolation and a frontier spirit of cooperation
reportedly county settlements were carved out of a dense forest and did not
even have their own post office for quite some time the nearest being
cleveland miles 116ilg16some thirty away

while the foregoing provides only a thumbnail sketch of conditions in
medina county during the i83os1830s it strongly suggests that despite sharing a

common new england cultural heritage medina and geaugageaugh counties
were very different places in geaugageaugh county the dominance of the pres

byteriansbyterians in local politics put the county under what their political oppo-
nents termed a church Coverngovernmentment that united church and state 117

moral laws were strictly enforced and while latter day saints did not find
themselves jailed on flimsy charges as they later would in missouri they
did find that the county judicial system seemed to be slanted against them
on occasion thus not surprisingly LDS elders were able to obtain licenses
to solemnize marriages in medina but not in geaugageaugh county

conclusion

focus on the attitudes of reuben hitchcock and his coreligionists
should not lead to undue criticism though joseph smith and other saints
experienced frustrations at times that may have been attributable to older
new england attitudes they also may have reaped a collateral benefit
whatever the prejudices these transplanted new englanders may have had
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many oftheseof these citizens were moral orderly levelheadedlevel headed and committed to
democratic ideals unlike some agitators that the saints encountered in
missouri and illinois county officials in ohio seem on the whole to have
confined their controversies with joseph smith and other saints to the
courtrooms while one does read of occasional mob activity against saints
in ohio nowhere in LDS history does one read of an ohio extermination
order or of a citizens wolf hunt directed at the saints

As frustrating as joseph smith may have found the court s treatment of
sidney rigdon over the marriage license issue the prophet ultimately
suffered little inconvenience as a result consistent with his prediction
joseph was never arrested or prosecuted for performing the knight bailey
marriage or any of the subsequent marriages he solemnizedsolemnizer in ohio ironi-
cally the most serious outcome of his decision has been the unnecessary
damage to his reputation done by historians who have assumed that he
acted in violation of the law in making this assumption these writers not
only have made a mistake but they have also missed some of the deeper
meaning in the event josephjosephs s performance of the knight bailey marriage
was not the illegal act of an unethical man rather this act was a bold
assertion of the rights that he believed his followers were entitled to as
american citizens

joseph smiths action invokes the memory of earlier dissenting min-
isters who also struggled against prejudices and whose efforts helped bring
about greater religious freedom in the united states just as he later would
personally seek redress for the saints wrongs in missouri even pleading
their cause in washington joseph insisted in ohio that latter day saints be
accorded their privileges and protections under state marriage law consis-
tent with his strong protection of individual religious liberties 11818 joseph
acted squarely in harmony with the prevailing legal attitudes and regula-
tions of the day in solemnizingsolemn izing marriages

M scott bradshaw msbbabaolcom is a lawyer in private practice he received
a BA in 1986 and a JD in 1989989 both from brigham young university this article was
written while the author was employed at the historical department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints he would like to thank richard E turley jr for his
encouragement and support and also members of the BYU studies editorial staff for
their careful work and helpful suggestions

i county records sampled for this article include champaign county ohio
court of common pleas minutes october 1835 october 1836 ohio state historical
society columbus ohio hereafter cited as OSHS tuscarawasTusca rawas county ohio court
of common pleas journal november 1835 OSHS cuyhahoga county ohio court of
common pleas journal books F and G april 832 october 1835 microfilm family
history library the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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hereafter cited as FHL geaugageaugh county ohio court of commonofcommon pleas final record
book T and journal book M march 1833 october 1837 microfilm FHL jackson county
ohio court of common pleas journal book D 1834 microfilm FHL wayne

county ohio court of common pleas journal book 6 march 1833 october 1835

microfilm FHL portage county ohio court of common pleas journal september
18301830 may 1837 county microfilmingMicro filming and records center ravenna ohio medina
county ohio court of commonofcommon pleas journal books B and C 1831 1837 and book E
june 1835 october 1837 medina county courthouse medina ohio

2 an act regulating marriages january 6618241824 in acts ofaoraof a general nature oftheodtheof the
state ofohioof ohio columbus olmsted and baishachebailhacheBaishache 1831 429 3 see also appendix i1 below

3 geaughgeauga county court of common pleas journal book M 380380080 81

4 geaugageaugh county court of common pleas final record book T 3 4 geaugageaugh
county court of common pleas journal book M 486 chardon spectator and
geaughgeauga gagazetteetteeste october 303018350018351835 3 cited in contemporary accounts of the latter day
saints and their leaders appearing in early ohio newspapers comp milton V back-
man 3 vols provo utah brigham young university 1976 2npgnp many of the refer-
ences to ohio news accounts quoted herein were found in backmansbackmannBackmans book

5 geaugageaugh county marriage records book C microfilm of holograph 141 42
144 165188 89 233 34 FHL

6 homespun susa young gates lydia knights history salt lake city juvenile
instructor office 1883 30

7 newel knight autobiography and journal folder one 45 46 church
archives the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter
cited as LDS church archives this collection contains three versions ofofnewelsnewels jour-
nals two of which contain accounts of his marriage folder one item 4 and folder
three the version in folder one shows evidence that several lines of the account may
have been cut out another version of newel knights journal found in folder two
may have originally contained an account ofhisochisof his wedding that appears to have been cut
out the manuscript is cut near the chronological spot where one would expect to read
of his courtship and marriage to lydia

8 lydia knights history 31

9 As quoted in newel knight autobiography and journal folder three page 6

lo1010 D michael quinn the mormon hierarchy origins ofpowerof power salt lake city
signature books 1994 88

ii11 john L brooke the refiner s fire the making of mormon cosmology
1644 1844 cambridge cambridge university press 1994 212

12 richard S van wagoner mormon polygamy A history 2ndand ed salt lake city
signature books 1989 7

13 the story of the newell knight lydia bailey wedding is retold and reinter-
preted bywilliam G hartley in this issue of BYU studies other sources discussing the
knight marriage include danel W bachman new light on an old hypothesis
the ohio origins of the revelation on eternal marriage journal ofmormonof mormon history 5

1978 29 31 B carmon hardy solemn covenant the mormon polygamous passage
urbana university of illinois press 1992 6 lawrence foster religion and sexuality

the shakers the cormonsmormonsMormons and the oneida community urbana university of illinois
press 1984 135 36 M guy bishop eternal marriage in early mormon marital
beliefs historian 53 autumn 1990 77 88 and william G hartley they are my
friends A history ofsheortheof theshe joseph knight family 1825 18501850 provo utah grandin book
19861986i07107 16

14 lydia knights history 27 28
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15 ohio an act for the punishment of crimes 1831 7 acts ofaof a general nature
enacted revised and ordered to be reprinted at the first session of the twenty ninth
general assembly odtheoftheof the state of0hioof ohio 1831183 136 hereafter cited as 1831 acts

16 an act concerning divorce and alimony january 61824 1 in 1831 acts 431 32
an act to amend the act entitled an act concerning divorce and alimony december 31

1827 11 1831 actsact 433

17 available evidence is contradictory as to when calvin bailey abandoned lydia
her history suggest that it was about three years after her marriage in 1828 thus sug-
gesting an 1831 date lydia knights history 11 however newels account contains facts
which would lead to a different conclusion his journal states that calvin left lydia
shortly after the birth of her second child a son genealogical sources show that this
child was born on february 121832 making an early 1832 date the most likely one in
either case at the time of ofnewelsnewels proposal to her lydia would have met the three year
requirement for remarriage but not the newer five year requirement the birth date of
lydias second child is found under lydia goldthwait b 1812 AncestralancestralfileFile 4.19419419

afn2spb TR newels account is found in knight autobiography and journal
18 ohio anactprovidingforact providing for the punishment ofcrimesof crimes 1835 7 and 42 statutes of

the state of0hioof ohio oraofaof a general nature in force 7 december 1840 also the statutes ofaoraof a gen-
eral nature passed by the general assembly at their thirty ninth session commencing
december 7 1840 columbus ohio samuel medary 1841 230 239 hereafter cited as

1841 statutes
ig19 lydia knights history 28

20 lydia knights history 28

21 the death date of calvin bailey is unknown several researchers have searched
extensively for it as yet unsuccessfully

22 under 9 of the 1824 act see appendix i a fine could be imposed on anyone
solemnizingsolemn izing a marriage contrary to the true intent and meaning of the act how this
provision might theoretically have applied to josephs actions is not clear determining
the intent of a statute is an imprecise process especially with older statutes for which
few judicial precedents or legislative history materials are available moreover although
he and the parties ran some risk they relied in good faith on their source of knowledge
and in fact the risk turned out fine

23 knight autobiography and journal folder one 45145

24 this license dated november 252518351835 is located in geaugageaugh county marriage
licenses 18338411833 1841841 microfilm of holograph FHL As newel reports having obtained it
on the day of his marriage the date is perplexing josephs journal and county records
place the date of the actual marriage on november 24

25 scott H faulring ed an american prophets record the diaries and journals
of josephofjoseph smith salt lake city signature books 19871161987 116 january ig191836836

26 hereafter referred to as 1841824 act this act is found in 1831 acts 429 31 and 1841

statutes 582 84 see also appendix i
27 the provisions of the 1824 actartaraaaa stood virtually unchanged for decades even an

examination of codifications from this century reveals that the spirit and wording of
this earlier statute are still present to a considerable degree see clement bates ed the
annotated revised statutes ortheof the state ofof0hioohio includingallincluding allaliail laws ofaoraof a generalnaturegeneral nature in
force january i1 1904 4thath ed 3 vols cincinnati W H anderson 1903 vol 2 ch 5

6384 94 throckmortonsThrockmortons 1930 annotated code of ohio ch 7 111811118 83 and page s

ohio revised code annotated 1995 supplement title 31 301083101083101.08 the 1824 act in turn
shows influences from earlier statutes ohio an act regulating marriages 18031803 2 in
redgraves resources session laws of american states and territories ohio fiche i1
31 34 hereafter cited as 18031803 act
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28182428.1824 act 2 italics added see also appendix i below
29 see 8241824 act 2 in appendix i below
30 faulring american prophets record 116 january iai91918361836

31 see dean C jessee ed the papers ofjosephof joseph smith 2 volsvois salt lake city
deseret book 1989 92 2153 54 january 201836

32 see 1824 act 2 in appendix i1 below
33 for an example of a quaker marriage certificate see H E smith the quak-

ers their migratonmigratorMigraton to the upper ohio their customs and discipline ohio archaeo-
logical and historical society publications 28 1928 35 85

34 doctrine and covenants of the church of the latter day saints 1835 reprint
independence mo herald house 1871 section 101lol101loiiol hereafter cited as doctrine and
covenants 183511835

35 see robert J woodford the historical development of the doctrine and
covenants 3 vols phd diss brigham young university 1974 31784 85

36 faulring american prophet s record 116 january 191918361836

37 doctrine and covenants 18351183518051 section loi101loliol josephs accounts are found in
jessee papers of josephofjoseph smith 1145 46 november 242418351835 and 288 89 november 24
1835 manuscript history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
november 241835 LDS church archives and joseph smith jr history oftheodtheof the church
ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter daysay saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city
deseret book 1971 2320 hereafter cited as history ortheof the church

38 see appendix i1 2

39 see marriage license of james D davis and roxana davis dated january 13

1831 davis family papers LDS church archives and marriage license of robert B

thompson and mercy R fielding dated june 4 1837 mercy F thompson papers
1837 45 daughters ofutahof utah pioneers collection LDS church archives this latter mar-
riage license is for the last of the weddings that joseph smith performed in kirtland

40 sv forms index 1831 acts
41 the marriage license for robert and mercy thompson bears a small notation

in the lower left corner partially obscured which indicates that the form was printed in
cleveland

42 see jessee papers of joseph smith 2178 february 22 1836 history of the
church 2398 geaugageaugh county marriage records book C 141 42 144 165 188 89

233 34

43 william F cahoon autobiography 44 LDS church archives
44 see appendix i1 6

45 any indictment of joseph for illegally solemnizingsolemni2ingsolemn izing marriages would be found
in the records of the geaugageaugh county court of common pleas this is because the
potential fine for this offense exceeded thejurisdictionalthejurisdictional amount ofofjusticesjustices oftheodtheof the peace
yet was not high enough to bring the case within the original jurisdiction of the
supreme court 1824 act 9 an act to organiorganizee the judicial courts february 71831 4
1841 statutes 222 23 an act defining the powers and duties ofjusticesof justices of the peace and
constables in civil cases march 141418311831 i1 1841 statutes 505 6 likewise as bigamy
was a noncapital offense any indictment ofoflydialydia for this crime would also be found in
these same records

46 eber D howe autobiography and recollections of a pioneer printer
painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio telegraph steam printing house 1878 44 45

47 this was one oftheodtheof the most respected religious papers in the country presbyterian
in orientation this paper reportedly had a subscription list of fifteen hundred names
walter A norton comparative images mormonism and contemporary religions
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As seen by village newspapermen in western new york and northeastern ohio
1820ikoino 1833 phd diss brigham young university 1991 63 64 see gaylord P
albaugh history and annotated bibliography of american religious periodicals and
newspapers established from 17301730 through 18301830 2 vols worcester mass american
antiquarian society 199417121994 1712 14

48 new bible a hoax observer and telegraph huron ohio february lo10101831318313

49 the emphasis of the words their and prophets has been retained these
verses are now found in words of mormon 115 16 they were found on page 153 of the
original edition oftheodtheof the book of mormonofmormon

5050 faulring american prophets record 116 january iai91918361836

51 see third article in the declaration of rights spirit ortheof the pilgrims 4 Ddecem-
ber

m
1831 648 this article states that ohio and several other states had constitutional

guarantiesguaranteesguaran ties of freedom of religion that were patterned after pennsylvaniaspermsylvaniaspennsylvanianPennsylvanias
52 note that in certain portions of ohio the state constitution and related legisla-

tion allowed the leasing of section twenty nine of each township for the support of reli-
gion the revenues from this lease were to be divided proportionally among the various
denominations of each township these provisions applied only to lands in southwest
ohio that were within the ohio company s and john cleves symmesssymmersSymmess purchases ohio
constitution 1802 art 8 26

53 ohio constitution 1802 art 8 3

54 see first constitutional convention convened november i1 1802 journal
oftheodtheof the convention ohio archaeological and historical publications 5 1898 illinili 12126

55.1803551803 act 2

56 milton V backman jr the heavens resound salt lake city deseret book
1983 337 states generally that critics continued to raise such questions after the rigdon
litigation but he cites only secondary sources and they in turn reference only an affir-

mation of equal priesthood privilege in messenger and advocate 3 no 7 april 1837

496 and a vexatious writ sworn out but not further prosecuted against joseph smith sr
in 1838 as reported in history of luke johnson by himself millennial star 27 no i
january 771865865 6 joseph smith jr performed a number ofofmarriagesmarriages in ohio the last

on june 4418371837

57 for a general description offosof josephsoffosephsephs ohio litigation see edwin brown firmage
and richard collin mangrum zion in the courts A legal history ortheof the church ofjesusof jesus

christ ofoflatterlatter day saints 18301830 1900igooagoo urbana university of illinois press 1988 51 58

58 lydia knights history 30 see also jackson county ohio court of common
pleas journal book D 49 and ferron allredauredanredaliredailred olson seymour brunson defender of the
faith salt lake city by the author 1998 62

59 geaugageaugh county marriage records book C 9810498104107107 8119 2020138152138152
6060 jessee papers of joseghjosephofjoseph smith 2190 march 211836
61 medina county court ofcommonofcommon pleas journal book C 66 both elders were

from medina and were sons of fathers by the same names who were respected local citi-
zens bronson s father served in the revolutionary war see medina county court of
common pleas journal book B 115 16 warners father served as a justice of the peace
and was a noted preacher of the gospel see edward brown wadsworth memorial
wadsworth ohio steam printing house 1875 75 8080

62 geaugageaugh county court of common pleas journal book M 380380080 81

63 the biographical cyclopaedia and portrait gallery with an historical sketch of
the state of0hioof ohio 6 vols cincinnati western biographical publishing 1884 3626 27
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64 for examples of birchardsburchardsBirchards granting of licenses to ministers of these denomi-
nations see portage county ohio court of common pleas journal book 6 20404 jour-
nal book 77169169 journal book 88161161igi these records span 1834 36

65 max H parkin mormon political involvement in ohio BYU studies 9 no 4
19691969489489

66 biographical cyclopaedia and portrait galletygallery 3626 27 the county history
states that at peter hitchcocksHitchcocks funeral judge birchard spoke even though the two
were of opposite politics since the hitchcocksHitchcocks were whigs this would imply that
judge birchard was a democrat the other major party ofthisorthisof this era pioneer and general
history ofgeaugaofgeaugageaugh county with sketches ofsomeorsomeof some of the pioneers and prominent men
2 volsVOIS apnp historical society ofgeaugaofgeaugageaugh county 18801880 2514

67 A newspaper from a nearby county reported that birchard had won favor with
local citieciti7citizensens despite initial misgivings over his appointment that had been expressed in
the press judge birchard elyria ohio atlas april 251833 npap

68 see church and state painesvillegainesvillePainesville republican september 28183722818372 church
and state painesvillegainesvillePainesville republican october 19 1837 2 equal rights painesvillegainesvillePainesville

republican october 1918372ig 1837 2

69 according to the ohio constitution judges were appointed for seven year
terms by a joint ballot of both houses of the general assembly ohio constitution
1802802 art 3 8

70 geaugageaugh county court of common pleas final record book T 3 4
71 general history of geaugageaugh county 2516 199

72 carrington T marshall ed A history oftheodtheof the courts and lawyers of0hioof ohio 4 vols
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appendixcf i1
the 1824 ohio statute on marriage

summary

the ohio statutory scheme provided the following

1 minimum age and consent requirements for marriage
2 three classifications in which people could perform legal mar-

riages namely as a licensed minister as a justice of the peace or
under the rules of a religious society

3 qualifications of ministers under the first classification
4 and 5 and requirements for entering names of licensed minis-

ters in county records in order to have good evidence of their
authorization

6 prior to the marriage notice needed to be given or a marriage
license needed to be obtained by the couple

7 and procedures were specified for obtaining such a license
8 and 9 after the marriage a certificate was to be filed with the

county clerk and penalties for failure to file or otherwise to
comply with this law were stated

10 also before proceeding the minister or justice of the peace had
the duty of seeing that the notices and consents required under
sections i1 and 6 were in good order

fullfuhfulifun text

the full text of the ohio statute follows

AN ACT regulating marriages

sec i1 be it enacted by the general assembly of the state of ohio that male
persons of the age of eighteen years female persons of the age of fourteen years
not nearer ofkinhofkinof kin than first cousins and not having a husband or wife living may
be joined in marriage provided always that male persons under the age of
twenty one years female persons under the age of eighteen years shall first
obtain the consent of their fathers respectively or in the case of the death or
incapacity of their fathers then of their mothers or guardians

sec 2 that it shall be lawful for any ordained minister of any religious sociboci

ety or congregation within this state who has or may hereafter obtain a license
for that purpose as hereinafter provided or for any justice of the peace in his
county or for the several religious societies agreeably to the rules and regula-
tions of their respective churches to join together as husband and wife all per-
sons not prohibited by this act
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sec 3 that any minister of the gospel upon producing to the court of com-
mon pleas of any county within this state in which he officiates credentials of
his being a regular ordained minister of any religious society or congregation
shall be entitled to receive from said court a license authorizing him to solem-
nize marriages within this state so long as he shall continue a regular minister in
such society or congregation

sec 4 that it shall be the duty of every minister who is now or hereafter
shall be licensed to solemnize marriages as aforesaid to produce to the clerk of
the court of common pleas in every county in which he shall solemnize any mar-
riage his license so obtained and the said clerk shall thereupon enter the name
of such minister upon record as a minister of the gospel duly authorized to sol-
emnize marriages within this state and shall note the county from which said
license issued for which service no charge shall be made by such clerk

sec 5 that when the name of any such minister is so entered upon the
record by the clerk aforesaid such record or the certificate thereof by the said
clerk under the seal of his office shall be good evidence that the said minister
was duly authorized to solemnize marriages

sec 6 that previous to persons being joined in marriage notice thereof shall
be published in the presence of the congregation on two different days of
public worship the first publication to be at least ten days previous to such mar-
riage within the county where the female resides or a license shall be obtained
for that purpose from the clerk of the court of common pleas in the county
where such female may reside

sec 7 that the clerk of the court of common pleas as aforesaid may inquire
of the party applying for marriage license as aforesaid upon oath or affirma-
tion relative to the legality of such contemplated marriage and if the clerk shall
be satisfied that there is no legal impediment thereto then he shall grant such
marriage license and if any of the persons intending to marry shall be under
age and shall not have had a former wife or husband the consent oftheodtheof the parents
or guardians shall be personally given before the clerk or certified under the
hand of such parent or guardian attested by two witnesses one of which shall
appear before said clerk and make oath or affirmation that he saw the parent or
guardian whose name is annexed to such certificate subscribe or heard him
or her acknowledge the same and the clerk is hereby authorized to administer
such oath or affirmation and thereupon issue and sign such license and affix
thereto the seal of the county the clerk shall be entitled to receive as his fee for
administering the oath and granting license with the seal affixedaffied thereto record-
ing the certificate of marriage and filing the necessary papers the sum of seventy
five cents and if any clerk shall in any other manner issue or sign any marriage
license he shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars to and
for the use of the party aggrieved

sec 8 that a certificate of every marriage hereafter solemnizedsolemnizer signed by the
justice or minister solemnizingsolemn izing the same shall be transmitted to the clerk of
the county wherein the marriage was solemnizedsolemnizer within three months there-
after and recorded by such clerk every justice or minister as the case may be
failing to transmit such certificate to the clerk of the county in due time shall
forfeit and pay fifty dollars and if the clerk shall neglect to make such record he
shall forfeit and pay fifty dollars to and for the use of the county
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sec 9 that ifany justice or minister by this act authorized to join persons in
marriage shall solemnize the same contrary to the true intent and meaning of
this act the person so offending shall upon conviction thereof forfeit and pay
any sum not exceeding one thousand dollars to and for the use of the county
wherein such offenceoffense was committed and if any person not legally authorized
shall attempt to solemnize the marriage contract such person shall upon con-
viction thereof forfeit and pay five hundred dollars to and for the use of the
county wherein such offenceoffense wass committed

sec io10 that it shall be the duty ofeveryoleveryof every minster or justice oftheodtheof the peace before
he shall solemnize any marriage between the parties either ofwhomof whom is required
by the first section of this act to obtain the consent of his or her parent or
guardian except in cases where license shall have been obtained form the clerk
of the court of common pleas to be satisfied that the intention of marriage
between such parties has been duly published and also that the consent of such
parents or guardian has been obtained either by acknowledgment in presence
of such minister or justice oftheodtheof the peace or by a certificate under the signature of
such parent or guardian and attested by one or more credible witnesses who
shall be present for the purpose of satisfyingofsatisfying such minister or justice oftheodtheof the peace
that such certificate was actually signed by the parent or guardian for the pur-
pose aforesaid

sec 11 that any fine or forfeiture arising to the county in consequence of the
breach of this act shall be recovered by an action of debt or by indictment with
costs of suit in any court of record having cognizance of the same

sec 12 that the law regulating marriages passed february sixteenth one
thousand eight hundred and ten and the act amending the said act passed jan-
uary eleventh one thousand eight hundred and twenty two be and the same
are hereby repealed

this act shall take effect and be in force from and after the first day ofjuneof june next

JOSEPH richardson
speaker ortheof the house of ofrepresentativesrepresentatives

ALLEN TRIMBLE

speaker ortheof the senate

january 6thath 1824
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appendix 2

marriage 1835 doctrine & covenants

at a general assembly oftheodtheof the church held in kirtland ohio on august 17

1835 pursuant to previous notice the work of an appointed committee was
approved its members had been assigned to arrange the items of doctrine
of jesus christ for the government of his church the assembly approved
the collected materials to be published as the 1835 edition of the doctrine
and covenants which included the following provisions relevant to the
performance of marriages printed in section iol101lolloi page 251

i1 according to the custom of all civilized nations marriage is regulated by
laws and ceremonies therefore we believe that all marriages in this church of
christ of latter day saints should be solemnizedsolemnizer in a public meeting or
feast prepared for that purpose and that the solemnization should be per-
formed by a presiding high priest high priest bishop elder or priest not
even prohibiting those persons who are desirous to get married of being
married by other authority

2 marriage should be celebrated with prayer and thanksgiving and at the
solemnization the persons to be married standing together the man on
the right and the woman on the left shall be addressed by the person offici-
ating as he shall be directed by the holy spirit and if there be no legal objec-
tions he shall say calling each by their names you both mutually agree to
be each others companion husband and wife observing the legal rights
belonging to this condition that is keeping yourselves wholly for each other
and from all others during your lives and when they have answered yes
he shall pronounce them husband and wife in the name of the lord jesus
christ and by virtue of the laws of the country and authority vested in him
may god add his blessings and keep you to fulfill your covenants from

henceforth and forever amen

3 the clerk of every church should keep a record of all marriages solemnizedsolemnizer
in his branch
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appendixpendixpendly 3

disestablishment and the right to perform marriages

virginia

A discussion of established state churches in america begins well with
virginia where perhaps the most famous struggle for religious freedom in
any american state took place 1 up until the war of independence the
anglican church was the officially established religion in this state colo-
nial virginia was a place where restrictions on the activities of other faiths
were more strictly enforced than elsewhere 2 after independence this
situation engendered a spirited and prolonged public debate on the issue of
religious liberty a dispute that involved many well known patriots includ-
ing patrick henry james madison george mason and thomas jefferson 3

in the end the anglican church was disestablishedestablisheddisestablisherdis and complete religious
freedom was established by law in virginia an important part of this
process was the passage in 1786 of the bill for establishing religious free-
dom a bill that had been introduced by thomas jefferson in 1779 jefferson
reportedly suggested that the final version of this bill was meant to protect
not just every denomination of christian but also the jew and gentile the
christian and mahometanmahometanoMahometan the hindoohindmo and infidel 0141144

for several years prior to the revolution dissenting religious groups
including the baptists and presbyteriansPresbyte rians had protested against the favored
status that the anglican church enjoyed in virginia these groups opposed
restrictions limiting where their ministers could preach demanded the
right to preach to troops and also sought the right to solemnize mar-
riages a right that had long been enjoyed only by anglican ministers 5

dissenting ministers eventually won this latter right though not until 17801780
when a law was passed allowing ministers of any society or congregation
of christians including quakers and mennonites to perform marriages
language in the statute explicitly states that the law was intended to
remove doubt concerning the validity of marriages celebrated by minis-
ters other than the church ofengland 0061166

even after the adoption of the 17801780 virginia law some groups still felt
that legal refinements were needed to show more clearly that all denomi-
nations were on an equal footing with respect to the right to perform mar-
riages 7 another statute was adopted in 1784 further expanding this right
among the changes in the new statute was wording allowing christian
societies such as quakers and mennonites who had sufficient regula-
tions or traditions on the rules of marriages to perform their own mar-
riages agreeable to the regulations that have heretofore been practiced in
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the respective societies 0181183188 this latter wording is similar to that found in
ohio s 1824 statute under which joseph smith was able to validly per-
form marriages 9

north carolina

north carolina was another state where the anglican church was
officially established however the process of disestablishment in this state
was not as protracted as in virginia the new state constitution of776of1776 pro-
claimed that there shall be no establishment of any one religious church
or denomination in this state in preference to any other 10 whereas prior
to 1776 only anglican ministers had been able to perform marriages in
north carolina under this new constitution and a new state statute non
anglicans also received this right the statute provided that all regular
ministers of the gospel of every denomination having the care of souls
could perform marriages according to the rites and ceremonies of their
respective churches yliyil511 developments in north carolinas religious free-
dom continued in the nineteenth century with eligibility to hold political
office being extended to all christians in 1835 and obstacles to office

holding by jews being removed in 1868 12

establishment in new england

new england states also historically had an established church how-
ever rather than follow the lead of sister states like virginia these states
retained aspects of their establishments after independence massachu-
setts for example adopted a new constitution in 17801780 requiring that suit-
able provision be made even at public expense for the support and
maintenance of public protestant teachers of piety religion and morality
in all cases where such provision shall not be made voluntarily 13

while the language of this mandate may appear neutral on its face at
least with regard to the various protestant denominations of the day this
provision of the massachusetts constitution actually served to establish the
dominant denomination the congregationalists and to confer upon them
11 peculiar legal facilities and privileges 3314111414 for example in the years follow-
ing independence in massachusetts only orthodox ministers who were
learned could become parish priests these requirements may have had

the effect of excluding dissenting denominations such as baptists whose
clergy generally did not have formal theological training ministers not hav-
ing official status as a parish priest were at times denied other important legal
benefits including tax exemptions and the right to perform marriages 15

the legal benefits available to established churches in new england
included the right to tax their parishioners and to compel church attendance
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congregational ministers of this period of differing theological orienta-
tions are said to have regarded a tax supported church as essential to the
preservation of morality and the regulation of society 16 the favored status
of the congregational church helped perpetuate the social and political domi-
nance oftheirof their ministers for years following independence 17 in contrast to the
established churches dissenting groups such as baptists and methodists were
at times subject to annoyance that amounted to persecution 111818

vermont

the first new england state to disestablish its churches was vermont
in 1807 a law was passed that abolished the system of compulsory religious
taxation which generally favored the predominant denomination 19 this
system of taxationoftaxation is said to have empowered parishes most ofwhichof which were
congregational to levy a general tax for building meeting houses and
supporting their ministers 2010 in 1814 jesse smith the eldest brother of
joseph smith sr exercised his right to opt out of such a tax by lodging the
required certificate of protest in the tunbridge town records 21

connecticut

connecticut was the next state to disestablish its congregational
churches long dominant in this state these churches and particularly
their ministers wielded tremendous influence the congregational min-
istry or standing order was a leading force in state government for
decades following independence these ministers reportedly were men of
character ability and public spirit but opposed to yielding the inherited
prerogatives of an established church 112222

the narrow election of oliver wolcott in 1817 as governor heralded the
end of establishment in connecticut wolcott a congregationalist and his
episcopalian running mate ran on a platform of ofreligiousreligious toleration 23 their
victory was followed by other legal and constitutional changes in connecti-
cut resulting in the end of establishment in connecticut and in the promo-
tion ofgreaterofgreater religious freedom 24 among the changes that followed was an
emphatically liberalized marriage law previously non congregational
ministers did not have the right to perform marriages the new law
removed all discrimination in this regard 25 this statute stipulated that
ordained ministers could perform marriages and emphatically added the

following provided nevertheless that all marriages which shall be per-
formed and solemnizedsolemnizer according to the forms and usages of any religious
denomination in this state shall be good and valid this statute also con-
tained a provision validating prior marriages whose legality might previously
have been called into question because they had been performed by minis-
ters not authorized under state law 26
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A review of connecticut cases shows that prior to disestablishment
under governor wolcott non congregational ministers were prosecuted on
occasion for performing marriages an example is found in george roberts v

the state treasurer a case reported from the connecticut supreme court of
errors in 1797 27 this case was an appeal to reverse a judgment against
roberts for solemnizingsolemnizing a marriage in 1793 the court upheld robertss con-
viction for violating the states marriage laws even though roberts was a

duly appointed and ordained methodist deacon authorized by the rules of
his denomination to perform divine service administer the sacraments
and to celebrate marriages and had been appointed to minister to specific
congregations in sustaining the decision oftheodtheof the lower court this court stated
that it was clear that rogers was not an ordained minister settled in the
work of the ministry as the statute contemplates 13281128332828

massachusetts

during the years when connecticut was liberalizing its legal and con-
stitutional structures with respect to religion similar changes were being
contemplated in massachusetts A constitutional convention held in 1820

offered voters the chance to extend support benefits to non protestant
religious teachers and to terminate compulsory attendance and public
worship viewed as an unsatisfactory proposal by parties on both sides of
the establishment debate in massachusetts the voters soundly defeated this
proposal reportedly by a vote of 20000 to 1100011000 a significant margin 2921

soon after this vote the states highest court handed down a decision mak-
ing it harder for orthodox congregationalists to hold on to church prop-
erty 30 this legal development set the stage for a decisive turn in public
opinion especially among the orthodox congregationalists 31 thirteen
years later a popular vote swept away the legal provisions providing for the
tax support of churches by an overwhelming majority voters approved a

measure in november 1833 making religious groups both self governing
and self supporting 13321132333232

typical of new england states with established churches massachu-
setts state law set limitations on which ministers could perform marriages
following independence the state allowed ministers to perform marriages
only if they were ordained and settled over a particular congregation
with later modifications in the law allowing stated ordained ministers to
do so 33 As with many other religious laws in new england these standards
were neutral on their face but in practical reality sometimes excluded non
congregational ministers thus not surprisingly in massachusetts as else-
where in new england the issue of the performance of marriages by
dissenting ministers was controversial and on occasion resulted in the
arrest and prosecution of offending ministers for example universalist
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minister john murray formed the independent church of christ in 1779
and a body of members signed a statement agreeing to receive him as
their minister evidently this group received murray without ordaining

him subsequently the county sheriff arrested murray for solemnizingsolemnizing
marriages after years of litigation the courts finally resolved this issue
against murray noting that the forms of his ordination were not suffi-
ciently notorious 31341134013434 later murray underwent a more notorious ordina-
tion ceremony and thenceforth had no more troubles with the sheriff 35

another example of such prosecution took place in 18001800 when a catholic
priest was prosecuted for illegally performing marriages however this case
was resolved in favor of the priest on the grounds that he was an ordained
minister this case and others set up a curious dichotomy in massachusetts
law some groups were not permitted to collect religious taxes from adher-
ents yet they were permitted to perform marriages 36

As in other states the issue ofwhoofwho could validly solemnize marriage in
massachusetts was at times litigated in contexts other than as the result of
prosecutions for violating marriage legislation the supreme judicial
court decided a case in 1822 involving a woman who had been prosecuted
for adultery because she was married by a minister thought not to have
proper authority to perform marriages the court resolved the matter in
the womanscomans favor holding that the ministers particular situation was simi-
lar to a prior case involving a methodist minister whose marriages were
held valid interestingly the published case cited authority in the foot-
notes emphasizing that under different circumstances ministers might still
be found to violate marriage legislation 37 this notation seemed to reaffirm
that restrictions still existed as to which ministers could perform marriages
and which could not

new marriage legislation in massachusetts promptly followed the 1833

vote in fact the need for such a change was on the agenda early in the next
session of the legislature in massachusetts even before a comprehensive
overhaul of religious laws was ordered 38 the new statute adopted by the
legislature provided that every minister of the gospel within the common-
wealth who has been ordained according to the usage ofhisochisofhis denomination
was authorized to solemnize marriages 3931

newhampshirenew hampshire

As did her sister states in new england new hampshire also under-
went a process of liberalization during the early nineteenth century for
example the toleration act in 1819 gave all protestant groups the same
rights as congregationalists to incorporate 40 in 1827 an act was passed
which provided that no person shall be compelled to join or support or
be classed with or associated to any congregation church or religious
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society without his express consent first had or obtained despite these
early changes new hampshiresHamp shires constitution retained elements that were
typical of establishment states until 1852 only protestants were eligible to
serve in the state legislature even well into the twentieth century the new
hampshire constitution contained provisions which originated in this earlier
era of establishment though these were not enforced 41

despite new hampshiresHamp shires retention of some aspects of its establish-
ment the development of the states laws and judicial interpretations
regarding the right to perform marriages was not out of harmony with the
changing spirit of the times A statute adopted in 1791 granted the right to
solemnize marriages to every ordained minister of the gospel in the
county where he is settled or hath his permanent residence the mention
of permanent residence appears to have been intended to include
denominations whose ministers were not necessarily settled over a con-
gregationgregation this interpretation was taken by the state s highest court in 1820

in the case of town of oflondonderrylondonderry v town of chester2chesterchestera2 in this case the
court refused to read into the 1791 law a requirement that a minister be
settled probably having in mind such groups as methodists whose min-

isters often itinerated the court stated that the discipline of some sects
had become inconsistent with permanent settlements of ministers the
court noted that population had become so sparse that settled ministers
could not be maintained in every new town 30431113334343

new hampshire continued this liberalization of its marriage law in
1832 when the state adopted a new statute in contrast to the 1791 law this
new statute gave ministers statewide authority it also eliminated the term
settled and clearly extended the right to perform marriages to ministers

of all denominations 44

other states

while the forgoing sketches focus on states that had established
churches readers should bear in mind that some of the original states
never had such an establishment states such as new york pennsylvania
and particularly rhode island did not have established churches 445 this
last state in fact was founded as a haven ofofreligiousreligious freedom where church
and state always were separated

i1 see arlin M adams and charles J emmerich A nation dedicated to religious
liberty the constitutional heritage oftheodtheof the religion clauses philadelphia university of
pennsylvania press 19901990 11

2 sydney E AhIahlahlstromahistromstrom A religious history of the american people 2 volsVOIS new
haven yale university press 1972 13138010808 0
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3 anson phelps stokes and leo pfeffer church and state in the united states new
york harper and row 1964 65 71

4 stokes and pfeffer church and state 69 71 for another source discussing
the struggle for religious liberty in virginia see elwyn A smith religious liberty in the
united states the development of church state thought since the revolutionary era
philadelphia fortress 1972 29 55

5 robert B semple A history of the rise and progress of the baptists in virginia
richmond by the author 1810 34 for earlier marriage legislation in virginia see

william waller hening statutes at large being a collection ofallcfallof allailali the laws of virginia
from the first session of the legislature in the year 1619 13 vols richmond george
cochran 1822 254 55 291 3441 46 688568168 85

6 stokes and pfeffer church and state 66 69 anson phelps stokes church and
state in the united states 3 vols new york harper and brothers 1950 1383 hening
statutes at large 10361 622

7 semple rise and progress of the baptists 34 separation of church and state in
virginia A study in the development of the revolution richmond davis bottom
superintendent of public printing 1910iglo 67 7070 department of archives and history
of the virginia state library

8 quakers had detailed written rules governing the performance ofofmarriagesmarriages see
the book of disciplineofdiscipline agreed on by the yearly meeting offriendsforof friends fotfor new england provi-
dence 1785 63 71 and H E smith the quakers their migration to the upper ohio
their customs and discipline ohio archaeological and historical publications 37
119281928 59 63 mennonites appear to have had only brief generalized statements of con-
fessionfession regarding the sacred nature of marriage and the need to marry within the faith

9 hening statutes at large 11503 4
10 stokes and pfeffer church and state 71 72

ii an act to establish rules to be observed in solemnizingSolemn izing the rites of matrimonyofmatrimony

laws ofnorthof north carolina ch 7 9 io10 april 1778 session in redgraves north carolina
1777 1899 fiche 2

12 stokes and pfeffer church and state 72 As to the issue of rights for jews a
well documented example can be seen in the history of maryland where one of the
most protracted bitter exciting and instructive battles for equal civil rights for jews
took place this struggle resulted in legislation being passed in 1826 that put jews and
christians on equal footing morris U schappes ed A documentary history ofthejewsof the jewshewsbews

in the united states 1654 1875 3dad ed new york schocken books 1971 139 41 see

hasia R diner A time for theringgatheringga the second migration 18201820 18801880 baltimore
johns hopkins university press 1992 151500

13 massachusetts legislature convention for framing a constitution ofgovernmentof government
for the state ofmassachusettsof massachusetts bay from the commencement of their first session sep

tembentemberitamberitembetiberibetl 1779 to the close ofoftheirthelttheir last session juneJuneitunehunelbuneljunei6178061780 boston dutton andandwentwent
worth printers to the state 1832 3 2234223 244 william G mcloughlin new england
dissent 1630 1833 the baptists and the separation of church and state 2 volsVOIS cam-
bridge harvard university press 1971 1603

14 third article in the declaration of rights spirit oftheodtheof the pilgrims 4 december
1831 634 this periodical was established in 1828 as a means for orthodox congrega-
tionaliststiona lists to explain their own faith these congregationalists saw themselves as the
proper and legitimate representatives of their pilgrim fathers spirit odtheoftheof the pilgrims i1
january 1828 5 8

15 mcloughlin new england dissent 1616 17

16 AhIahlahlstromstrom religious history 1393
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17 smith religious liberty 69 70
18 william warren sweet the congregationalists religion on the american

frontier 1783 1850 vol 3 chicago university of chicago press 1939 10lo 11

19 an act to repeal a certain act and parts ofanafanof an act therein mentioned october
241807 this act repealed an act inin addition to and inin alteration ojanof an act entitled act
for the support ortheof the gospel november 3180131801 and 2 3 4 5 and 6 of an actforact for the
support of the gospel october 262617971797 inin redgraves vermont fiche 35 mcloughlin
new england dissent 27891789

20 mcloughlinmcloughhnmcloughin new england dissent 27891789
21 john W welch jesse smiths 1814 protest BYU studies 33 no i1 1993

131 44
22 stokes and pfeffer church and state 74
23 mcloughlin Nnew england dissent 2102511025 43

24 mcloughlinmcloughhnmcloughin new england dissent 2104211042 62

25 stokes church and state 1418
26 an actforact fotfor the due and orderly celebrating of ofmarriagemarriage may 251820 inin red-

graves connecticut fiche 6 italics inin original
27 roberts v state treasurer 2 root 38381 82 conn 1797
28 roberts v state treasurer i2 root 382 subsequent cases also treated the issueissue of

whether marriages performed by methodist ministers were valid however these were
decided after the adoption of the liberalized marriage law quoted above section 6 of
this statute contained wording that validated prior marriages that might otherwise have
been called into question kibbe v antram 4 day 134 conn 1821 goshen v stoning-
ton 4 day 209 conn 1822 A note inin one early nineteenth century commentary on
connecticut law suggests that misconceptions concerning who could perform a mar-
riage were widespread see zephaniah swift A system of the laws of the state of con-
necticut 6 vols 1795 reprint new york arno 1972 1189 n

29 stokes and pfeffer church and state 77 see also journal ortheof the debates and pro-
ceedingsce before the massachusetts constitutional convention 1820 21 1853 reprint new
york dadacapoi97ocapo 1970

30 see baker v fales 16 mass 488 1820 the case isis discussed inin detail inin
mcloughlin new england dissent 2118911189 95

31 even influential orthodox congregationalist publications such as the spirit of
the pilgrims eventually ran articles pointing out the flaws inin the massachusetts system
of religious laws and calling for disestablishment see third article inin the declaration of
rights spirit of the pilgrims 4 december 1831 629 48 likewise the boston recorder
also an influential congregationalist paper published articles critical of this system of
laws and advocated these changes as a way of strengthening religion inin massachusetts
religious laws a seriesserlesseriesserles reprinted from the essex gazette inin the boston recorder

may n june 15151831831
32 stokes and pfeffer church and state 77 78 mcloughlin states that this out-

come was so widely expected that major newspapers did not even carry the news of this
significant event mcloughlin new england dissent 2125911259

33 mcloughlin new england dissent i1521521 an actforact torforpor the orderly solemnization
of ofmarriagesmarriages february 1786 437 inin redgraves massachusetts commonwealth acts
and laws 17807807807881788788 fiche 8

34 mcloughlin new england dissent i1653653 57

35 mcloughlin new england dissent 1658i 658 for additional biographical informa-
tion see john murray the life ofrevofreeof rev john murray preacher of universal salvation
written by himself with a continuation by mrs judith sargent murray boston
universalist publishing house 1870
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36 mcloughlin new england dissent 1658 59 note that the application ofmassaofmassa-
chusettschusetts marriage laws appears to still have been generating controversy as late as 1830

the painesvillegainesvillePainesville telegraph and geaughgeauga free press reprinted a story from the new york
spectator on march 232318301830 reporting on a controversy that arose in this regard

37 commonwealth v catharine spooner 18 mass 236 1822

38 massachusetts legislature boston recorder february 151518341834 A week later
the legislature took up the issue of considering what alterations are necessary in the
laws relating to religion in order to render them consonant to the letter and spirit of
the constitution as now amended massachusetts legislature boston recorder
february 222218341834

39 an actforact fotforpot the orderly solemnization of ofmarriagesmarriages april i1 1834 in redgraves
massachusetts fiche 97 251 57 for earlier marriage legislation see an act in further
addition to the actforact fotforpot the orderly solemnization of ofmarriagesmarriages february 121218211821 in red-
graves massachusetts fiche 57 507 and an actforact porfor the orderly solemnization ormaof mar-
riages june 22 1786 in the first laws of the commonwealth of massachusetts
wilmington michael glazier 1981 253 56

40 an act in amendment afanofanof an act entitled an actforact forpor regulating towns and the
choice of town officers passed february 81791 july i1 1819 in redgraves new hamp-
shire fiche 20

41 adams and emmerich A nation dedicated to religious liberty 67120 stokes
and pfeffer church and state 78 new hampshire constitution bill of rights art 6

in the revised laws ortheof the state ofnewofnerofnew hampshire concord rumford 1942 5 6 new
hampshire revised statutes annotated 1955 1988 replacement edition oxford NH
equity publishing 1988

42 town of oflondonderrylondonderry v town orchesterof chester 2 NH 268 1820

43 town of oflondonderrylondonderry v town ofchesterorchesterof chesterchesser 276

44 an act in addition to an act regulating marriages and for the registering of
marriages births and burials passed february 151517911791 december 12 1832 laws of the
state ofnerofnewof new hampshire passed november session 1832 concord moses G atwood
1833 88 in redgraves new hampshire 1783 1899 fiche 31

45 colonial authorities in new york rebuffed at least one attempt by anglican
ministers to gain a monopoly over the performance of marriages see gustavius mey-
ers history of ofbigotrybigotry in the united states new york random house 1943 59



the moon from paysandupaysan&iPaysandu

the moon from PaysanpaysandupaysanddPaysandudd
hasnhasrfthaan t got a man on it its got
A woman and a donkey
because youreyou re looking at it
from the other side

try as you might you cannot
turn or squint or flip or lie on your back
and see
anything else

anything youreyou re used to

just the virgin mary
pregnant riding to bethlehem
aware but not fully
fathoming
the importance ofwhatof what is soon to take place

patrick madden

this poem won an honorable mention in the BYU
studies 1999 poetry contest



josiah quincyst844quincysquincyeQuincys 1844 visit
with joseph smith
jed woodworth

A prophet s claims have always invited attention the prophet joseph
smith took calls from an array of personalities who would not be satisfied
without seeing this curiosity in the flesh the visitors came from near and
far and from every walk and station oflifeollifeof lifeilfe politicians and priests paupershaupers
and pundits charlatans and seekers and almost everything in between
arriving first in a trickle and then in a stream they found the prophet
wherever he had gathered the saints some oftheodtheof the travelers left accounts of
their visits and from these sketches later generations came to know
joseph too 1

few traveler accounts are better known to latter day saints than
josiah quincy s massachusetts legislator son of a harvard president and
later the mayor of boston quincy had a pedigree to make ears perk he
and his cousin charles francis adams 2 son of former US president john
quincy adams docked in nauvoo in the spring of 1844 while sightseeingsight seeing
along the mississippi river 3 they spent a day with joseph smith quincy
wrote up his experience and published it in a new york literary magazine
nearly forty years later 4 that account was republished in 1883 in Ququincyincyss
posthumously published work figures of the past a potpourri of reminis-
cences based largely on his extensive journals 5 many latter day saints will
recognize the oft quoted passage from that work in which quincy specu-
lated on joseph smith s contribution to american history

it is by no means improbable that some future textbook for the use of gen-
erationserations yet unborn will contain a question something like this what his-
torical american of the nineteenth century has exerted the most powerful
influence upon the destinies of his countrymen and it is by no means
impossible that the answer to that interrogatory may be thus written joseph
smith the mormon prophet and the reply absurd as it doubtless seems to
most men now living maybe an obvious commonplace to their descendants 6

in his account quincy used language rarely seen in non mormon
descriptions of joseph smith he called joseph extraordinary remark-
able even kingly all words latter day saints would have used to
describe their prophet quincy noted josephs wit his handsome face his
personal charm the rugged power quincy saw in joseph smith res-
onated with the way the saints liked to think about their leader 7

byustudies39BYU studies no 4 2000 71
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coming from a prominent and respected non mormon these
descriptions were too good to pass up excerpts from the quincy account
soon found their way into latter day saint publications from biogra-
phies to missionary tractstracts9 to general conference addresaddresses10addressessesO10 to doctrinal
treatises 11 quincy was quoted with an ardor rarely seen an authority to
be believed josiah quincy esteemed joseph smith at a time when few non
mormonscormons did

notwithstanding its important function for latter day saints quincysquincyeQuincys
published account raises a few questions should a forty year old remi-
niscencenis cence be trusted quincy expanded ten closely written journal pages
into twenty pages of published text 12 the journals were never found leav-
ing historians to wonder how much oftheodtheof the account rested in contemporary
observation and how much came of literaryofliterary license or reconstructed memo-
ries then several decades old how did the churchschurcyschurche growing notoriety
influence writing tone quincy no doubt read up on mormonism after his
visit to nauvoo 1311 and in truth quincy mixed compliments with descrip-
tions that sounded very much like the anti mormon rhetoric of his day
for example he did not discount the belief that joseph was an impostor
or a fanatic the prophets kingly abilities governed feeble or confused
souls who are looking for guidance not enlightened rational minds such
as quincysquincyeQuincys monstrous was the word quincy used to describe joseph
smiths religious claims 14 quincy was obviously conflicted his mixed
review together with adamssadamas lukewarm journal entry 15 is enough to force
this question what did quincy think ofjoseph smith at the time they visited

A newly discovered letter penned by quincy in 1844 pages 83 87

below helps us approach some answers housed in the quincy howe
family papers in the massachusetts historical society boston massachu-
setts the letter is among a dozen or so letters quincy wrote to his wife
mary while on his tour of the western frontier the letter written from dav-
enport iowa and dated may 16 1844 the day after quincy visited the
prophet spares many details 16 the document does however provide a
rare contemporaneous view of joseph smith as well as introduce modern
readers to josiah quincy in this find the differences between the two men
become more striking than the similarities

that differences might emerge should come as no surprise in many
respects josiah quincy and joseph smith came from different worlds
although they grew to maturity in new england at roughly the same time
their backgrounds show few similarities the smith family was ordinary
itinerant and meager in formal education the quincy family quite the
opposite born in 1802 josiah quincy IV was raised on his familysfam ilys sprawl-
ing estate in quincy named after a distant ancestor massachusetts a

pastoral coastal town a few miles south of boston his father josiah III111ili
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was a US congressman mayor of
AV

boston and university president N

his mother the daughter of a
well to do new york city mer-
chant parents of this cast expect
large things out of their children
accordingly they gave josiah the
eldest son the best schooling
money could buy sending him to
philips andover academy and later
to harvard where generations of
his ancestors had attended 17

from the beginning josiah IV
had statesman written all over
him while joseph smith entered
politics free of family expecta-
tions quincy seems to have been
groomed for elected office the
quincysquincye boasted that their ances-
tor

josiah quincy IV 18088218o1802 1882882 from daniel
sieur de quincy an english munro wilson where american indepen-

dencebaron forced king john into began quincy its famous group of
granting the magna carta in 1215 patriots their deeds homes and descen-

dantslater generations formed an boston houghton mifflin 19021861902 186

unbroken chain of elected office

holders three quincysquincye all named josiah would be boston mayors
josiah IV expected to carry on tradition spent his childhood on the laps of
foreign diplomats and his youth sitting at the feet of former president john
adams a relative and close family friend he listened to and observed and
modeled great leaders from an early age adding insight to his opportu-
nity when josiah was still in his early twenties the governor of massachu-
setts appointed him aide de camp charged with escorting dignitaries
around boston such a post befit josiah quincy IV while other prominent
families traced their descent from sire to son locals quipped that the quincysquincye
traced theirs from siah to siah 1811

josiah quincy s privilege did not outstrip his ability after graduating
from harvard he practiced law married mary jane miller 19 the daughter
of a wealthy boston merchant and ran for public office he served as
president of the boston city council 1834 37 and as president of the
massachusetts state senate 1842 he was three times elected mayor of
boston 1845 49 witty and intelligent he was known as a masterful ora-
tor unlike joseph smith who was an able but not a polished public
speaker quincy won prizes for his rhetoric even critics raved over his abil-
ity to quote shakespeare just as well as the statute book 20
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this background of wealth and privilege could not help but color the
way quincy saw the world joseph smith could no more measure up to
the standard of refinement marked out in josiah quincysquincyeQuincys mind than could
any other rural new englander moving west with the frontier accordingly
nothing escaped the possibility of scrutiny everywhere he looked in
nauvoo quincy saw dirt when he pulled up to the nauvoo mansion
house he saw a man dressed in a speckled coat and dirty white pan-
taloonsta emerge from a crowd of dirty loafers that man was joseph
smith the prophet invited him inside but the mansion house was no
better about as dirty as the prophet himself quincy wrote they later
talked theology in what quincy called a close uncured room

the mansion house was the best nauvoo had to offer the dirt thickened
elsewhere in the city an observation that could not have escaped anyone
preoccupied with cleanliness and propriety nauvoo was a frontier town a

place at home in the elements located as william mulder has observed on
the mississippi both a dividing line and a mediator between wilderness
and civilization 112121 to its inhabitants nauvoo would always be the beau-
tiful but to many outsiders the beauty lay more in the city s natural
surroundings than in any material creation 22 urbane sensibilities such as

quincy s could not measure progress in the thatched roofs and mud
packed dugouts that continued to dot the nauvoo landscape in 1844 even
the perfectly geometrical plat which caught his attention failed to ade-
quately structure the town in the end quincy found the older more pro-
gressivegressive quincy illinois named after john quincy adams and not the
younger unseasoned nauvoo the most beautiful western city 23

quincy illinois was the exception to rule ifnauvooifnauvoo could not measure
up neither could any of the other towns on josiah quincy s trip he wrote
home at every major stop and each letter conveyed that nothing much
impressed him the lack of civilization he found down the ohio river was
reason for some disgust during the entire one thousand mile boat ride
he saw only two homes of either taste or refinement and these were just
a notch above the small ordinary log dwellings that predominated along
the riverside even the finished homes were nothing but a shabby row of
brick houses placed on a dirty street along the muddy bank 13241124332424 the sight
might not have been so unseemly to quincy had he not believed the
dwellings reflected so much of their residents personalities the people
between louisville and st louis he said resembled nothing so much as a
crowd of miserable looking wood choppers and the louisville court-
house without steps windows or finished floors reinforced his view 25

A watchdog for establishment culture quincy could not be content in the
rough uncut west the same irritants he found in nauvoo popped up else-
where again and again in cincinnati he stayed in a very dirty chamber
and sighted another crowd of dirty loafers 26
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quincy was not alone in his preoccupation with gentility by the early
decades of the nineteenth century an emerging american middle class was
beginning to adopt the styles and mannerisms that a generation before
would have thought solely the province of the gentry politeness fashion
cleanliness and good taste were all extolled as virtues to be cultivated 2717

elite classes in turn expected more of lower classes than ever before and
sneering such as quincy s became more and more commonplace easterners
were especially concerned lest westerners snub perceived culture centers
on the coast

churches were not immune from refinement culture and in fact am-
bivalentlybivalently sought to promote it by the i82os1820s the division between plain
christianity on the one hand and social propriety on the other had blurred
in high churches such as the congregational episcopalian and unitarian
truth was beauty and beauty truth baptists and methodists many of
whom composed the ranks of mormon converts lagged behind this trend
but by the i84os1840s they too had begun to make the same move 28 in nauvoo
quincy saw dirt others did not for he was a unitarian from an elite class

visiting religionists who had not made style a prerequisite to knowing god 2921

quincy s religion as did his elitism and his gentility ordered his
observations in nauvoo unitarians among the most anticlerical of all

christians would have been skeptical of any claim to prophetic authority
and indeed quincy was he twice referred to joseph smith as prophet
priest and king wryly reporting titles to which no unitarian would have
ever laid claim these offices were too reminiscent of the papal authority of
catholicism which nativists like quincy found both unconscionable to
reasoning men and in subtle ways seditious to the american revolu-

tionary spirit 30

the pan protestantism of antebellum america had little tolerance for
faiths with strong claims to centralized leadership such as those found in
catholicism and in minority sects such as mormonism protestantism
coded christianity was an unstated unseen yet powerfully influential

assumption in american government joseph smiths overt claims to theo-
cratic authority running counter to this civic religion would disturb even
a man from massachusetts where the state church had been disestablishedestablisheddisestablisherdis
for only a decade 31 while quincy s exact views on disestablishment are
unknown his letter grouped the prophet s many duties en bloc as though
together they were cause for concern the power he exercises both civilly
& religiously is immense quincy concluded & is a living proof of the
insceptibility of human nature to imposition nothing but absolute free-
dom of conscience would suffice the enlightenment rationalism that
informed quincy s unitarianism demanded that conscience be pitted
against obedience to authority and that conscience win
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quincy s politics made the same demand like many massachusetts
politicians of his day quincy belonged to the whig party which had formed
in 1833 in opposition to president andrew jacksons alleged Caesercaeserismcaesarismism
king was a pejorative title the whigs applied to jackson to objectors

jackson s supposed disregard of law and refusal to respect republican gov-
ernmenternment s separation of powers seemed all too reminiscent of the british
crown the whigs therefore looked back to the revolution for their name
as well as their ideology A whig in its pure signification proclaimed one
party paper means one who prefers liberty to tyranny who supports
privilege against prerogative the rights and immunities of the people
as ascertained by the equity of nature the constitution and the laws of the
country against the predominance of the crown or executive power
some of this rhetoric maybe dismissed as political bluster democrats did
not like the crown anymore than whigs did nevertheless diffuse state
power did seem to be a whig preoccupation into the i84os1840s whigs such as

quincy already suspicious of powerful chief executives would have likely
found theocratic claims alarming 32

if quincy was impressed by anything at nauvoo it was that curious
anomaly looming above the horizon the nauvoo temple he thought he
had joseph smith figured out until they rode up to the bluff that afternoon
A massive two story structure built of hewn stone set on a majestic
site was hardly what one would expect from a dirty loafer

not even quincysquincyeQuincys own town church compared to this nauvoo site

the word temple resonated within him for this was the name by which
quincy residents called the congregational church they built in 1828

touched by refinement culture town members had torn down the church
built of wood the one quincy attended as a boy and replaced it with a

30000 granite edifice the stone temple graced with a styled pediment
front and four towering doric pillars 33

quincy found nothing in his experience that resembled the nauvoo
temple all he could call it later in life was a wonderful structure alto-
gether indescribable 34 most perplexing to him was why a people so

apparently lacking in refinement would want to build a wonderful struc-
ture the nauvoo temple was built of limestone not brick or wood it was
three times as large as the quincy temple and many times more expensive
the sun and moon carvings on the temple struck quincy as strange to be
sure but a man of his learning could not have missed the nature of its
overall composition which partook of the same greek revival style that
quincy massachusetts residents admired 35 the dissonance quincy found
between the nauvoo temple and scenes elsewhere in the west must have
been jarring the builders and planners of the nauvoo temple simply
could not be placed in the same category with those who had let the
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courthouse in louisville deteriorate quincy recognized a peculiar indus-
triousness when he observed every member giving one day in ten toward
the buildings completion joseph it appeared commanded the devotion
ofhisochisofhis followers like no other subscriptions to the quincy temple had come
much more begrudgingly although the building took just a year and a half
to complete residents required six years to pay it off 36

josiah quincysquincyeQuincys interest in joseph smith no doubt grew over time the
nauvoo temple made josephs organizational genius obvious but as
quincy aged his respect for some of the prophets other gifts increased he
came to appreciate josephs charisma which fascinated him all the more
once he learned he could never match it sad experience was quincy s

teacher he voluntarily resigned from the boston mayorship in 1849 when
his own party lashed out at him for passing prohibition legislation turni-
ng to railroads he became treasurer of the vermont central when the
company went under the directors blamed quincy demanded his resigna-
tion and might have filed criminal charges against him had he not declared
bankruptcy his reputation ruined quincy lived out the final thirty years
of his life farming and managing the family estate in quincy 37

thirty years provided plenty of time for reflection by 1881 when he
published the piece on joseph smith quincy had no desire to see the public
excoriate any man the independent where his article was published had
openly vilified mormonscormons over the last several months 338 another approach
seemed more proper more rational more fitting of a quincy such a rare
human being quincy explained is not to be disposed of by pelting his
memory with unsavory epithets joseph s rareness was now clearly appar-
ent the church he had founded small and insignificant in quincy s

memory now incited a national fury A man whose followers then num-
bered in the hundreds of thousands was not to be glibbly dismissed 3931

how did joseph smith acquire such a following this was the question
that puzzled quincy a question for which he had no answer A man of com-
mon stock joseph smith was now more powerful than the quincy family
had ever been 40 an explanation for josephs ascent in this age offreecoffreeofbreefree debate
was unclear but not exactly opaque 41 looking over the whole ofofamericanamerican
history quincy could see that jacksonianismJacksonianism had largely replaced the aris-
tocraticto notions that had kept family dynasties such as the adamsesadamsey and
quincysquincye in power the common man had flourished the aristocrat had
withered neither adams nor jefferson nor any other elite nor even that
twice elected representative of the masses jackson whom quincy had
met would hold the future history textbooks rapt rather joseph smith
both the commonest and uncommonestcommonestun common man perpetually
elected in the minds and hearts of his followers would quincy hypothe-
sized command all the attention this speculation would require forty
years of hindsight and would not have been apparent to quincy in 1844
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far from a paean to joseph smith quincy s letter shows just how
easily the prophet could be misunderstood in this respect the uncommon
quincy resembled other visitors like quincy visitors often held joseph to
an impossible standard he was not biblical enough for some not american
enough for others but rarely acceptable just as he was

within the context ofaofa bible believing culture such appraisals represent
a curiouscurious phenomenon in the bible refinement hardly seems necessary
for a prophetic call unlearnedness is more a prerequisite than it is a liabil-
ity prophets can also be both priests and kings holding political power as
god directs and speaking out on any matter of moral concern where the
prophet leads the people follow even if the prophet wears dirty pan-
taloons or something akin to them

but in joseph smiths day one in which american nationalism mixed
with biblicalismBiblical ism ancient patterns alone seemed outmoded the proof of
Americamericadss greatness lay in progress not regress and biblical literalism for
many learned souls represented regress without laying aside the assump-
tions they held dear visitors like josiah quincy would always go away
disappointed joseph smith was restoring ancient religion and only those
who felt the power and promise of that quest could ever fully endorse him

jed woodworth jedwoodworthhotmailcom is an associate editor at BYU
studies he has an MA degree in psychology from duquesne university and an edm
degree in education emphasizing the history of education from harvard university

1 see marvin S hill joseph smith the man some reflections on a subject of
controversy BYU studies 21 no 2 1981 175 86

2 charles francis adams 088718071807 1886 was the son of john quincy adams and the
grandson of john adams educated at boston latin and at harvard charles francis
adams passed the massachusetts bar in 1829 during the i83os183os adams practiced law in
boston managed his father s finances published historical essays in the north ameri-
can review and increasingly spoke out against slavery his strident opposition to texas
annexation propelled him into service in the massachusetts house of representatives
1840 43 and the massachusetts senate 1843 46 when congress annexed texas in

1845 adams and other hard line whigs opposed the move by forming a new party the
conscience whigs renamed soon afterwards the free soil party he later joined

free soilersboilers and antislavery whigs in forming the republican party As a republican
adams won a massachusetts seat in the US house of representatives 1858 61 serv-
ing in that position until lincoln appointed him minister to england 1861 68 A pro
lifielific writer adams edited two volumes of his grandmother s letters ten volumes of his
grandfather s papers and twelve volumes of his fathers papers his two volume biog-
raphy of john adams remains an important source of primary information see
american national biography ed john A garraty and mark C carnes 24 vols new
york oxford university press 1999 sv adams charles francis robert L gale A
cultural encylcopedia oftheodtheof the 18505 in america westport conn greenwood 1993 sv
adams charles francis
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charles francis adams and josiah quincy were fourth cousins once removed
their common ancestor was edmund quincy 1627 98 edmund quincy s son daniel
quincy 1651 90 was the great grandfather ofabigailofabigail smith 1744 1818 smith married
john adams 1735 1826 the US president charles francis adamssadamas grandfather
another of edmund quincy s sons edmund quincy jr 1681 1738 was the grand-
father of josiah quincy 1744 75 the second of four successive generations named
josiah quincy the fourth josiah quincy 18021802 82 wrote the letter now under discus-
sion see quincy family genealogy quincy historical society quincy massachu-
setts hereafter cited QHS quincy howe genealogy quincy hohowee papers
massachusetts historical society boston massachusetts hereafter cited as MHS
all quotations from documents located in MHS used with permission

3 quincy and adams began their five week trip from boston on april 252518441844

the major stops along their way included new york city philadelphia baltimore
washington DC cincinnati louisville st louis chicago detroit cleveland buffalo
rochester syracuse and albany quincy parted with adams on may 29 at buffalo and
both were in boston by june i1 see charles francis adams diary april 25 june i1 1844
quoted in henry adams charles francis adams visits the mormonscormons in 1844 in
reprint of proceedings oftheodtheof the massachusetts historical society 68 1944 47 4 36

4 josiah quincy leaves from old journals independent 33 december 29188129 i88i
4 5 josiah quincy leaves from my journal independent 34 january 9918821882 2 4

5 josiah quincy figures of the past new edition 1883 reprint boston little
brown 1926 31737317 37 A large portion of quincy s chapter on joseph smith was
reprinted in among the mormonscormonsMormons historic accounts by contemporary observers ed
william mulder and A russell mortensen 1958 reprint lincoln university of
nebraska press 1973 131 42

6 quincy figures ortheof the past 317

7 quincy figures ortheof the past 3183183213223 2222330334330 334 35

8 george Q cannon the life orfoffof osephjosephoffoseph smith the prophet salt lake city juvenile
instructor office 1888 325 27 john A widtsoeWidtsoe the divine mission of josephofloseph smith
independence mo zion s printing and publishing nd 4 5

9 A statement from josiah quincy mayor of boston 1845 1849 concerning an
interview had in 1844 with joseph smith the mormon prophet some of the sayings and
predictions made by the prophetlosephprophet joseph smith a letter to mr wenthworthfromWenthworth from the prophet
in answer to a requestfromrequest gromfrom him for a statement ofbeliefof belief to be published in the chicago
democrat new york eastern states mission nd 1 3 john A widtsoe and franklin S

harris jr seven claims of the book of mormon A collection of evidences indepen-
dence mo zions printing and publishing nd 24

lo1010 george Q cannon journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 86 24257 august ig19 1883 matthias F cowley sermon in 72ndj2ndjand semiannualsemi annual
conference ortheof the church oflesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter laydayiny saints salt lake city the church
ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof lauterlatterlatuer day saints 19011901 15 hereafter cited as conference reports and the
following in conference reports charles H hart april 441909igogagog 69 7070 seymour B young
october 61918 93 heber J grant april 31921 7 john M knight april 31921

67 68 joseph quinney jr october 5519241924 126 27 heber J grant october 331926iq6
919 n1 heber J grant april 131930 igo190 gi91 richard R lyman october 5519341934 14

joseph F merrill october 21937 76 charles A callis october 71938 24 heber J

grant october 31941 8 joseph L wirthlin april 6194312261943 122 heber J grant april 6

1944 8 joseph F merrill april 6194713461947 134 35 henry D moyle april 881962962 loo100
legrand richards october 21965 87
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11 B H roberts new witnesses for god 3 vols salt lake city deseret news
1911 1214i 214 15 312 james E talmage the story of mormonism and the philosophy of
mormonism salt lake city deseret news 1914 22 james E talmage A study ortheof the

articles ofoffalthfaithfaithfalth being a consideration of the principal doctrines of the church ofjesusof jesus
christ oflatterof latterlatteylaster day saints rev ed salt lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter
day saints 1924 457 58 joseph fielding smith the restoration ofallcfallof allailali things the seal
oftheodtheof the martyrdom address given june 251944 over KSL radio apnpn p ndn d 2 legrand
richards A marvelous work and a wonder salt lake city deseret book 1950 360360ogo

several recent historical studies citing quincy include richard lyman bushman was
joseph smith a gentlemangentleman77 the standard for refinement inin utah inin nearly every-

thing imagineableImagineable the everydayeverydaylifelirelife ofofutahutah s mormon pioneers ed ronald W walker
and dorisdons R dant provo brigham young university press 1999 37 40 davis bitton
images of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city aspen 1996 29 43 44 william
mulder nauvoo observed BYU studies 32 nos 11219922 1992 1131111lii 13 heidi S swinton
american prophet the story of josephofjoseph smith salt lake city shadow mountain 19991531999 153

12 quincy figures ortheof the past 318

13 in the i85os1850s quincy once lectured inin boston on thomas fords history ofillinoisof illinois
which has two chapters on mormonism Ququincysqumcyquacyincyss figures of the past quotes a joseph
smith statement made after Ququincysqumcyquacyincyss nauvoo visit 1 I am going like a lamb to the
slaughter and uses the phrase the city of the saints the title of sir richard burtonsbartonsBurtons
well publicized book of the same name josiah quincy IV scrapbook 1841 188111881

211 12 quincy howe papers and quincy figures of the past 318 199 see also the ar-
ticles cited inin note 38

14 quincy figures of the past 317 32232321 222 here the word monstrous does not
assume polygamy which quincy does not attribute to joseph smith quincy figures of
the past 322

15 there isis a mixture of shrewdness and extravagant self conceit of knowledge
and ignorance of wisdom and folly inin this whole system of this man charles francis
adams diary may 151844 microfilm of holograph adams papers MHS the entry
was published inin charles francis adams diary may 15 1844 quoted inin adams
charles francis adams 20 23 the imposture adams saw inin joseph smith has

been recently discussed inin truman G madsen joseph smith the prophet salt lake city
bookcraft 1989 loo100

16 josiah quincy to my very darling wife may 161844 quincy howe papers
MHS this letter isis 153415 x 9789 inches folded inin half to make four writing sides accord-
ing to MHS records the letter was part of the original accessionaccession of quincy howe
papers donated to MHS inin 1967967 by mrs mark dewolfe howe a quincy descendant

17 robert A mccaughey josiah quincy 1772 1864 the last federalist cambridge
harvard university press 1974 edmund quincy life ofjoiahof josiah quincy ofmassachusettsof massachusetts
boston ticknor and fields 1868 H hobart holly the Ququincysqumcysquincyeincys homes inin

quincy inin quincysqumcysquincyeQu incys legacy topics from four centuries ofmassachusettsof massachusetts history ed
edward fitzgerald apnpn p ndn d 41 45 copy inin QHS quincy family geneaologygenecologyGeneaology
james R cameron the public service oflosiahof josiah quincy jr 18021802 1882 quincyqumcydumcy mass
quincy cooperativeco operative bank 1964 2 4

18 caleb H snow A history ofbostonof boston the metropolis of massachusetts from its
origin to the present period with some account of the environs boston abel bowen
1825 94 daniel munro wilson where independence began quincy its famous group of
patriots their deeds homes and descendants boston houghton mifflin 19021831902 183 84
quincy figures of the past 58 73 cameron public service oflosiahof josiah quincy 6 daniel
munro wilson three hundred years ofquincyof quincy 1625 9251925 historical retrospect ofmountof mount
wollaston braintreebramtreeBrainBramtrectree and quincy boston wright and potter 1926 45 82 quote on 71
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19 mary jane miller 018618060180180618o6 74 and josiah quincy married in 1827 their three
children were josiah 1829 1910 samuel 1832 87 and mary 1834 0 see quincy
family genealogy and quincy howe genealogy quincy howe papers

20 quincy howe genealogy mccaughey josiah quincy 200 203 the sec-
ond mayor quincy josiah quincy biographical folder harvard university archives
harvard university cambridge massachusetts hereafter cited as HUA harvard college
corporation records volume 6618191819 27 august 311820 HUA hon josiah quincy
boston evening transcript november 331882018821882 i1 quincy scrapbook 8 the national
cyclopaedia ofamericanof american biography 37 vols new york james T white 1892 1951

6298 99 joseph smiths oratory style is discussed in bushman was joseph smith a
gentleman 36 37

21 mulder nauvoo observed 96 for a recent depiction of joseph smith as a
man of the frontier see dallin H oaks joseph the man and the prophet ensign

26 november 1996 71 73 quote on 71

22 the disjunction between natural and material creation can be seen in W aitken
A journey up the mississippi river from its mouth to nauvoo the city of the latter day
saints ashton under lyne john williamson 1845 34 37 charlotte haven A girls
letters from nauvoo overland monthly 16 december 18901890 616 38 E cecil
mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful salt lake city stevens and wallis 1946 85 86
cultures in conflict A documentary history of the mormon war in illinois ed john E

hall was and roger D launius logan utah state university press 1995381995 38 43 brian Q
cannon john C calhoun jr meets the prophet joseph smith shortly before the
departure for carthage BYU studies 33 no 4 1993 777

23 for evidences of progressiveness in quincy illinois see michael E kassel
early quincy architecture in A city of refuge quincy illinois ed susan easton

black and richard E bennett salt lake city millennial press 2000 214 29 and
richard payne historic quincy architecture houston herring press 1996 18

24 josiah quincy to my very dearest mary jane miller quincy may 6618441844
quincy howe papers

25 josiah quincy to my very dear one mary jane miller quincy may 121844
quincy howe papers josiah quincy to my very dear one mary jane miller quincy
may 9918441844 quincy howe papers

26 quincy to quincy may 6 and 9918441844 josiah quincy to my very dear one
mary miller quincy 131318441018441844 quincy howe papers similar observations are found

in charles francis adams diary may 5 710177 lo10 1718441844 as quoted in adams charles
francis adams 13 18 23

27 see richard L bushman the refinement ofamericaof america persons houses cities
new york alfred A knopf 1992

28 bushman refinement ofamericaof america 313 31

29 charles francis adams who shared quincy s religion and social status was
similarly preoccupied with refinement adams slept in a very indifferent room ate at
a table that was without order or delicacy and saw clothing that was neither very
choice nor neat adams diary may 151844 for early mormonismsMormoni sms relationship to
genteel culture see bushman was joseph smith a gentleman 27 43

30 josiah quincy to my very dear wife mary miller quincy april 291844
quincy howe papers quincy scrapbook 2020 31 terryl L givens the viper on the
hearth mormonscormonsMormons myths and the construction of heresy new york oxford uni-
versity press 1997 47 49 quincy s figures of the past spells out the seditious possi-
bilitiesbilities in mormonism here is a society mormonism resting upon foundations
which may at any moment be made subversive of every duty which we claim from the
citieciti7citizenen 318
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31 for more on religious disestablishment see appendix 3 ofm scott bradshawsBradshaws
article in this issue of BBYUYU studies

32 daniel walker howe the political culture of the american whigs chicago
university of chicago press 1979 13 42 ronald P formisano the transformation of
political culture massachusetts parties 17gosiy9os i840s1840s new york oxford university
press 1983 268 301301 michael F holt the rise and fall of the american whig party
jacksonian politics and the onset of the civil war new york oxford university press

1999 xii xiii 17 29 quotes on 17 and 29 although joseph smith voted whig on occasion
it would be improper to call his politics whig rather avoiding strict party affiliation
joseph used his vote to further the interests of the church whigs in fact led the anti
mormon charge in illinois see marvin S hill quest for refuge the mormon flight
from american pluralism salt lake city signature books 1989 106106log 51 kenneth H
winn exiles in a land of libertyofliberty mormonscormons in america 1830 1846 studies in religion
ed charles H long chapel hill university of north carolina press 1989 152 81

33 william P lunt two discourses delivered september 292918391839 on occasion of
the two hundredth anniversary of the gathering of the first congregational church
quincy with an appendix boston james munroe 18401251840 125 29 william churchhill
edwards historic quincy massachusetts quincy mass franklin printing service
1945 585 ilo110lioiio 11 william S pattee A history kofoldofold braintreeBraintree and quincy with a sketch
of ofrandolphrandolph andandholbrookholbrook quincy mass green and prescott 1878 39

34 quincy figures ortheof the past 328

35 compare quincy figures of the past 328 with elwin C robison the first
mormon temple design construction and historic context of the kirtland temple
provo brigham young university press 1997997 130 34

36 lunt two discourses 125 27

37 mccaughey josiah quincy 201 cameron public service offoffosiahofjosidhosiah quincy jr
15 17 wilson three hundred years 68 bostons forty five mayors ed joseph J fahey
boston city ofbostonof boston 1975111975 n 12 quincy scrapbook 32 142142189189 funeral obse-

quies quincy patriot ledger november 11 1882 2

38 D L leonard the solution to the mormon problem independent 33

december 8 1881 6 calls for an anti mormon missionary society independent
33 august 4 1881 16 mormon marriages independent 33 april 14 1881 16 17

polygamy in utah independent 33 march lo1010 1881 16 177 public debate foreshadforeshaw
owed sterner measures in the US congress the edmunds act directed against
mormon polygamy was passed the following year

39 quincy figures of the past 317 currently available evidence places church
membership in 1881 at 140733 deseret news 1997 9598 church almanac salt lake city
deseret news 1996996 529

40 although one more quincy would yet be elected to the boston mayorship the
family wass clearly in decline by 18801880 the quincy family had been reduced to just three
male heirs and within forty years the family was largely without political influence see
michelle hilden the mayors josiah quincy of boston phd diss clark university
1970 and last of the quincysquincyeQu incys in james H slade comp quincy biography
quincy family vertical file thomas crane public library quincy massachusetts

41 quincy figures oftheodtheof the past 317



josiah Ququincsincys may 161844 letter

le clare house davenport iowa ter
thursday mg may 1616184416.18441844

my very darling wife 1

I1 closed my last letter at st louis on monday may 13 and took passage
in the steamer amaranth wewe2wea passed2passed rapidly that night and the next day
through a beautiful and clean river3 nearly as wide as at st louis & stud-
ded with innumerable islands through which we passepassed sailed brushing the
trees with the sides of our boat during the day we reached quincy which
being situated in the town of john & the county of adams possessed a
claim on our notice 4 we accordingly stopped the boat for half an hour &

from the top of the quincy house beheld for the first time a prarie it
appears more like a view out to sea than any thing else to which I1 can com-
pare it the perfect level stretching to the horizon & the living green almost
amounting to blue with which its clothed giving it the appearance of
water 5 but no description can convey any idea oftheodtheof the rich fertility oftheodtheof the soil
which requires & for years will require no manure to produce the most abun-
dantdantharvestsharvests 6 the town ofquincy is acknowledged to be the most beautiful

1 mary jane miller quincy 018618061806 74 see also note 19 in the introduction above
2 quincy traveled with charles francis adams 18071807 1886 see also note 2 in the

introduction above
3 the mississippi river
4 quincy adams county illinois was named after john quincy adams

1767 1848 president of the united states from 1824 to 1828 who was the father of
charles francis adams josiah quincysquincyeQuincys traveling companion located at city center
was john s square later washington park the town to which josiah quincy
refers the play on john quincy adamssadamas name would have interested both these travel-
ers who were fourth cousins once removed see also note 2 in the preceding introduction

5 the illinois terrain often astounded travelers from eastern cities rebecca
burlend who emigrated from england to pike county illinois in 1831 described
illinois as thousands of acres with not a tree upon it but covered with a sort of strong
wild grass growing sometimes three or four feet high imagine for a moment she said
a rich meadow or fine grass plain several miles in diameter decked with myriads of

flowers of a most gorgeous and varied description and he will have before his mind a

pretty correct representation of one of these prairies rebecca burlend and edward
burlend A true picture of ofemigrationemigration 1848 reprint lincoln university of nebraska
press 1987 84

6 travelers had long marveled over the fertility of illinois soil zadok cramer an
early nineteenth century river guide advertised illinois soil as perhaps not exceeded
in beauty levelness richness and fertility of soil by any in the united states nor

BYU studies 39 no 4 2000 83
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regular & new england like town in the west & really seems to deserve the
honor conferred upon it by its name As we found we had a day to spare we
determined to devote it to the service of the mormon prophet joe smith 7

and accordingly landed at his city of 2 nauvoo at midnight between tues-
day may 14114 & wednesday may 15115 As we were some distance from his
residence8residenceresidences8 we stopped at a poor tavern9taverna at the landing under the guidance
of a dr goforth 10 the most perfect personification of don quixote that
was ever seen he had been a surgeon in genlgenibenl jackson s army at the battle
of new orleans11orleansI111I1 & seemed simple as a child with a strong inclination to

perhaps in the world zadok cramer the navigator containing directions for
navigating the monongahela alleghenyalleghanyAlleghany ohio and mississippi rivers 6thath ed pitts-
burgh zadok cramer 18081808 85 see also A true picture 51 84 94 96

7 quincy and adams had not intended on stopping in nauvoo learning about
mormonscormons from passengers on the steamer the two abruptly changed their plans
adams said he was indifferent to visiting joseph smith but consented at quincysquincyeQuincys urg-
ing josiah quincy figures ortheof the past new edition 1883 reprint boston little brown
1926 319 charles francis adams diary may 14 1844 as quoted in henry adams
charles francis adams visits the mormonscormons in 1844 in reprint of the proceedings of

the massachusetts historical society 68 1944 47 20 see also note ii below
8 joseph smiths residence the nauvoo mansion house located at the corner of

main and water streets
9 that is an inn see also note 16 below this tavern which quincy said was located

at the landing and some distance from the nauvoo mansion house was more likely
located on the west not the south bend of the mississippi river

lo1010 william gano goforth 1795 1847 from belleville saint claire county
illinois goforth was well acquainted with mormonism his wife martha nelson
goforth was baptized into the church on april 71844 A few days after quincy and
adams visited nauvoo mr goforth helped draft resolutions for joseph smiths presi-
dential candidacy he joined the church in 1845 see joseph smith jr history of the
church ofoflesusjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints ed B H roberts id ed rev 7 vols salt
lake city deseret book 1973 6386 92 7394 hereafter cited as history oftheodtheof the church
both quincy and adams credited goforth a fellow traveler on the amaranth with con-
vincing them to stop in nauvoo what the two travelers knew about mormonscormons before
their trip is unknown but the stories they heard on the river could not have favorably
disposed them to the faith adams said the passengers were full of discouraging tales
of the disposition of these mormonscormonsMormons A self described non mormon friend of
joseph smiths goforth offset the negative accounts piquing quincy s curiosity had
it not been for a certain doctor goforth said adams 1 I think quincy would have
been discouraged by the darkness and solitude which reigned on the shore but
goforth urged our landing so much that we finally ordered our things on shore

adams diary may 141418441844 quincy figures ortheof the past 319

11 general andrew jackson 1767 1845 president of the united states from 1828

to 1836 led the united states to victory over great britain in the battle ofnewofnerof new orleans
january 8818151815 an important battle in the war of 1812
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the mormon faith the city of nauvoo isis the promised land of the mor
mons is situated on a bend of the mississippi that commands a view for
miles in both directions five years ago there were not fifty inhabitants on
it now they say there are twenty five thousand & I1 should think there
might be half that number 12 the town is laid out with perfect regularity &

every house has attached to it an acre of land ofcourse the prophet priest
& king who is the head of the sect & who numbers of 200.000200000 followers13followers13

in his train could not but be an object of interest dr goforth at early
morning dispatched a messenger for the chariot of the prophet which
soon appeared not like that elisha saw but on four good wheels with a sub-
stantial pair of ofsturdysturdy horses 14 we entered & soon arrived at the seat ofthisorthisof this

prophet priest king 15 mayor lt general & tavern keeper16keeper 16 for as each

12 some early sources estimate the population ofnauvooof nauvoo in 1844 at 270002700027300 later
estimates are more conservative placing the population at about 12000121000 closer to
quincysquincyeQuincys estimate susan easton black how large was the population at nauvoo
BYU studies 35 no 2 1995 91 94 the larger figure given to quincy may have in-
cluded mormon settlements in hancock county illinois and lee county iowa

13 adams confirmed this figure joseph smith he said boasts of having twenty-
five thousand at nauvoo and two hundred thousand in the union adams diary may 15

1844 it is unclear just who provided the figures joseph smith is the likely candidate
but quincy and adams tend towards hyperbole for example quincy said joseph
smith took them to his temple when it is doubtful joseph would have laid claim to
the work in such a way currently available evidence places the worldwide church popu-
lation in 1844 at 26146 baptized deseret nenews 1997ipp ps98 church almanac salt lake city
deseret news 1998 529 but if 200000 sounds too large 2600026000 sounds too small
actual church membership was probably somewhere in between these figures com-
pare for example the existence of baptisms apparently not recorded on church
records but noted in the journals of william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin 18318361831 1836 ed jan shipps and
john W welch provo and urbana BYU studies and university of illinois press 1994
413 14 with the disclaimer in susan easton black comp membership odaeofaeof the church of
jesus christ oflatterof datterlatterdafter day saints 1830 8481848 50 vols provo utah religious studies
center brigham young university 1989 ii ii

14 an allusion to 2 kings 211 where elisha sees a chariot affireoffireof girefire and horses affireoffireof girefire

15 the previous month april 1844 the council of fifty ordained joseph smith
king over the kingdom of god soon thereafter joseph applied the titles prophet

priest and king to himself publicly titles he also gave to others joseph smith the
globe times and seasons 5 april 151518441844 508508 and andrew F ehat ttit seems like
heaven began on earth joseph smith and the constitution of the kingdom of god
BBYUYU studies 20 spring 19198080 253 79

16 that is an innkeeper technically quincy is incorrect joseph smith was lately
an innkeeper but he gave up management oftheodtheof the mansion house in january 1844 when
he began leasing the house to ebenezer robinson note also that quincy s phrase tav-
ern keeper does not refer to strong drink for he refers to the mansion house parlor
as a dry barroom quincy figures of the past 322 instead he uses the secondary
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& all of these is he inspired to act the door was surrounded by dirty
loafers from among which our quixotic guide selected a man in a checked
coat dirty white pantaloons a beard of some three days growth and intro-
duced him as general smith Yyohryourmettrestrettr prepprophet he had the name but certainly but
in few respects the look of 3 a prophet he however blessed us17 & requested
us into his mansion which was about as dirty as the prophethimselfprophet himself As

the lower floor was crowded he invited us to ascend & throwing open a
chamber door we entered a close uncured room on the bed of which lay
one oftheodtheof the faithful sound asleep and we had the evidence ofmoreolmoreofmore than one
sense that the mormon saints were not freed from some of the necessities
ofhumanityofhumanity this however was a small matter for a prophet he covered his
disciple as well as he could with the bed clothes and down we sat to
theological conversation 18 breakfast was soon announced & when it
was finished we found an upper chamber properly prepared for our
reception 19 we passed the whole day in his society & had one of the most

meaning oftavernoctavernof tavern as synonymous with inn or hotel see websters american dictionary
ortheof the english language 1844 edition s v tavern

17 As doctor goforth introduced us to the prophet he mentioned the parentage
of my companion god bless you to begin with said joseph smith raising his hands
in the air and letting them descend upon the shoulders ofmrofarofmr adams quincy figures
of the past 321 adams said simply that joseph received us civilly adams diary
may 151844

18 allAHaliail the rooms in the inn were full according to quincysquincyeQu incys published account
joseph tried two rooms without success until on the third attempt exasperated he
immediately proceeded to the bed and drew the clothes well over the head ofitsoaitsof its occu-

pant he then called a man to make a fire and begged us to sit down quincy figures
of the past 322 adams adds further details at last we were ushered into one room
where was a man in bed whom he joseph smith very abruptly slapped on the shoul-
der and notified to quit adams diary may 151844

neither adams nor quincy said much about what was discussed in theological
conversation quincysquincyeQuincys figures of the past called josephs theology monstrous
adamssadamas contemporaneous record emphasized an agreement with his own faith he
concluded that mormonism was very nearly christian unitarianism with the addi-
tion of the power of baptism by the priests of adults to remit sin and of the new hier-
archy of which smith is the chief by divine appointment quincy figures of the past
322 adams diary may 151518441844

19 here quincy possibly alludes to the prepared upper room where jesus and
his disciples held the last supper mark 1415 if on the other hand joseph smith used
the phrase upper chamber quincy may have used quotation marks sarcastically the
word chamber could be understood to mean specifically a place where an assembly
meets a room specially designed as a star chamber or an imperial chamber A politi-
cian who had undoubtedly been in many chambers quincy perhaps felt the one in
the nauvoo mansion house did not fit the bill see websters american dictionary of
the english language 1828 edition sv chamber
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extraordinary conversations I1 ever participated in he preached for us
prophesied for us interpreted hieroglyphics for us exhibited his mum
mies20mies21 and took us to his temple which he is now erecting on a most majes-
tic site of hewn stone every inhabitant dedicates the labor of his tenth day
to its structure it will be finished within a year & whether mormonism
expires or not must remain a massive memorial of its existence for cen-
turies 21 I1 have neither time nor space to describe the faith or works of this
most extraordinary man but reserve them for a future occasion the power
he exercises both civilly & religiously is immense & is a living proof of the
insceptibility of human nature to imposition we left nauvoo yesterday
morning and reached this place at 12 last night the scenery around is

lovely beyond description & I1 & my companion have 414 just ordered a
barouche landau alias a two horse waggon for the purpose of making an
exploration I1 trust I1 shall yet have power to write to you again from this
place for whether with priests or prophets I1 am ever most truly & devotedly
your own dosiahtosiah quincy irdjmjjrjtr

PS we shall probably go to the falls of stS anthony as it will only delay us
five days & is an opportunity we shall never have again after we leave this
place my opportunities of writing may not be frequent so if you do not

hear from me you must not be anxious write me at buffalo good
bye god bless you

postmarked davenport iowa may 17117

josiah quincy
for mrs quincy

boston
massttsmass5massa

20 for a fee oftwentyof twentyfivetwenty hivefiveeive cents visitors at nauvoo could view a halfdozenhalf dozen or so
egyptian mummies joseph had purchased in 1835 from michael H chandler a travel-
ing merchant the mummies contained the papyri from which the book of abraham
was translated the prophets mother lucy mack smith a widow who functioned as
curator over the relics derived her support from the fees joseph participated by inter-
preting the symbols on the papyri for tourists see donl peterson the stoystory ortheof the book
ofabrahamof abraham mummies manuscripts and mormonism salt lake city deseret book
19951995191191igiigl 202 surviving papyri fragments are reproduced with commentary in john
gee A guide to the joseph smith papyri provo utah FARMS 2000

21 the first story oftheodtheof the temple had been completed and the windows for the sec-
ond story had just been cut adams pronounced the temple about half finished
smith history oftheodtheof the church 6355 adams diary may 151844



the participants in the BYU china teachers program visit the great wallwanwailwaii 1997 two of
the teachers don and joyce nuttall take the long climb to the top the great wallwanwaliwaii
stands as a symbol of formidable yet breachablebleachablebreachable borders like the cultural differences

between the west and china



the great wall
carol ottesen

As early as 1929 david 0 mckay traveled to china to dedicate that
land for the preaching of the gospel under an ancient tree in the forbid-
den city he supplicatedsupplicated the lord to bless this people who had suffered so
much he asked the lord to send to this land broadmindedbroad minded and intelli-
gent men and women that upon them might rest the spirit of discernment
and power to comprehend the chinese nature 51 in fall 1997 nearly seventy
years later I1 found myself in china teaching english for a year under the
sponsorship of the BYU kennedy center for international studies we
were told that we were on the lords errand but that the boundaries of lan-
guage politics and culture loomed like the ominous great wall we had
visited the day after we arrived in beijing nearly two thousand miles long
the wall looms as a monument to chinese tenacity and innovation as well
as the tyranny and isolation they have suffered after about three months
in china I1 found this quote from president mckay and only then began to
see beyond the wall and realize that enlarging the borders ofzion dacd&c 8214
had mostly to do with crossing elusive personal borders

but we had been warned the first week we were taken to the office of
public security and took an oath that we would not talk about religion or
give any kind of literatureofliterature about religion to any chinese national A monitor
would be present in each class we were there to teach english we had
already been told by our BYU sponsors that we should strictly adhere to
this warning to avoid jeopardizing the churchschurche position in china

this venue seemed to fit me no proselyting no hours or baptisms to
count I1 was content because this subtle approach had the possibility of
inspiring purer motives on my part and promoting some deep self
examination and I1 was fairly comfortable in the role ofgiver but not quite
ready to be a gracious receiver and meek learner

the first day of teaching I1 walked through the doorway to building
eight with its typical upturned chinese cornicescornickscornices and into the dark hall-
way my shoes clicked on the cement floor as I1 looked for my classroom
heart racing face flushing with some unnamed fear here I1 was in jinanainan
china at the shandongshardongShandong medical university to teach english and I1 was
about to open the door to face fifty chinese medical students for the first
time I1 came with the usual apprehensions about communism and the
vague negative notions so prevalent in the media but had tried consciously
to go with what I1 thought was an open mind the door creaked loudly as I1

BYU studies3gstudies 39 no 4 2000 89
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building 8 the foreign language building on the campus ofshandong medical univer-
sity jinanainan china where the ottesensOttesens taught several classes dedicated teachers and
students were not deterred by the broken windows lack of heating and air condition-
ing and lack of library facilities

walked in the classroom immediately the entire class arose and began to
applaud at the podium under a large picture ofofdengdeng xiaopengxiaopingXiaopeng I1 stood
as they continued to clap I1 scanned their faces unfamiliar yet somehow
very like the faces of my american indian foster children perhaps it was
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this synapse or maybe the reality that I1 was so far away from home and such
a warm reception was unexpected but I1 could barely keep my composure
I1 had walked on the great wall of china just a few days before and here I1

was in mainland china looking into the faces of folklore s starving people
in china that had made me feel guilty about not eating my peas when I1

was a child the wall began to fall down a border was breached
but other borders needed to be crossed I1 kept thinking of president

mckays blessing with these constraints and borders what could I1 do I1 fig-
ured my best bet was to begin by trying to comprehend the chinese nature
discussions in class were not successful at first because the chinese students
were unaccustomed to raising hands or asking questions and they were shy so
having them write was my first ploy to assess their language needs and to learn
to just love them as was the admonition given us the short essays poured
in from my seven classes my husband and I1 sat in the living room ofourolourofour small
apartment reading essays usually with our coats and gloves on and occa-
sionallysionally shared a particularly touching or significant passage

one graduate student in neurology wrote about his father describing
the paucity of his childhood in a family of seven he was from a poor peas-
ant home in the country and the family slept huddled together on a kang
a brick bed he related one of the cold nights my father said 1I want you
to know we will support you children in what you want to do I1 want you to
be men of light and knowledge my student added how could he sup-
port us all he had was love and five hungry children but he gave us more
than we imagined this sensitive bright student carried all my bags to the
train and was the last face I1 saw as we pulled away from jinanainan

another student wrote quite daringly

thomas jefferson said to do what you believe is right and I1 would like to do
that jefferson believed that conflicting ideas are a source of strength and it is

conflict that keeps freedom alive but many times I1 think it is no use to go to
my classes because I1 cannot say what I1 think is true I1 think a country can sur-
vive only if it allows men to have free ideas I1 often dream in bed of these
ideas but my dream has no color I1 believe in the unlimitable freedom of the
human mind

I1 had a couple of privateofprivate moments with this student and he asked me do
all americans think all chinese are communists I1 nodded that they prob-
ably do he put his hand to his forehead with a small groan nothing else

song wei responded to an essay on education

I1 have suffered so many unspeakable sorrows and embarrassmentsembarrass ments because I1

feel poverty terrible but poverty of thought is more terrible than living in

names have been changed
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poverty when I1 was accepted in this university and came from the country
to the gate of shandongshardongShandong medical university the guards would not let me in
because they thought I1 was a beggar so I1 had to show them proof I1 knew I1

must get an education to rise in the world to become thoughtful and find out
how to eliminate the poverty and suffering ofmotherofmother china

many told of the famine of the cultural revolution of grandparents
who died because they gave all their food to the young of boilingofboiling grass and
tree bark for food one student told a story about her little sister who
became very sick her parents were sure that if she had some fresh fruit she
would get well so they took all the money they had from a tin cup high on
the cupboard and bought three pears my student then just five years old
saw the pears sitting there and could not resist and ate one she said
when father came home he raged upon me and was about to beat me

when he stopped suddenly tears filling his eyes when he did this he
turned toward the wall I1 dont remember much about the cultural revolu-
tion but I1 will always remember that pear

A woman oncologistontologistoncologist described receiving a dress for the chinese new
year when she was six years old the dress had to be taken up all over so it
would fit she wore it once a year on the holiday each successive year let-
ting out yet another seam until she wore it with material added for her
high school graduation

one doctor was raised by his grandmother and described leaving her
to come from the country to medical school 1 I climbed into the wooden
cart and she gave me some good advice and kissed me goodbye then she
ran after the cart crying until she could run no longer on her little feet
which had been bound when she was a child she called my name until I1

could hear her no more
essay after essay recorded similar stories issues of cultural differences

began to fade with the discovery of a sensitive almost sentimental people
who had suffered beyond the american imagination and yet remained for
the most part amazingly hopeful and courageous

my husband verbalized our feelings one morning as we walked past the
playing field and saw the freshmen students in uniforms marching to com-
mands from a loud speaker they moved in perfect unity and discipline
they were not unhappy but instead seemed to emanate vigor and purpose
he said 1I hope we never have to go to war against these beautiful people

our students often visited our apartment sometimes crowding in and
sitting in overlapping layers on floor and couch and we heard more sto-
ries heard meng hui play the chinese flute he taught himself heard li tao
play the violin liu jun brought his girlfriend for our approval li meimetmel
brought me a piece of cloth handmade by her grandmother when I1

protested such a valuable gift she nearly cried and said please take it to
america and show them the beautiful things chinese women do with this
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some of the faculty and staff of shandongshardongShandong medical university studied english under
carol and sterling ottesen inm 1997 at the end oftheodtheof the academic year the ottesensOttesens invited
the class to their apartment the chinese made dumplingsdump lings for the ottesensOttesens and the
ottesensOttesens made applesauce with cinnamoncinnamon a new treat for their students

gift they will know we are thinking of them we were overwhelmed with
their generosity and quite unsure why they gave or what they expected
one student gave me his well worn mao pin that he said he had worn every
day as a child when mao was my god but now he is no longer so I1 give
you what I1 once loved as a souvenir of china we credited these gifts to our
being teachers in a country where they are so revered or to being old and
therefore respected or to being guests in their land but whatever their
motives we began to know their natures to cross the borders of cultural
misunderstanding yes we had come to love them

still I1 felt the presence of the wall how could we help them in their
lives how could we give them the hope the purpose some had openly
asked for one morning I1 woke up with a bad cold I1 was tired A button
flipped off my skirt I1 felt unprepared for my class and I1 was sick of hand
washing clothes in the bathtub and drinking bad tasting water out of a

thermos besides I1 was late 1I grudgingly pulled everything together in my
briefcase and marched off to class on a run dabbing at my nose wonder-
ing why I1 had ever decided to come to china and what good on earth I1 was
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carol ottesen teaches english to a class of forty eight second year medical students at
shandongshardongShandong medical university jinanainan china in 1996 over the blackboard hangs a pic-
ture oftheodtheof the late chinese premier deng xiaopengxiaopingXiaopeng

doing anyway As I1 approached the classroom I1 knew I1 couldntt face the
students in this frame of mind so on the way down the hall I1 uttered a

quick desperate prayer that I1 would be able to give this class what was
needed the class went all right and I1 breathed a sigh of relief afterward
a group three or four female students approached me we ve been talking
and we want to ask you a question we don t understand something what
it is that happens when you walk into our room it s kind of like a light or
like the sun shining in and it happens every time and we want to know
what it is I1 nearly choked and was glad for the tissue in front of my face

how could this be I1 fought a huge lump in my throat and managed to fee-

bly express my thanks and gave them a hug I1 so wanted to tell them where
the light came from that I1 had received a direct gift from him the father
of lights to overcome my puny humanness

shortly after the most stark revelation of all came as I1 read from the
book of ether one evening and saw in neon the most formidable border I1

needed to cross ether has just spoken about weaknesses being given to
make us strong and says 1I prayed unto the lord that he would give unto
the gentiles grace that they might have charity ether 1236 charity
true loving is not possible for any human without his grace the only way
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I1 could overcome the pull of worldly tasks and personal pain was to cross
the border of humanness into beauty and holiness by putting on the beau-
tiful garment of his grace the real borders are the walls of our own
minds the fears the prejudice the pull of daily concerns the lack of
acknowledgment to him who can so enlarge us with grace that we have
zion minds pure and holy only by putting myself in a position to receive
that grace only by enlarging my own borders could I1 ever expect to be of
any real use but hadnt I1 known that earlier I1 was ashamed to think how
often I1 must relearn how often an unholy grumpiness gets in my way

yan ling came to our apartment one night pleading 1I have no mean-
ing in my life I1 go to school to please my parents when they die who will
I1 please I1 must have meaning and I1 know you have it please will you tell me
lifes purpose she had been a frequent visitor and we knew her well I1 took
her hands and heard myself say yan ling someday you will know just
remember I1 love you and ifyouisyouifyou like you may keep seeking through tears
she protested I11I doidoldont know how something will tell you I1 replied but
that is all I1 can say

often on sundays we went to the central park of the university for
what they call an english corner the agenda is that we show up and in a

medical students gather for a photo at the english comercorner a place in a local park where
people meet to practice their language skills with native english speakers throughout
cities in china such places allow curious people both students and nonstudentsnonstudents to
meet with westerners
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matter of sixty seconds a crowd gathers and begins to ask questions our
last sunday in china a man spoke up aggressively about religion we
understand that 8080 percent of americans believe in god how can these
smart people be so deceived and believe in something that is simply not
true I1 replied that some of the people including a number of great scien-
tists deduced from the nature of the universe that there had to be a supe-
rior mind to create this kind of order that even this great university had
a master builder he retorted but you can t prove these things I1 said that
was true and that perhaps there are other ways of knowing we were a little
jittery about religious talk and we were late for our sunday meeting with
our fellow teachers so we gathered up our things and began to walk away
while my husband was detained by another student the questioner ran
after me and said quietly so others could not hear 1I want you to know I1

dont necessarily believe that there is not a god I1 just wanted to know how
you know how do you know we walked quickly toward the gate where
a taxi was waiting for us with the door open I1 had no time what could I1

say to him I1 was torn as I1 often was between expediency and attending to
that which is most important
but something filled me I1 put
my hands on his shoulder dear
brother I1 sense your seeking
heart and want you to know I1

love you his eyes began to fill

and he couldnt speak I1 was very
sure of the consummate grace of
that moment

that day at our sacrament
meeting oftenof ten people I1 felt the
aptness of these words from the
lesson for I1 will go before your
face I1 will be on your right hand
and on your left and my spirit
shall be in your hearts and mine

AN
angels round about you to bear I1 ilkill I1
you up dacd&c 8488 the more
I1 pushed at the borders of my
human limitations the more
amazing were the ways opened
to extend his influence

breakfast on the run carol ottesen
at a street market jinanainan 997-

0

d0
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russell schweickart one oftheodtheof the astronauts on apollo 7 tells ofhisochisof his feel

ings as he gazed down at the fragile earth
you look down there and you cant imagine how many borders and bound-
aries you cross again and again and again and you dont even see them
hundreds of people in the mideast are killing each other over some imagi-
nary line that youre not even aware of and from where you see it the
thing is a whole and its so beautiful 2

0u

because of this new picture of a world with no boundaries only a dark
blue and white sphere circling serenely in its orbit we know even more
strongly that borders are of our own making and that if we are to truly
become brothers and sisters we must seek his grace to move into the realm
of holiness only then may wevve understand how to enlarge the borders of
our love to include not only 1.21212 billion chinese but all our relatives on this
small planet

carol ottesen ottesenceastnetcomcn currently teaches in the english depart-
ment at peking university as a participant in the china teachers program brigham
young university she holds a BA in music from BYU and an MA in english from
california state university carol ottesen has taught at both california state university
and BYU and she has published several books

i1 clare middlemiss cherished experiencesfromexperiences from the writings ofpresidentof president david 0
mckay salt lake city deseret book 1976 49

2 rollo may the cryforcry forpor myth new york W W norton 1991 298 99



FIG i1 A view of the ceremony just prior to the unveiling of the statue of brigham
young july 202018971897 detail of a photograph by charles R savage



new photograph of the granite shaft for
the brigham young monument
richard neitzel holzapfel and J michael hunter

in july 1897 latter day saints from throughout the intermountain
west gathered for a five day celebration honoring the fiftieth anniversary
of the arrival of brigham young to the great basin on the first day of the
celebration a large crowd gathered at the intersection of main and south
temple to dedicate an unfinished monument fig i1 A lone statue of
brigham young stood upon a tall granite shaft taken from little cottonwood
canyon in june 1897 just weeks before A rare photograph recorded the
scene after the shaft was loaded onto a wagon for the first leg of its journey
to the site of the monument to brigham young and the pioneers fig 2

historical context of the photograph

the brigham young memorial association a quasi church organiza-
tion commissioned cyrus E dallin to design and sculpt the monument
after dallin completed the statue of brigham young some time in early
1893 the figure was cast by the ames manufacturing company in chicopeeChicopee
massachusetts eventually it was placed on a temporary pedestal in front
of the utah building at the columbian exposition in chicago from may i
to october 303018931893 fig 3 following the closing of the fair the statue was
shipped to utah and placed on another temporary pedestal on temple
block in the open area southeast of the temple several historic photo-
graphs show the statue in both locations 1 the brigham young statue
remained on temple block until 1897 awaiting the completion oftheodtheof the entire
monument and the designation of its final location

the association s site committee went to work trying to locate a per-
manent site for the completed monument several locations were proposed
including a site in brigham youngs private cemetery on main street in
front of the temple in front of the as yet unbuilt state capitol building 2

and on the southeast corner of temple square the association finally chose
the latter with a plan to take down the southeast corner of the square s wall
and incorporate stones from the wall into the monument s foundation 3

raising money to complete the monument had lagged but the associ-
ation thought it could revive interest by announcing plans to dedicate the
monument in its unfinished state during the fiftieth anniversary of the
arrival of the pioneers in the salt lake valley july 24 1897 the church

BYU studies 39 no 4 2000 99
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FIGIG 2 onlookers and workmen paused inin june 1897 to memorialize the culmination of
a vast amount of labor and considerable ingenuity the large stone for the brigham

advanced 8800800088308000 to the association for work on the granite pedestal by this
time the association had decided on a new location for the monument the
intersection ofmainofrainof mainmaln and south temple streets agreeing that a monument
to the pioneers should be in this more public place the salt lake city coun-
cil deeded to the association a plot of ground 25 x 25 at the intersection 4

the association entered into an agreement with watson brothers to
complete the granite pedestal on june 6618971897 the monument was to be
unveiled on the first day of the five day utah pioneer jubilee celebration
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young monument pedestal had been successfully cut and loaded on the specially pro-
vided wagon that would carry it from little cottonwood canyon to a train

july 20 1897189755 figs i1 4 A report of the transport of the granite base was
published in the deseret evening news in june 1897

accompanying the above is an exact chalk plate reproduction of a
photograph of the big rock hewn from the livingston quarry in little cott-
onwood canyon for the pioneer monument shaft As shown here the block
was being moved on rails by human strength to a wagon nearby A vast
amount of labor and considerable ingenuity have been expended in cutting
the stone from the mountain and getting it ready for shipment to this city
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FIG 3 brigham young statue at the chicago world s fair from may i1 1893 through
october 301893 the statue stood in front oftheodtheof the utah building at the exposition it was
then sent to utah

A large force of men have been steadily employed in the undertaking for sev
eral weeks and today they succeeded in loading it on a specially provided
wagon on which it will be conveyed a distance of one mile from the quarry to
the rio grande western over which it will be transported to this city when
it is understood that its present weight exceeds twenty tons an idea of its size
can be more easily formed when it reaches the depot in this city it will again
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be transferred to a wagon and conveyed to the intersection of east and south
temple streets where it will be made ready for placing in the shaft which is to
commemorate the achievements of the pioneers it is estimated that it will
require fifteen span of horses to draw it from the depot to the monument site
the corner stone will be laid with proper ceremonies some day next week 6

additional commemorative bronze figures and a plaque were added to the
monument before its final dedication on july 24 19007 fig 5

FIG 5 brigham young monument ca 1904 underwood and underwood this view
shows the monument after additional bronze plaques and details were added
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provenance of the photograph

the photograph of the granite stone used in the monument to
brigham young and the pioneers was donated by daphne steele despain
1902 present in 1994 to the LDS church archives she was the wife of

robert earl despain 1898 1986 from whom she obtained the photo-
graph robert earl obtained it from his father robert henry despain
1875 1967 who in turn received it from his father william joseph

despain 1843 1918 according to family tradition william helped cut the
granite from the livingston quarry in little cottonwood canyon he also
supposedly appears in the photograph unidentified originally the family
tradition provided a date of may 1893 for the photograph however the
deseret evening news provides the date of the image as june 1897-818971-1

the image was damaged before being donated dale heaps LDS
church archives conservator repaired and remounted the image in
december 1999 the photograph measures 15.3153 x 33.3333 cm and is mounted
on card stock 17.3173 x 36.2362362062 cm since a drawing of a photograph taken just
before the shaft was loaded on the wagon appeared in the deseret evening
news on june 1897 we may assume that the same photographer was
involved with this view while the deseret evening news provides the name
of A W silver the first initial may be a misprint primary sources includ-
ing the 1897 salt lake city directory do not mention any professional pho-
tographerstographers with the name of A W silver however there is a james W
silver an apprentice working at the silver brothers iron works who could
have been an amateur photographer and the person involved in preserving
this historic event

Condconclusionusion

an amateur photograph captured a brief moment in LDS church his-
tory in little cottonwood canyon in june 1897 the decision to place the
brigham young statue by cyrus dallin upon a granite pedestal was part of
a lengthy effort to erect an appropriate monument to the early pioneers

richard neitzel holzapfel richard holzapfelbyuholzapfelbyueduholzapfel byu edu isis photographic editor of
BYU studies and associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university J michael hunter utahhuntersyahooutahhuntersyahoocom cormcorncomm isis a reference
librarian inin the LDS church history library

1 see nelson B wadsworth set inin stone fixed inin glass the mormonscormonsMormons the west
and their photographers salt lake city signature books 1996 259259289289

2 salt lake tribune january718958january 71895871895 8 on april 281888 heber J grant proposed
that salt lake city donate a portion of the city s arsenal hill to utah territory for a
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state capitol building site the next day the mayor governor legislators and council-
men visited the hill and selected a site for the capitol building the city officially ten
dered 194619 46 acres on march i1 1888 in the years before the capitol was built inin 1916 the
area was landscaped enclosed with an ironiron fence and named capitol hill deseret
evening news february 29 1888 2 journal history of the church may 26 19081908 5

church archives the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city here
after cited as LDS church archives microfilm copy inin harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah nobel warrum ed utah since statehood chicago S J

clarke 191999 209
3 journal history may 2727189718973 2 june 33189718973 2 salt lake tribune january 7

i895818953189588
4 journal history may 2626189718973 2 june 331897018971897 2

5 watson brothers contract 1897 brigham young memorial association papers
LDS church archives

6 pioneer monument shaft deseret evening newsnas june 251897 i1
7 for a detailed discussion of the monument s history see J michael hunter s

forthcoming article the monument to brigham young and the pioneers one hun
dred years of controversy utah historical quarterly 68 fall 2000 332 50

8 pioneer monument shaft i



new photographs of joseph FE smithssmithes
centennial memorial trip to vermont 1905

richard neitzel holzapfel and paul H peterson

president joseph F smith and a group ofotherof other latter day saint church
leaders accompanied by family and friends left salt lake city on decem-
ber 15 1905 for vermont to dedicate a memorial honoring the prophet
joseph smith on the hundredth anniversary of his birth during their trip
they visited church historical sites in ohio new york and vermont and
smith family sites in massachusetts vermont and new york photographs
were taken during most oftheodtheofthe trip preserving a view oftheodtheof the places considered
sacred to the ever growing number of members of the church

historical context of the photographs
1 I should like to see introduced among the latter day saints even at

the risk of introducing another general holiday the practice of celebrating
or commemorating the birthday of the prophet joseph smith observed
joseph FE smith counselor in the first presidency at memorial services
december 232318941894 held in honor of his martyredmartyred uncles birthday speak-
ing at the salt lake city sixteenth ward meetinghouse president smith
noted that in the fifty years following josephs martyrdom only on random
occasions and generally on a local basis had latter day saints come
together on december 23 to honor the prophet of the restoration 1

the birthday of joseph smith of course never did acquire official hol-
iday status among latter day saints but interestingly two months or so
earlier in 1894 and two thousand or so miles distant another admirer oftheodtheof the
prophet joseph was setting into motion events that would satisfy president
smith s yearning to memorialize the churchschurche founder

that admirer was YMMIA leader junius FE wells son of daniel H
wells who was a counselor to president brigham young on a stunning
autumn day in sharon vermont junius along with spencer clawson and
clara clawson spencer s daughter were following their guide harvey
smith trompingtrampingtromping through tall vermont amber grass to a site that only
harvey was familiar with after a short journey harvey smith located the
granite hearthstone that had once graced the modest cabin ofofjosephjoseph smith sr
and lucy mack the cabin where the prophet joseph was born junius
thought at the time that a fitting memorial ought to be constructed there
but in the years following he never aggressively pursued the notion 2
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ten years later in the april 1904 general conference first counselor
john R winder read a resolution proposing that a suitable building or
monument be erected to the memory of joseph and hyrum smith 3 per-

haps that announcement prompted junius wells to bring to fruition his
earlier hope of erecting a memorial in sharon learning that the solomon
mack farm was possibly available for purchase wells on behalf of the
church consummated the sale on may 23190523 1905 4 wells suggested to the first
presidency that a monument be placed in the area and in july he was given
authority to use his considerable diplomatic and organizational skills to bring
this suggestion about in quick fashion the goal was to have the monu-
ment in place by december 231905 the looth anniversary oftheodtheof the prophet
josephs birth 5

faced with the prospect oftransportingoftransporting one hundred tons ofvermontofvermont

granite in three sections a forty three ton shaft and two bases from
the railroad site in south royalton to the birth site in sharon a distance
of six miles wells saw to it that special sections of railroad track were
constructed and arranged for railroad cars that had superior strength at
his instigation bridges were reinforced and roads were improved 6 it was
a herculean task performed in the dead of a vermont winter a winter
that wells claimed the lord moderated at least until the time of dedica-
tion in order that his task be completed 7 when the centennial memorial
party arrived on december 22 they found the operation well under con-
trol the imposing granite shaft monument was in place and nearby a

memorial cottage which was just being finished stood over the actual
birthplace of joseph

the printed invitation issued by the first presidency invited church
members to two different services held on successive days the first portion
of the invitation requested the pleasure of your presence at the actual
dedicatory services on december 23 at sharon windsor county vermont
the second portion requested latter day saints throughout the world to
attend local memorial services to be held on sunday december 24 fol-
lowing the signatures of the first presidency a concluding statement read
as follows owing to the winter season and limited accommodations a

personal response to this invitation is not expected by those living at a dis-

tance except in special cases 8 likely this statement had the effect oflimitof limit-
ing the number of dedicatory participants to those selected by president
joseph F smith who according to elder george albert smith chose

twenty nine of the thirty participants 9

As it turned out most of the thirty people chosen to participate in
this memorable journey were in some way connected to the prophet
joseph by bloodline by personal association or by ancestral friendship
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see the sidebar at least that is bededicationdicatlon trip partparticipantsicipan
the rationale provided by susa

joseph F smith prespresident of the
young gates herself a participant church the living representative
in her lively account of the jour-
ney

of the great family through which
camcamee the prophetprophetprinted in the improvement

10 anthon H lund second cocounseloremera in 19061906
francis M lymandyman president of the quo-

rum
gates also recorded that rep-

resentatives
1 of twelvetiveT ive

of other staunch and john henrylenienry smith apostleapos tletie
true men of the church were

charlescharies W penrose apostle
invited but were unable to go hyrum M smith apostle
this list probably included such george albert smith apostle
well known figures as J golden

joseph F smith jr of the historians
kimball bathshebawbathshebaW smith the office son of president smith
only living person who received inalna smith daughter of president smithy
her endowments from the prophet idalda smith wife of eldereider hyrum M
joseph and emmeline B wells smith

one of the gifted and great women members of the seventy

of the church their reasons for patriarchs

declining the invitation are not stake presidents

given 11 possibly some were unable wives of some of the stake presidents and

to go because of advanced age or patriarchs

lorindorin C farr who was baptized in 1832health considerations or possibly
and had lived with the prophet

some were unable to raise suffi-
cient

angus M cannon patriarch represent-
ingfunds to purchase a ticket the cannon family

both gates in her improvement frank Y taylor president of the granite
era summary and george albert stake rerepresentingpresenting the family ofpresi-

dentsmith in his conference report of dentlohnjohnlohn taylor

the journey made it clear that par-
ticipants

susa young gates representing the family
ofbrighamBrighamofbrighof young

12paid their own way
george F richards of the tooelethoele stake

elder smith chose broach theto representing the families of both
matter because he was persuaded willard and franklin D richards
that a minority of church mem-
bers

alice richards wife of george F richards
who do not pay tithing seem along with young son olivee

unduly anxious for fear someone edith smith historian oftheodtheof the smith familyfily
else shall benefit by the tithes other john mcdonald a friend of joseph F

smith
people pay 13

the traveling group left salt
lake city on december 18 george i1 gates memorial monument dedica-

tionalbert smith the groups business 308 309
2 gates memorial monument dedi-

cationand financial manager had
308 309 proceedings 5

arranged for them to travel on a

well equipped pullman car the
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FIG i traintram containing the centennial memorial company on its way across utah to
vermont december 1905 detail

Sosofalagaldfaldgaid figs i1 2 14 according to elder john henry smith the group
spent the first day of travel in reading and playing games 15 presumably
these activities along with sightseeing and social discourse and possibly
occasional drowsing were the main time fillers president smiths group
fig 3 arrived in south royalton on the morning of december 22 hours

later the utah group was joined by twenty eastern saints led by eastern
states mission president john mcquarrie 16 all were treated splendidly
by the south royalton residents elder george albert smith observed that
the people of the town decorated festoonedfestooned and seated a comfortable
hall where we held meetings and gatherings and became acquainted with
the 111717peoplepeople17

dedicatory services began at 11 AM the next day december 231905
the looth anniversary of joseph smith s birth the group was filled with
both expectancy and gratitude junius RF wells francis M lyman john
henry smith hyrum M smith jesse M smith and charles W penrose

presented remarks all but wells s being brief ones in addition to their
main comments most of the speakers heaped unstinting praise on the
nonmember townspeople whose acts of generosity and hospitality seem-
ingly knew no bounds dr edgar J fish of south royalton also gave

brief remarks greeting the visiting saints in that broad spirit of tolera-
tion of christian charity of brotherly love which unites men of every
country of every sect and of every nation fishsfichs comment was followed
by hearty applause 18
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FIG 2 the interior of the pullman car the sofala december 1905 left to right
unknoucknounknown man standing lorin C farr seated unknown man seated behind parrfarr
joseph PF smith seated on aisle unknown man in the back and john henry smith

president joseph FE smith gave the dedicatory prayer not surprisingly
much of the prayer was given over to extolling the virtues and accomplish-
ments of joseph smith president smith paid tribute to joseph smith as a

polished shaft in thine hand reflecting the light ofofheavenheaven even thy glorious
light unto the children of men 19

edith smith the oldest female representative of the smith family in
the traveling company and the unpaid historian and temple recorder for the
smiths was granted the honor of unveiling the monument 20 As her slen-
der hand drew the rope which bound the stars and stripes about the pol-
ished base recorded gates a shout at once arose and men reverently
lifted their hats while women wept with joy and gratitude that such a man
lived had died and now had been remembered 21

the next morning sunday december 24 the utah delegation left for
boston after holding two meetings with the saints and visiting smith family
ancestral sites the memorial party left on christmas night for palmyra and
hill cumorah country on the trip home they stopped at kirtland to tour
the kirtland temple and at chicago to meet with the local saints they
arrived in salt lake city on january i1 19061906 tired but fulfilled after a
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journey of two weeks that according to elder george A smith was con-
ducted without sickness accident or delay with no unkind word and
with nothing but brotherly love from our father s children wherever we
met them we were welcomed home by our families and ate our new year s

dinner with them 13221122332222

provenance of the photographs

A rather large collection of photographs taken during the trip is pre-
served in the LDS church archives in two separate collections the first
collection consists of twentyfivetwenty five images and the second collection
ninety three the collections are related some images are in both and
appear to be the work oftheodtheof the same photographer as one collection has views
taken just before or just after a view found in the other collection in most
cases the photographs in both collections measure 15 x 15 cm or smaller
daniel G shupe of ogden utah donated the collection of twentyfivetwenty five

images to the church in 1974 the provenance oftheodtheof the larger collection and the
identity of the photographer of each collection are unknown at this time

conclusion

for most members of the centennial memorial party if not all the
trip to vermont and other significant historical sites constituted a defining
moment in their individual lives in his biographical sketches of important
church members assistant church historian andrew jenson who given
his interest in church history would probably have given nearly anything
to have taken the journey always listed the dedicatory trip to vermont as

one of the significant happenings in the lives of the participants 23 out of
the mists of memory susa young gates aptly wrote rises that exquisite
shaft it cleaves the sky the flawless surface bearing a clear toned divine
message to the darkened world of superstition and unbelief 13241124332424

richard neitzel holzapfel holzapfelbyuedu is the photographic editor of
BYU studies and associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university paul H peterson paul petersonbyuedu is the chair of the
department of church history and doctrine at brigham young university

1 joseph F smith recollections oftheodtheof the prophet december 231894 in collected
discourses ed brian H stuy 5 vols burbank calif and woodland hills utah B H S

publishing 1987 1992 526 27
2 proceedings at the dedication of the joseph smith memorial monument at

sharon windsor county vermont december aydiyd23rd 19051905 9 io0 darel P bartschi the
joseph smith memorial A 1905 tribute to the prophet and his work ensign 18

february 1988 7
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3 john R winder conference report april 1919047704 77

4 biographer joseph fielding smith jr wrote that through the earnest pleadings
of elder junius F wells the church purchased the mack farm see joseph fielding
smith life of ofjosephjoseph F smith sixth president ortheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oftatterof danterlatterdanner day
saints salt lake city deseret news press 1938 353

5 proceedings lo1010

6 francis M gibbons joseph F smith patriarch and preacher prophet of god
salt lake city deseret book 1984 226 27 susa young gates memorial monument

dedication part i improvement era 9 february 19061906 314 george albert smith
conference report april 19061906 54 55 bartschi the joseph smith memorial 8 9
proceedings 10 13

7 proceedings 11 gates memorial monument dedication 313 bartschi the
joseph smith memorial 7

8 james R clark comp messages ortheof the first presidency 4 vols salt lake city
bookcraft 1970970 4124

9 george albert smith conference report april 19061906 53

lo1010 gates memorial monument dedication parts i1 and 2 improvement era 9
februarymarchFebruary March 19061906 308308 319319375019375375 89

11 gates memorial monument dedication 11 part i1 309
12 gates memorial monument dedication part 2 388 george albert smith

conference report april 190619065353

13 george albert smith conference report april 19061906 53

14 proceedings 5

15 jean bickmore white ed church state and politics the diaries ofjohnof john henry
smith salt lake city signature books inin association with smith research associates
19905581990 558

16 proceedings 5 6 gates memorial monument dedication 31312

17 george albert smith conference report april 19061906 53
18 proceedings 9 21

19 proceedings 22 24
20 proceedings 24 gates memorial monument dedication part i1 317

211 gates memorial monument dedication part i1 317

22 george albert smith conference report april 190619065858

23 andrew jenson latterdatter fayday saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of
biographical sketches ofprominentmenof prominent men and women inin the church offesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter
day saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson history company and deseret news
1901901goi9019361936936gog906 37693 769772772 779 780 781

244 gates memorial monument dedication part 2388 for a photograph oftheodtheof the
monument at the birthplace of joseph smith see encyclopedia ofofmormomsmofmormonismMormonism 5 vols
new york macmillan 1992 25952 595



recent notes about olives in antiquity
wilford M hess

when a group ofofldsoflasLDS scholars collaborated in 1994 under the auspices
of the foundation for ancient research and mormon studies to publish a
book on the allegory of the olive tree in jacob 5

1 few substantial works on
olive production in the ancient world existed now two new archaeologi-
cal books add a wealth of information to our understanding of the impor-
tance of the olive in ancient life 2 although expensive and technical these
new volumes offer further insights for anyone interested in olive culture as
reflected in the scriptures especially in the book of mormon

the first mention of the olive in the book of mormon is found in
lehisgehis prediction of the babylonian captivity and the coming of the lamb
of god lehi compared the house of israel to an olive tree whose branches
would be broken offardoffandoff and scattered upon all the face oftheodtheof the earth i ne 1012
after being scattered the house of israel would be gathered and the natural
branches of the olive tree or the remnants of the house of israel would be
grafted in or come to a knowledge oftheodtheof the true messiah i1 ne 1014 in this
passage lehi probably drew upon zenossjenoss allegory found on the plates of
brass in incredible horticultural detail that allegory compares the house
of israel to an olive tree yet that old world information was apparently
lost among lehisgehis descendants in the new world after the fifth chapter of
jacob the olive is not mentioned again in the book of mormon

although there are thirty to forty some say up to four hundred
species of olive oleaoled the cultivated tame olive oha01eaoka europaeaeuropaea L and
the wild olive olea europaeaeuropaea var oleaster are the only ones of concern
from a scriptural point ofviewofvieyofviemview the cultivated or tame olive possibly origi-
nated in the eastern mediterranean and then spread westward the culti-
vated olive has larger fruits with a smaller amount of the bitter glucoside
oleuropein cultivated olive species are developed by choosing the best
olive trees among the wild species the trees are selected for desirable
growth patterns and fruit quality this selective breeding has been going on
throughout the ages and is still being done today after centuries of domes-
ticationti and selection the differences between the domesticated tame
and nondomesticated wild are normally very apparent although there
are obviously intermediate types

since these domesticated forms readily cross with the wild forms
resulting in a wide range of genetic variation it is not desirable to grow
new trees from seeds thus the standard procedure used to propagate
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FIG i this olive tree in israel shows abundant evidence of grafting and pruning the
age of such trees cannot be determined because as olives regenerate the inner portion
of the stem decomposes disrupting the continuity of tree rings
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desirable plants was and still is planting cuttings the olive is one of the
easiest trees to propagate by this means olive growers normally use wild
olive grafts only to rejuvenate domesticated or tame trees tame trees are
also grafted onto the roots of wild trees to give the plants more vigor for
these reasons it is not likely that lehisgehis group brought olive seeds with
them to the new world they may have attempted to bring cuttings but
even if they did so the cuttings probably did not survive the long journey

another important point is that olives require a specific ecological set-
ting to grow and reproduce olive trees thrive all around the mediter-
ranean low humidity moderately cold winters and long hot summers
are important temperatures cannot go below nc lffiffinfi2f12f or the plants
will be killed they grow well on moderately poor rocky soil if they are
given proper care they prefer wellweliweil drained hillsideshillsides as they cannot survive
if water stands around their roots the trees grow between the latitudes of
thirty to forty five degrees and up to 550 meters above sea level although
some cultivarscultivars will grow at altitudes up to 600600goo meters or even higher on
southern exposure slopes

of the many olive groves growing around the mediterranean the most
memorable location that I1 have seen is near delphi in greece there one
can see what is perhaps the largest olive grove in the world tens of thou-
sands of trees grow on the fertile plain below delphi adjacent to the medi-
terranean sea extending all the way up the hillside beyond delphi which
is approximately 650 meters above sea level near delphi on the southern
slopes of the hills the wild and tame trees meet large trees with fat olives
can be seen adjacent to small bushy trees with small olives

the relatively specific growing requirements for olives severely limit
where they can grow there are only a few areas in the new world that fit
these specific growing conditions they are mostly confined to limited
areas in california arizona chile and argentina here is another reason
why even iflehi and his followers had brought cuttings the starts were not
likely to have survived

many aspects of olive culture are relatively specific and most are dis-
cussed in detail in earlier publications 3 where examples of botanical
knowledge during biblical times are also described 4 the ancients knew
how to nourish a vineyard how to keep a vineyard from decaying how to
prune a tree in relation to fruit production how to initiate young and ten-
der branches and how to keep the roots balanced with the foliage the
ancients also knew that there were wild undesirable and tame domesti-
cated or good trees and that there were advantages and disadvantages of
each they knew that land could be poor evil or good but that proper
nourishment was necessary in either case and they knew that iftheintheif the foliage
of otherwise healthy trees was removed the roots might perish these details
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add significantly to our understanding of how zenos used various aspects
of olive culture to convey his profound and well known message about the
history of the house of israel the allegory has received various interpreta-
tions my own interpretations are discussed in an earlier publication5publicationpublications5 and
generally agree with the interpretations of monte nyman 661I1 will focus here
on contributions made to our knowledge by the information contained in
the two new volumes

objectives and conclusions in olive oil in antiquity

the volume olive oil in antiquity israel and Neighbourneighbouringing countries
from the neolithic to the early arab period edited by david eitam and
michael heltzer contains twenty nine articles written by thirty authors
the book is the result of a conference in israel specifically about olive oil
production and use the subject gained interest in israel after evidence of
oil production was found at several archeologicalarchaeologicalarcheological digs especially at the
ancient city of ekron which had a large scale operation the book points
out the importance of olive oil for man s survival in ancient israel as the
fruit and its oil were major components in his diet oil was the main
source for lamp light and a basis for the manufacture of cosmetics and
medication oil was also used for oiling for kindling the menorah for
offerings and for anointment of kings and priests eitam and heltzer state
that the research on olive oil in antiquity will broaden our understanding
of the ancient economy social structure and geopolitical relations i1

production and botany one contributing scholar maintains that
olives appeared in israel about 45000 years ago but were most probably
not cultivated until the chalcolithic period 4000 3000 BC another con-
tributortributor asserts that people ate from the fruit of the olive tree even before
they knew how to preserve it or to remove the bitter taste ofofglycosidesglycosidesglycosides

prehistoric dwellers in mount carmel and galilee knew of the olive and
enjoyed its fruits by 10000 to 60006000 BC in fact archeologicalarchaeologicalarcheological evidence
shows that israel may very well have been the birthplace of the cultivated
olive 7 29

the research presented in this book points out the importance of domes-
ticationti wild olives are allogamous reproducing by cross fertilization
reproduce entirely from seeds and show a wide range of genetic varia-
tion in contrast domesticated olives are cultivated as clones a practice
that provides genetic uniformity the two important characteristics that
set domesticated olives apart from their wild relatives are large fruit size
and higher oil content in the mediterranean basin olives constitute a
complex of wild forms weedy types and cultivated varieties the thou-
sands of years of cultivation of the olive tree in the land of israel and the
middle east created rules and rituals for tending olive orchards the success
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of the trees depends upon climatic conditions precipitation irrigation
and cultivation methods treatment oftheodtheofthe seedlings growing oftheodtheofthe stock and
preparation for grafting and pruning many olive trees that are one thousand
to two thousand years old still stand in galilee judea and samaria 6 8 9

29 39
areaperiodArea Period studies in olive oil in antiquity scholars report on the

importance of olive oil in various geographical areas during ancient times
israel biblical writings imply the importance oftheodtheof the olive tree and its

oil to the society located on the eastern shores of the mediterranean
the olive is also a common topic in other jewish works and in christian
gnostic and islamic writings olive oil was symbolic of dignity and an
anointing with oil was symbolic of a change in status throughout the near
east oil was also an item ofcharitableofcharitable donation in addition to the use of
olive oil for food and for light oil was used in the manufacture of soap and
less commonly in crafts including painting in religious life olive oil was
used for purification ceremonies and individual meal offerings
commonly the meal offerings were grain or flour mixed with oil to which
frankincense was sometimes added these offerings were intended to
achieve a sweet odor before the divinity and to gladden the heart
brovprov 2791279 the bible contains several examples oftheodtheof the ancient custom of
pouring oil on sacred stones 55 56 60 6262125126125 126

according to the mishnah the oil press and storehouse were an
integral part of an agricultural settlement jewish sources from 200 BC
to AD 500500 also make it clear that olives were commonly spread on the roofs
of homes to expose the olives to the sun for softening in israel during
the bronze and iron ages a clay jug or ajara jar was used to store olive oil to
prevent the ceramic containers from letting liquid out and allowing oxy-
gen in the populace in some areas applied lime plaster or a thick light
colored washwaw to the jars A decoration called combing was also used
during firing to strengthen the jars there is evidence that every seven
years less sophisticated methods for the production of oil were used
because of a directive to act during the sabbatical year as the poor people
actacty 115116115 nan6 45 4811848 nan8

the economic impact of oil production was profound the oil pro-
duced was intended for sale or export outside the confines of the settle-
ment and most likely outside the immediate region the production of
oil provided profits amounting to almost twice the cost offivingoffof livingiving implying
a high standard of living 123

egypt the study on olive oil in egypt focuses on the words used in
ancient documents the semitic loanword for olive zayitzabit is known from
egyptian documents beginning in the nineteenth dynasty from the reign
ofmerneptah documents show that in the twentieth dynasty ramses 111IIIlii
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planted olive groves although the hot dry climate of egypt does not
favour the olive tree and its cultivation on a large scale 41

greece and cyprus the study on greece asserts that for most areas of
greece olive cultivation was not practiced intensively until the end of the
bronze age in cyprus the earliest stratified evidence of olive oil extrac-
tion dates to ca 1300 BC the knossos linear B tablets mention two
kinds of olives nonetheless scholars believe that the oil was obtained from
wild instead of domesticated olives since the olive was cultivated rather
late in the aegean the olive oil industry of the minoans mycenaens
relied heavily on the wild olive however they used oil for perfume and
unguents and seem to have been more interested in the industrial uses of
oil than the nutritive 64 49 52

ugarit ugariticUgaritic texts tell us that the main source of oil in ugarit was
olive oil in ugarit the olive stones were quite similar to those of modern
domesticated olives being about one third larger than the greek stones
documents give evidence that hired laborers and carpenters received oil

from the stock of the royal household and taxes were paid in oil during
work oil was a component of the food rations one ugariticUgaritic text hints at
ic the possibility of foreign trade in oil between ugarit and other countries
77.7777 79 84 89

mesopotamia this study surveys the mentions of olives in cuneiform
documents unfortunately the evidence reveals only a few items I1 found
interesting the name of the olive tree and its products occurs in a num-
ber of written forms which seem to vary according to time and place
the earliest written occurrences of this tree and its products are in the

ebia texts in the third millennium BC sources from mesopotamia
proper only scattered allusions to the products of this tree wood and
oil are found it is common knowledge that the olive tree was not native
to mesopotamia and was never cultivated there imported olive products
may well have been expensive olive oil was an especially luxurious per-
fume used only on a very special occasion and a small portion was des-
tined to anoint the king there is no evidence for the use of olive oil for
industrial purposes purification or illumination 92929494 95 97 100loo

north africa olive culture may have begun in north africa soon after
the foundation of carthage by phoeniciansPhoenicians most scholars agree that even
though the wild olive is found in north africa skills for cultivating the
olive as well as the original olive scions came from the east and were
culturally transmitted by the phoeniciansPhoenicians or the greeks by the fourth
century BC carthage produced enough olive oil to meet its own needs
soon after the romans established themselves in africa oleocultureoleoculture was
practiced intensively the roman scholar pliny noted that it is peculiar to
africa that it grafts them olives on a wild olive in a sort of everlasting
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sequence he was reporting on the africans practice of grafting a new
branch when an existing branch grew old in this way the same tree would
grow for generations studies are still being conducted in attempts to
determine the extent of the olive trade during the time of the roman
empire 130131129134

archaeological and technological studies interesting new evidence
has also come forth from various archaeological studies for example
many underground olive presses dating from the hellenistic period
onwards have been found in the judean shephelahShephelah one of them was
found in a large underground room connected to the surface by a
stepped passage that enabled easy access and operation another press
found in the plains of sharon was used from the late roman and byzan-
tine periods continuing into the early arabic period presses were also
found at hirbetcirbet sumakasemaka a jewish settlement from the roman and byzan-
tine periods and at tel batash the biblical timnahtimsah 137 149 157 243
one study compares oil presses excavated in western galilee to those in judea
197 218 the book provides excellent figures and relates archaeological finds

to cultural practices
the tel miqnemiene ekron oil industry in seventh century bc israel is dis-

cussed at length the 115 oil press complexes found at ancient ekron repre-
sent more than 30 percent of the total number of iron age oil extraction
installations discovered in israel even though only about 2 percent of the
site has been excavated it is evident that the industrial zone took up at least
20 percent of the stratum IBCIB C city the largest olive oil production center
found in the near east 219 42

another impressive site is maresha in israel the site has numerous
underground caverns and sixteen oil pressing plants there have been studied
in its prime during the hellenistic period maresha boasted sixteen olive
oil production facilities and 445 acres of olive groves maresha produced oil
far in excess of its own needs archeologistsarchaeologists think that the city exported
oil to egypt during the roman byzantine periods another famous high
capacity area was the golan 257 276 277277301301

in the hilly country ofofmanassehmanasseh over a hundred sites with iron age I1

pottery have been studied to determine the olive economy during the
israelite settlement period assuming an average yearly crop of 25 kg of
olives per tree this producing 5 1010 kg of oil we arrive at 10 15 trees on one
danamdunam 10001000 square meters or about one fourth acre per household this
is the situation in the traditional arab village today this figure suggests
that 31 dunams of olive trees would have sufficed for a village s own con-
sumption however the exchange of oil for other products probably com-
pelled hill country villages to double or triple their lands ifweiffeifwe assume
100loo dunams of olives per village we arrive at a total area of 300030003300 dunams
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of such groves in the lithnth century BC 338308308 310 311 this considerable
amount is another indication that olive culture was very important in
ancient israel

conclusion the evidence in olive oil in antiquity shows that the cen-
ter of activity for ancient olive culture and production was probably israel
the findings discussed by the contributors of this book support the botan-
ical references to the olive tree in jacob 5 since olive culture has been so

important throughout the history of israel one can readily understand
why some ancient prophets used the olive in their religious analogies

objectives and conclusions of wine and oil production in antiquity

in wine and oil production in antiquity in israel and other medigermediter
raneanfanean countries rafael frankel draws his conclusions from a geographic
catalogue of over 3700 agricultural installations for wine and oil pro-
duction from over 700 sites in israel and from a similar number of sites
from other countries they date from the earliest times up to preindustrialpre industrial
times back cover the catalogue itself is provided on a compact disc

supplied with the book 7 with a primary theme of regional diversity
frankel argues that three aspects of his study are distinctive the wide
chronological range examined the wide geographical area covered
which includes the whole of the mediterranean basin and the surround-

ing countries and the catalogue of installations on which the research is

based which is not limited to those from clearly dated stratified contexts
but includes many undated finds from surveys 25

general information about olives particularly as related to jacob 5

can be found in the introduction and the four very informative pream-
bles or surveys 25 50 the books main chapters concentrate on evi-
dences for the ancient technology of oil production namely simple
installations the simple lever and weights press fig 2 olive crushing
devices the improved lever press beam weights the lever and
screw press and direct pressure rigid frame presses

frankel provides many points of interestofinterest for example several scholars
have indicated that it is virtually impossible to distinguish between the
wood stones or pollen oftheodtheof the wild and the cultivated olive the amount of
olive wood found in the archaeological record increased sharply during
the early bronze age which suggests the beginning of olive cultivation
at this period however there is evidence that olive cultivation almost
certainly started before the early bronze age 36

linguistic evidence suggests that olive domestication may have origi-
nated in more than one geographical location for wine the terms used in
the semitic and indoeuropeanindo european languages clearly derive from a common
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figzFIGfighficz 2 an ancient lever and weights oil press excavated at khirbet zibdiziadi israel the oil
was separated frofromgrom the heavier lees when the oil flowed from the first collecting vat to
the second drawing by shlomo sawady text added courtesy bretz israel museum tel
aviv israel from rafael frankel shmuel avitsur and etan ayalon history and techn-
ology of olive oil inin the holy land arlington va Oleoieoleanusoleariusgleanusariusarlus editions tel aviv eretzaretz
israel museum 1994 41

source with olive and oil this is not the case the semitic root for oil is

similar in ugariticUgaritic hebrew and akkadian the same is true for olive how-
ever in egyptian and greek the roots are different from the semitic and
from each other frankel also shows evidence for independent olive
domestication on crete based upon stone size although some authors
question the use of stone size as an indication of domestication 36

olives have been grafted since before recorded history A method
which is still practiced in israel today is to use wild olive saplings taken
from the forest as root stock and graft them with scions from a particular
tree known to be fruitful interestingly since olive trees live to a great age
the center of the tree trunk may decay and become hollow since tree rings
cannot be counted it is difficult to determine a tree s exact age 37

the size of ancient olive harvests was not very different from harvests
today in galilee today olives are usually planted at io10 m intervals result-
ing in one hundred trees per hectare in greece the density reaches 120 trees
per hectare in spain go90 in italy 85 and in libya in desert conditions only
30 see fig 33. the yields ofunirrigatedofunirrigated olives in israel today are 800800 kg
3 tonnes per hectare or 8 3030 kg per tree although in exceptional cases a



FIG 3 these olive trees stand on a hillside inin the eastern mediterranean region a major olive
producing area for centuries these trees have been planted with room for growth and cultivation
olives flourish inin rocky areas with ample light and adequate moisture regular pruning isis required
and good orchards are kept free from weeds and trimmings
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tree will give as much as 5050 kg experts estimate that in ancient times the
yields of olives were 7 3030 kg per tree and between 700700 kg and 3 tonnes
per hectare 37

although today olive oil is used for little other than cooking the util-
ity of olive oil in antiquity was seemingly endless frankel sheds additional
light on those uses in mesopotamia in the hittite culture and in the
mycenaean world its main use was as an unguent or as a basis for the pro-
duction of perfumes and similar cosmetics perfumed oils are also men-
tioned in the hebrew bible other practices involved men anointing their
heads and beards with oil and women receiving beauty treatments of oil
enriched with myrrh greeks cleansed themselves by applying olive oil to

their bodies and then scraping off the oil sweat and dust with a special
sickle shaped instrument known as a strigil industrial purposes included
textile processing and tanning the production of soap and ritual 43434444

after oil was separated a black fluid was left the lees lees were used
to fertilize olive trees to kill noxious weeds to smear on vines to keep
out insects to make an infertile olive tree bear fruit and to protect
grain from insects and mice lees were also used to soak firewood to repel
moths to prevent the decay of wood and polish it and to improve the
health of cattle 45 46

the triad of foods corn wheat or grain wine and oil is men-
tioned eighteen times in the bible even though there are few specific ref-
erences to the use of olive oil as food 45 one reference to oil as food
is in ezekiel 1613 reported miracles indicate oils use across socio-
economic classes

miracles both of elijah i kings 178 166 and elishah 2 kings 41 7 are con
nectednecked to increasing a quantity of olive oil suggesting it to be a valuable prod-
uct but also showing it to be expected that a simple family would have some
oil for food in their home limited data suggest that in iron age judaeajudana and
israel and late bronze age ugarit olive oil was a staple product of importance
although probably not available to the poorest part of the population 45

summary

these two publications sustain many already known insights and also
provide new insights into olive culture and use anciently much of their
information confirms and elucidates details in jacob 5 and stands behind
the comparison of the olive tree to the history of the house of israel from
such studies modern readers may apprehend key meanings especially
when understanding such points as the great antiquity of the plant and the
prominence oftheodtheof the olive in ancient times the reference to two different kinds
of olive domesticated and wild found anciently in different geographic
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areas the practice of domestication through the selection of desirable
plants from wild populations of plants the grafting of wild or nondomes-
ticated plants to give vigor to the domesticated plants the significance of
grafting and pruning even before recorded history the unlimited life span
of the olive tree the ancient ritual of anointing with olive oil the wide-
spread use of olive presses of various kinds in diverse geological settings
throughout ancient history indicating how the olive was valued through-
out the mediterranean basin the suggestion that the center for olive cul-
ture and production anciently was possibly israel the integration of olive
and olive oil in the ancient cultures oftheodtheof the mediterranean basin and the use
of olive oil for a variety of important purposes anciently

wilford M hess wilford hessbyueduhessbyuhess byu edu isis professor of botany at brigham
young university he received his phdph D at oregon state university inin 1962 and did
postdoctoral work at the university oftexasof texas austin and the swiss federal institute of
technology he has contributed to two books on olive culture cited below

i1 stephen D ricks and john W welch eds the allegory of the olive tree salt
lake city deseret book and FARMS 1994

2 david eitam and michael heltzerheitzer eds olive oil inin antiquity israel and neigh-
boring countriescountriesfrorntromfromarom the neolilthic to the eariEarlearlyarabearlyyArabarab period padua sargon 1996 rafael
frankel wine and oil production inin antiquity inin israel and other mediterranean countries
JSOTASORJSOVASOR monograph series io10 sheffield eng sheffield academic press 1999

3 wilford M hess botanical comparisons inin the allegory of the olive tree inin
the book ofmomonof Momonmormon jacob through the words ofmormonof mormon to learn withith joyfoyoy ed monte S

nyman and charles D tate jr salt lake city bookcraft 19901990 87 102 wilford M hess
daniel J fairbanks john W welch and jonathan K driggs botanical aspects of olive
culture relevant to jacob 5 inm the allegory of the olive tree ed ricks and welch
484 555 there are several chapters and all deal with variousvarious aspects ofjacobof jacob 5 this rela-
tively extensive botanical chapter deals inm detail with ancient and modemmodern olive culture

4 hess botanical comparisons 87 102

5 hess botanical comparisons 97 101loliol
6 monte S nyman an ensign to all people salt lake city deseret book 1987

7 the CD ROM isis for MAC and PC computers and contains acrobat reader
however acrobat reader must be updated to be compatible with the MAC OS 9 operat-
ing system the CD ROM contains three lists list A isis of sites and installations 181 pages
list B isis of installations according to type 223 pages list C isis an alphabetical list of
sites site indexes 43 pages



establishing the church simply
john P livingstone

the church s concern for native americans led to the development ofguideof guide-
lineslinesforfor simplifying curriculum and organization thereby allowing indigenous
priesthood leaders to move the church forward more quickly and effectively

where there are special language or cultural needs the author a formetformeraformer district
and mission president explores that development and shares his hispersonalpersonal expe-
rience with the churchechurchs simplified program

fragile ecosystems such as the sparsely sown arctic tundra or the deli-
cate deserts oftheodtheof the southwestern united states require special care and con-
sideration visitors can cause significant environmental damage without
being aware that their activities are having a longtermlong term impact on the
microbesmicrobes plants and animals that have established a habitat over time and
developed a calibrated use ofscarceofscarce resources even minimal human activity
may result in a significant disturbance to such a sensitive ecosystem it can
tip the balance of resources or cause other damage that requires multiple
seasons for restoration

in numerous areas of the world including many places in the united
states units of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints are human
equivalents of such fragile ecosystems members of the church in these
areas may suffer from poverty family separation and displacement
caused by war racial tensions or other difficult situations under these
conditions some branches have difficulty implementing all the programs
of the church

stake and mission leaders in these areas face a significant challenge in
training faithful indigenous leaders who understand the delicate nature of
their ecosystem and who can move the church forward at an appropriate
pace offering challenges and setting goals that will best help local members
come unto christ and be perfected in him moro 1032 units in such

sensitive areas may use a simplified program and curriculum instituted by
the church in the late ipos the program was created for use where condi-
tions warrant an increased focus on basic gospel doctrines and on personal
and family preparedness issues such as education health employment home
storage resource management and social emotional and spiritual strength

missionaries and longtime members need to be aware of this simplified
program and curriculum otherwise when visiting moving into or serv-
ing in small branches adapted to the ecology of the local culture such
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members may misunderstand the directives the local leaders are striving to
follow the gospel spirit in those units will be the same as elsewhere but
manuals and materials as well as a reduced organizational structure may
feel strange and unfamiliar longtime members may inadvertently create
anxiety in the local membership by commenting on the unfamiliar materi-
als when members from fully established areas wonder aloud why the
regular priesthood and relief society manuals are not being used they

may unwittingly send a message that a local unit somehow does not mea-
sure up to what is normal in the church newcomers sometimes succeed
in supplanting the simplified curriculum in favor ofmoreolmoreofmore familiar materials
in some situations curriculum alternates back and forth over several years
as leadership changes

this article is intended to familiarize latter day saints with the history
and background of the development of the churchschurche basic program and cur-
riculum and to share my positive experience with their use As the church
expands and growth outside the united states and canada outpacesoutpaces
growth within the need for basic materials becomes ever more evident

challenges faced in fragile cultures

As a missionary and later as a mission president I1 saw that the realities
of life in some cultures create significant challenges for many new members
such as native americans and inner city inhabitants who experience
significant poverty due to difficulty integrating into the lifestyle of the
majority for various and often complex reasons many people in these
cultures have not experienced consistent school attendance significant job
opportunities let alone planned career development or even the practice
of scheduling one s activities with any regularity instead life lurches from
one personal challenge or crisis to another although problems related to
money education sexuality and physical and mental health affect all soci-
eties in fragile cultures such problems are often handled on an emergency
basis and in a fragmented way

when the personal or family money supply dries up and there seems
to be no prospect for more some people are led to desperate acts to obtain
the necessities oflifeollifeof lifeilfe in these exigencies individuals may lie steal or cheat
simply to get by latter day saints living within such a culture understand
the problems underlying the misbehaviors of their fellows and frequently
are more sympathetic than are outsiders

I1 have seen that many people in these trying circumstances have had
only limited experience with complex institutions they tend to see them-
selves as little people with no power or influence relative to businesses
government agencies or even churches when they must deal with an
institution they may feel threatened and foolish due to their ignorance of
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the structure and function oflargeoflarge concerns and may mask their insecurity
with aggression or conversely with a blasebiaseblasg demeanor bureaucrats often
take that posture at face value and respond negatively further compounding
and reinforcing mutual negative impressions

family structure is often very loose with few restrictions relative to
sexuality the paucity of family rules and poor enforcement of laws pro-
tecting young adolescents result in early sexual experimentation exploitation
by older teens and adults and staggering numbers of children born out of
wedlock to mothers as young as thirteen years of age children bearing
children can mean that a mother s mother assumes a major responsibility
toward her grandchildren leaving their children in a grandmothers care
for extended periods young mothers often attempt to escape or at least get
a temporary vacation from the responsibilities of parenthood the prob-
lems are compounded when with some cleverness and swagger older males
prey on the loneliness of these young mothers often sending them back
home pregnant yet again that individuals in these circumstances turn to
drugs alcohol and sexual pleasures to try to medicate themselves out of
despair is well understood by their peers

thirty five year old grandmothers buried in laundry and crying
babies are bewildered and discouraged by such burdensome family
responsibilities nevertheless grandmothers and great grandmothers
become the virtual leaders mentors and even sages within such societies
attesting to the pithy wisdom gained through hardship the matriarchal
nature of many crumbling societies is not surprising to those familiar with
these kinds of conditions

men also feel the discouragement of growing up in such conditions
and tend to take consolation in sexuality and in self medicating with
drugs and alcohol such behavior lowers their feelings ofwortholworthofworth and spins the
cycle of despair out of control rather than seeking safety and refuge within
their families where fathers may be absent and mothers emotionally over-
whelmedwhelmedwhelkeded these young men frequently band together in gangs for protection
and friendship dreaming up elaborate rituals and extreme dares to prove
loyalty to the gang these groups large and small then begin a savage des-
perate quest for money power and fame by plundering their fellow beings
As they age some gang members begin to realize for themselves the wretched
conditions fueled by their activities but feel trapped by the very bonds cre-
ated by membership the feeling of entrapment creates a powerful psycho-
logical dissonance and provokes reactions commonly seen in war zones

these men s relationships with women become as exploitive as they
are medicinal incidents of rape are commonplace it would be difficult in
such circumstances to find a woman who has not been sexually abused
the resulting feelings of hopelessness and deflated self worth among
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women are undoubtedly telegraphed to offspring further accelerating the
spin of this dismal social cycle people in these conditions often do not
know whether to hang on tighter or simply let go

stories of struggle

missionaries and leaders from other cultures feel compassion for mem-
bers caught in circumstances such as those detailed above but usually do not
have the personal experience to help them relate to these members lives

two of my sister missionaries learned this lesson at church one day they
were asked at the last moment to teach a relief society lesson in an inner
city branch trying to present the topic of the worth of souls they asked the
member sisters to offer their feelings regarding their own worth both mis-
sionariession aries reeled as the women recounted one story of abuse and struggle
after another president one missionary reported 1I realized we were not
at all on the same wavelength as these member sisters when it came to
adversity and feelings of low self esteem their life experiences were trau-
matic beyond anything I1 have ever been through I1 just dont know how they
manage to still carry on in spite ofwhat they have suffered

the cases of two individuals illustrate the depth of need in certain
cultures in such situations local church leaders can ease the burdens
these people face

carlene carlene a sixteen year old in inner city detroit argued with
her mother over her hairdo before school one day A bad hair daymeantday meant
carlene was late for school and very unhappy about her appearance her
mother finally screamed at her to get out the door and go to school late or
not carlene still blames her mother s unkind and impatient behavior for
what happened next

As carlene walked down the sidewalk crying a car full of young men
pulled alongside they sweet talked her as carlene put it into letting
them give her a ride to school she soon realized that these men were not
taking her to the high school in a strange neighborhood in a strange house
the young driver yanked her down bare wooden stairs to a lone mattress
on the cement floor of the dank basement there he raped her afterward
the young man said the plan was for all the other men to have her too but
because she was young and beautiful he would protect her from the others
fearing further violence carlene believed that trusting this man was her
only choice he kept his word and became her first boyfriend she felt

obligated by his protection and trapped by his continuing threats

namesnaes have been changed
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carlene s experience with this man was not the end of these kinds of
problems the shame embarrassment anger and loss of self worth simply
compounded her troubles in ways that the young missionaries who
knocked on her door years later could not understand but caring local
priesthood leaders were in position to help with the effects of carlenescardenesCarlenes
past understanding the context and culture in which carlene lived greatly
helped these leaders meet her needs and challenges carlene felt neither
misunderstood nor unreasonably judged

harley harley joined the church as a young father on a canadian
indian reserve canadians prefer this term to reservations neighborhood
friends teased harley good naturedly about his joining a white malismallsmailsmans
church but often the teasing turned sour and a smoldering resentment
was manifested by some he also felt the pressure of the missionaries
expectations that he would become the leader of the mormonscormons on his
reserve his wife anna had not felt as strongly about the gospel as had
harley but she was baptized anyway every weekend or two she would go
to town with her sisters and drink heavily at the only bar for twenty miles
around while he realized he could not make anna stop drinking harley
wished his children did not have to see their mother in such a condition
when she was drunk anna would mock him for his beliefs and say cruel
things that were meant primarily to diminish the seriousness of her own
behavior but the words rankled he started to wonder if just joining in
with anna at the bar would bring more peace between them so harley
broke down and went drinking with anna and her sisters not only did it
not help but anna chided him for the inconsistency between his professed
beliefs and actual behavior despite his pain at annas reaction the fact
remained that when he was drinking he could forget the pressures of his
new religion harley followed a pattern over the next few years of taking
the teasing for only so long and then heading to the bar to have the alcohol
ease his pain and stress it would take over twenty years for harley with
the help of priesthood leaders to overcome his dependency on the self
medicating effects of alcohol

carlene and harley are but two examples of members who live in fragile
ecosystems their examples could be multiplied and the list of member
difficulties enlarged considerably working alone these saints often
remain lost in darkness but with the help of caring culturally aware
priesthood leaders these members can become strong and steadfast

challenges of running the church in a fragile environment

circumstances and spiritual promptings may dictate that priesthood
leadership come from members outside of cultures such as those described
above in my experience however outside leadership has often resulted in
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cross cultural misunderstandings A priesthood leader from a different
setting may easily underestimate or misinterpret both the subtleties within
a culture and the terrible troubles so familiar to branch members A non-
local leader might not be familiar with government contingencies for
inner city or reservation situations or local regulations and programs such
as the one for distributing food stamps he may also be unaware of scams
relative to these programs that a branch president from the local culture
would immediately recognize

being native to a culture can make a person more effective in counseling
and advising other members in that setting people in every culture have
strengths and weaknesses that may not be readily apparent to outsiders
locals understand the demands and challenges inherent in their own cul-
ture speak the dialect and understand the motivations of members whose
actions would be considered outrageous in another context of particular
value are those priesthood leaders whether indigenous or not who are sensi-
tive to both the culture around them and the promptings of the spirit 1

at times church leaders and missionaries from other locales uninten-
tionallytionally offer their love and support in ways that lead to dependency while
people will always respond to unconditional love and acceptance help that
only meets a need rather than teaches a principle ultimately stifles growth
the risks are demonstrated by president marion G romney s analogy of
the flock of seagulls that became dependent on a shrimp fleet and lost the
ability to fish for themselves 2 furthermore displeasure and even animosities
may arise when those who are depended upon move on to other things
the situation is similar to one from the scriptures

it was seen that the seemingly good feelings ofbothof both the missionary and the
converts were more pretended than real for a scene of great confusion and
bad feeling ensued leader contending against leader and convert
against convert so that all their good feelings one for another iftheyintheyif they ever had
any were entirely lost joseph smith history 16

another challenge arises when leaders desire to implement as much of
the full church program as they can sometimes a few members will carry
multiple assignments juggling family work and church activities in an
amazing display of devotion and diligence but such enthusiasm and skill
may intimidate new members trying to impose the full program of the
church in such cultures before most oftheodtheof the members are ready can result in
new members feeling inadequate and unable to meet what they perceive
are the lords expectations the challenge especially affects both members
converted from churches that require little or no participation and mem-
bers who are not familiar with the kind of developed organization and
structured interaction prevalent in mature church units these feelings of
inadequacy may reinforce pressures from former friends who chide or
tease converts about joining the church new members may begin to
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regret the decision to convert when individuals or families feel they cannot
keep up or carry the church load the likelihood of inactivity and discour-
agement increases

in these situations the lack of confidence displayed by adult members
can frustrate leaders and spur them into giving up on the adults in favor
of trying to raise a new generation it is not at all uncommon for a well
intentioned leader to be more concerned with establishing a boy scout
troop than with developing an elders quorum

faced with these organizational challenges as well as a still developing
understanding of latter day saint doctrine and its application new mem-
bers especially those called to leadership positions need a program suited
to their needs in response to these needs the church has outlined a plan
that can be used in developing church units

history ofthe simplified program

the simplified program now used in many small church units world-
wide was pioneered in the 19os1970s in response to needs that had long con-
cerned church leaders beginning among native north americans this
approach now serves the church in many parts of the world

church leaders have always taken an interest in the american indian
peoples an interest that clearly stems from belief in the book of mormon
and from the early expansion of the church into native american terri-
tory the churchschurcyschurche first missionary efforts included missions to natives 3

then the westward movement oftheodtheof the latter day saints placed them in close
contact with the native peoples of the plains and the intermountain west
in utah president brigham young adopted a policy of conciliation and
kindness toward the natives 4

in the twentieth century a renewed awareness of the need to establish
the church among the indians weighed heavily upon several presidents
of the church on september 13 1946 president george albert smith
asked spencer W kimball fig i1 then an apostle to look after the
indians they are neglected take charge and watch after the indians in all
the world 5 elder kimball organized and headed the indian relations
committee and golden buchanan became the first coordinator of indian
affairs 6 missionary work received new vigor in 1951 when young mission-
aries were called to serve among the indians of the southwest until 1951

only older missionary couples served on indian reservations
about 1949 the indian relations committee conducted a survey that

found that nearly halfof the stakes in the church had native americans living
within their boundaries 7 local committees were then organized to raise
members awareness of the indians struggles and to help determine how
the stakes could best serve indian people this effort helped members and
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leaders reach out to
another culture with
which they were gen-
erally unfamiliar and
paved the way for
more formal programs
such as the indian stu-
dent placement services

and indian seminary 8

church leaders saw
that the materials pro-
duced for the wholewhoie
church did not always
meet the needs of
native american mem-
bers whether they
lived on or off a res-
ervationer in june 1975

eldereider david B haight
asked stewart A
durrant gigfig 2 then
executive secretary of
the committee over

FIG i eldereider spencer W kimball ca 1945 much of eldereider indian affairs to begin
kimballsKimballsbailsbalis church service during his years as an apostle developing simplified
centered on assisting native peoples

materials for use in the
lamanite branches in

a letterietter eldereider haight outlined the programs priorities the mekhizedek
priesthood handbook is one of the hirstfirstherst projects we should tackletackie along with
the mekhizedek priesthood study guidegulde and a companion course morfor the
relief society to helpheip strengthen the homes 9

on november 18 1975 elderseiders boyddoyd K packer and david B haight
called a special meeting to discuss the needs of native american members
the minutes show leaders support of the simplified program and their
intention to use it throughout the developing areas of the world

elder packer then spoke to the group and said president kimball is restless
about the indian program and does not think enough isis being done elder
packer said we need to push the program faster he encouraged us to con-
tinue to refine and work on the overall simplified program for the developing
areas of the world this material can then be used inin the struggling lamanite
branches elder packer said drawing an analogy to the churchschurche practice of
constructing buildingsbudbuhdings in five phases or steps to suit the size oftheodtheof the branch or
ward we build a phase building but we try to put new members inin the full
five phase program before they understand the first phase 1io
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in february 1976 the initial draft of a simplified church program was
sent for review to the church correlation committee and in november
the final draft was submitted after reviewing the program the committee
concluded

the basic idea is a good one there seems to be an urgent need for simplified
information organization and materials pertaining to the church where
there is no organized branch this proposal is certainly a step in the right
direction although it will undoubtedly need to be further refined by the
melchizedek priesthood executive committee so that the documents finally
approved could be implemented throughout the world and not only for
groups oflamanites 11

one week later in a meeting held november 181819761976 the council of
the twelve apostles discussed the simplification program and recorded the
following

EMERGING LANGUAGE REPORT as the church moves into new lands the coun
cil approved that

A the organizational structure of the church be simplified beginning with
the family as the basic unit the church unitunitss should grow towards becom-
ing wards in a systematic process in identifiable stages these stages could be
family group small branch and branch

B simplified curriculum materials based on the regular church curricu-
lum administrative guidebooks reports and the GENERAL HANDBOOK OF

instructions should be prepared for these units to help new members assimi-
late gospel principles and practices this would help them move forward
until they are ready to accept the full church program

care should be taken to see that these units do not continue to use the
simplified program after they are organized into stakes this proposal was
referred to the first presidency recommending approval 12

in april 1977 the council of the twelve further discussed a simplified
reporting system

simplified REPORTING SYSTEM the council approved elder boyd K packer s

presentation made in last weeks wednesday report meeting concerning the
organizational and reporting guidelines for the family group and small
branches known as the simplified reporting system to be used by these
small groups the council recommended that the leadership and priest-
hood executive committees work jointly to decide how to implement this
new reporting system without further delay or study 13

then in june 1977 the council oftheodtheof the twelve approved a procedure for
organizing small new units through appropriate priesthood leadership
channels 14 what started as a program to help struggling lamanite branches
in the united states was now expanded to include developing areas
throughout the world the experience ofofworkingworking with native americans
had increased church leaders understanding of how to meet the needs
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of unique cultures worldwide 15 josiah W douglas a curriculum writer for
the simplified program later reflected

im convinced that when we began to meet the needs of the lamanitish
people and the handicapped people then we began to meet the needs of the
church in the world I1 think they were a catalyst that caused us to evaluate
what we were doing we could only conceive of the church with a huge
primary a full sized ward hundreds of people and I1 think that working
with lamanite units began to pull us back and say wait a minute thats not
working it will not work in these places its too complicated and so we
began to try to address their needs then immediately we began to address the
needs in the philippines and other developing countries 16

during the last three decades the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latteriatter day
saints has truly become a worldwide church statistics on the growth of the
church outside the united states and canada between 19701970 and 19801980 give
an idea of the increasing diversity of cultures within the church during the
mid 1970s when the simplified program was in development in 1970 there
were only 42 stakes headquartered outside the united states and canada 17

by the end of 19801980 an additional 287 international stakes had been orga-
nized 18 this growing diversity made it necessary to prioritize what materials
would be translated first and in what languages As the church expanded it

had become economically unfeasible
for all the material being produced by
the church in english to be translated
and distributed throughout the world

to create the new simplified mate-
rials durrant enlisted the help of
josiah douglas and ronald knighton
who had lived and taught among
lamanite peoples for several years as

A well as wayne B lynn a pioneer in
the indian seminary program doug-
las and lynn supervised the producprodoc
tion of gospel principles and the
corresponding simplified priesthood
and relief society manuals durrant
who had worked among the canadian
aboriginal people supervised the

u writing of the first guidebooks for

FIG 2 stewart A durrant about 1975 family branch and priesthood leader-
shipdurrant who worked with church others who worked on the projbroj

committees on indian affairs was ectact contributed valuable insights from
instrumental in thedeveloping simpli their experiences in the indian semi
fied guidebooks and introducing them
to priesthood leaders nary program the experiences of
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these leaders among various lamanite cultures helped them understand
the needs of other cultures within the church

the simplified program was ready for field testing by september 1977

the south dakota rapid city mission and the fargo north dakota stake
were selected to test the simplified organizational and reporting systems
and the simplified curriculum 19 by 1979 the simplified program was avail-
able for use in english speaking areas by 19801980 in spanish and by 1985 in
at least fifteen languages total 20

the simplified program phase i1 and phase 2

today the simplified program includes a reduced organizational struc-
ture a simplified reporting structure a reduced curriculum and simplified
manuals A 1982 pamphlet instructed that the basic unit program be used
in the following conditions

i1 in an emerging area of the world
2 in an area where people are scattered
3 where leadership is just beginning to develop

4 among minority and cultural groups 21

simplified organization the simplified program is designed to
accommodate a group as small as a single family which would meet
together without being designated as a branch A branch may be organized
when there are two or more families in the area or in a cultural group fig 3

22

in a small group usually there are enough priesthood holders for only a

branch president or presidency to be called the branch presidency may ini-
tially be aaronic priesthood holders when there are enough melchizedek
priesthood holders for a complete branch presidency plus an elders quorum
president the unit may grow from phase i1 to phase 2

simplified meeting schedule A phase i unit holds a normal length
sacrament meeting the branch president may bless the sacrament if he is

the only priesthood holder sunday school is also full length but the
members may meet in one group the priesthood and relief society meet-
ings last about fifteen minutes and do not include formal lessons the
branch president conducts priesthood meeting he may simply review
home teaching discuss other branch business and announce activities
priesthood meeting is attended by all priesthood and potential priesthood
holders the relief society president meets with women teenage girls and
primary age children during the abbreviated meeting she might review
visiting teaching assignments and discuss business and activities

in a phase 2 unit a full three hour block of meetings is held A larger
number ofmelchizedekofmelchizedek priesthood holders make it possible for the branch
presidency to instruct the aaronic priesthood young men while the elders



rheFHEE FOUR PARTS OFtlI1 THE BASIC UNIT PROGRAM

1 organization

the family isis the basic unit of the church

each family should be having individual and
family prayer holding family home evening
studying the scriptures looking after their
temporal and spiritual welfare and engaging inin
missionary and genealogy work

prayer
family home evening

scripture study
temporal welfare
spiritspiritualal welfare

MmissionaryIssionarysignary
genealogy

the family guidebook pbmpoo87pbmp0087 has been
prepared to assist families to do these things

FIGFG 3 these pages from an early basic unit program
pamphlet 1982 demonstrate the simpleness oftheodtheof the pro-
gram copyright intellectual reserve inc



in the branch guidebook pbmp0076 we read

when therethem are two or more member families

and individuals inin an area and at least one of
the members isis a worthy priest or melchizedek
priesthood holder a branch may be organized

the branch may begin very simply with only a

branch president who looks after his members

using home teaching to encourage families and
individuals inin their duties

branch president

members

sacrament meeting

in the beginning the branch may hold only aE

sacrament meeting
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quorum president instructs the adult men or the adult men and young
men may meet together A full length relief society meeting is held and
where possible a young women meeting and a primary meeting are also
held significant priesthood leadership thus enables branch growth and
auxiliary development

simplified reporting system in phase i1 most reporting may be taken
care ofbyobbyofby district or stake clerks or they may have the branch president do
what he can in some cases the branch president may simply tally atten-
dance and forward donations in their original envelopes to the stake or dis-
trict president for processing leadership capability and experience determine
which reports will be completed by branch leaders

phase 2 leaders will have more melchizedek priesthood holders and
will be better able to handle reporting functions leaders may be able to
take care of donations as well as some membership and activity reports
the availability of computers and men who can operate them determines
reporting capacity

simplified manuals the best known of the simplified curriculum
materials is the gospel principles manual being used throughout the
church today the book was initially written as an elementary reference
text to guide early curriculum development but is now used as a course
book in sunday school classes for new members and investigators soon
after the inception of gospel principles a simplified priesthood manual
entitled duties and blessings of the priesthood printed in two parts was
produced part A is for use one year and part B the next the manual offers
such straightforward lessons as effective family leadership and having
fun together as families the latter day saint woman parts A and B was
produced for the relief society and young women lessons such as

caring for our homes developing employment skills and effective
family leadership are practical and address the basic needs of members
in developing cultures walk in his ways parts A and B was written and
published for children in basic units lessons include taking care of our
bodies being dependable and forgiving one another these priest-
hood and auxiliary curriculum materials were prepared between march
1978 and march 19801980 23

guidebooks for leaders both phase i1 and phase 2 leaders are guided
by a series of four handbooks the family guidebook gives instructions for
living the gospel within the family and also provides instructions on how
to hold worship services as a family when authorized by area mission
stake or district priesthood leaders the branch guidebook contains
instructions on the organization and operation of a branch with only a few

or with many members the priesthood leader s guidebook explains the
responsibilities of holders of the aaronic and melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods
including instructions for ordinances and blessings the teaching guidebook
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was not part of the original guidebooks but was added more recently
1994 it counsels on ways to be an effective teacher 2414

rationale with the simplified program local priesthood leaders can
lead sooner without having to spend time learning about and running the
full church program the leaders are then in place to teach correct doc-
trine while administering to those in their charge building on the founda-
tion of their leaders new members feel more confident in playing a

significant role sooner in their religious life than would be possible if they
were dealing with the demands of the full program

As simplified units grow in size experience and leadership they pre-
pare to step into phase 3 the church s full program this is the program
that the majority of northofnorth american members experience in church nearly
every sunday bishops in phase 3 wards usually have about two hundred
leaders and teachers to carry out a majority of the programs and classes
described in the church handbook oflnstructionsof instructions 25

the program today while the simplified program does not receive
special attention today it is still important to the church when new
church curriculum programs went into effect in 1995 and 1998 special
instructions were included for phase i1 and phase 2 units 26

scriptural basis for simplification

the church has based the simplified program on scripture for each
new principle instructive scriptural passages are cited in the manuals for
example the priesthood leader s guidebook cites twenty three passages in
its few pages the branch guidebook begins with the savior s promise that
where two or three are gathered together in my name there am I1 in the

midst of them matt 1820
in addition to its educational uses scripture also serves as the basis for

the simplified program itself in announcing the basic unit program the
church issued a pamphlet in 1982 that begins with the following quotations

and thus did alma and amulekamules go forth and also many more who had been
chosen for the work to preach the word throughout all the land and the bestabestab
lishmentlishment oftheodtheof the church became general throughout the land in all the region
round about among all the people of the nephitesNephites alma 1615

and now behold I1 say unto you that you shall go unto the lamanitesLamanites and
preach my gospel unto them and inasmuch as they receive thy teachings
thou shalt cause my church to be established among them dacd&c 288

establishing the church in new areas requires priesthood leadership
although in the passage below joseph smith does not directly address the
issue of leadership he does counsel missionaries to seek out adults

and first it becomes an elder when he is traveling through the world warn
ing the inhabitants of the earth to gather together that they may be built up
an holy city unto the lord instead of commencing with children they
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should commence their labors with parents or guardians and their teach-
ings should be such as are calculated to turn the hearts of the fathers to the
children and the hearts of children to the fathers and no influence should be
used with children contrary to the consent of their parents or guardians but
all such as can be persuaded in a lawful and righteous manner and with com-
mon consent we should feel it our duty to influence them to gather with the
people of god but otherwise let the responsibility rest upon the heads of
parents or guardians 2721

the simplified program relies on the strength obtained from converting
people who can become leaders locally

building the church and kingdom ofgod has been the main endeavor of
the lord and his servants through the ages but in the last days the lord seems
to follow a particular order that succors those in difficult circumstances

and also that a feast of fat things might be prepared for the poor yea a feast
offataffatof fat things ofwineorwineofwine on the lees well refined that the earth may know that the
mouths of the prophets shall not fail yea a supper of the house of the lord
well prepared unto which all nations shall be invited first the rich and the
learned the wise and the noble and after that cometh the day of my power
then shall the poor the lame and the blind and the deaf come in unto the mar-
riage of the lamb and partake of the supper of the lord prepared for the great
day to come behold I1 the lord have spoken it dacd&c 588 12

the phrase after that cometh the day of my power is significant
because of its promise concerning the poor the lame and the blind and
the deaf A reaching out to the downtrodden and less fortunate was appar-
ently anticipated by the lord after the church was established among
people who had the necessary resources the gospel could be more easily
spread among those less fortunate finding the most efficient means of
teaching the gospel and establishing church units among these people is
the essence of the simplified program

alma carefully organized his little church into branches of a particular
size an early form of basic church organization

and after this manner he did baptize every one that went forth to the place of
mormon and they were in number about two hundred and four souls yea
and they were baptized in the waters of mormon and were filled with the
grace of god and they were called the church of god or the church of
christ from that time forward and it came to pass that whosoever was bap-
tized by the power and authority of god was added to his church and it
came to pass that alma having authority from god ordained priests even
one priest to every fifty of their number did he ordain to preach unto them
and to teach them concerning the things pertaining to the kingdom of god
mosiahl816mosiahmoslah 1816 18

the needs of almaaima s people were unusual so the church organization in
his day was relatively simple alma kept the size of church units to about
fifty members leaders were priests each was commissioned to preach and
teach the gospel
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alma also laid down some policies still applicable to small branches
for instance a simple correlated curriculum effort is encouraged in
mosiah 1819 and he commanded them that they should teach nothing
save it were the things which he had taught and which had been spoken by
the mouth oftheodtheof the holy prophets in other words alma wanted doctrines to
be taught as they had been received without adulteration

in addition alma regulated which doctrines were to be taught initially
yea even he commanded them that they should preach nothing save it

were repentance and faith on the lord who had redeemed his people
mosiah 1820 paul and joseph smith both taught it was better to keep

things simple at first 1 I have fed you with milk and not with meat for
hitherto ye were not able to bear it neither yet now are ye able i1 concor 32
for they cannot bear meat now but milk they must receive wherefore

they must not know these things lest they perish dacd&c 1922
sensitive to the potential difficulties of social proximity in small

branches alma enjoined members to eliminate contention be unified
teach each other and keep the sabbath day holy

and he commanded them that there should be no contention one with
another but that they should look forward with one eye having one faith and
one baptism having their hearts knit together in unity and in love one
towards another and thus he commanded them to preach and thus they
became the children of god and he commanded them that they should
observe the sabbath day and keep it holy and also every day they should give

thanks to the lord their god mosiah 1821 23

the success oftheseof these little branches is shown in the last verse ofofchapterchapter 18

where we are told the growth reached in number about four hundred and
fifty souls mosiah 1835

personal experiences and case studies

the simplified program lies close to my heart as I1 have seen it bless
those over whom I1 have had stewardship in my younger years I1 longed for
such a program I1 served as a missionary in the southwest indian mission
from september 1969 to september 1971 1I learned to love the navajo
people and the difficult navajo language the peoples gentle humble ways
and slower pace of life were new and interesting to me over time I1 found
that it was relatively easy for the people to understand the foundation prin-
ciples of the gospel but it was not so easy to establish the church in their
culture institutional complexity seemed to run counter to their ways the
investigators we brought to the baptismal font were sincere repentant and
ready to make covenants with god after a few weeks of attending church
however many of these new navajo speaking converts would slowly drift
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away and fall back into old habits they went back to smoking and drinking
almost as if they had never joined the church in the first place I1 felt discour-
aged and frustrated to see this cycle of inactivity repeated time and again

the anglo educators and business people who made up the leadership
of many reservation branches spoke only english of course the language
difference was a major concern but an even greater concern was the dearth
of Navajo priesthood leaders we missionaries imagined that native leaders
could eliminate the cultural differences not only by conducting church
meetings in their native tongue but also by leading their people and setting
an example

after returning to my home in canada I1 received permission to visit
my younger brother in his mission the northern indian mission which
covered most of montana as well as north and south dakota I1 wanted to
see ifheicheifhe and his fellow missionaries wrestled with similar problems in estab-
lishing the church on the indian reservations oftheodtheof the northern united states
though with them for only two days I1 could see that they were struggling
with many of the same organizational and leadership issues I1 wondered if
these challenges could ever be met and overcome

A few months later I1 was invited to join the church educational
system and coordinate the indian seminary program in saskatchewan the
breadbasket province of the canadian prairies an upcloseup close view of a

significant endeavor to establish the church among native canadians was
at hand

the fort quappelleq&appelleQu Appelle saskatchewan district I1 was twenty seven years
old when on march 12 1978 the fort quappelleQu Appelle saskatchewan district
was created in the canada winnipeg mission it included all of the native
canadian indian reserves in the southern part of the province only six
branches had been organized on those reserves all ofwhichofwhich had previously
been part of the south saskatchewan district I1 was called as district presi-
dent and two young native men were called as counselors I1 was fright-
ened as the calling seemed fraught with challenges alcoholism rates
among natives in canada were very high at the time the resulting per-
sonal and familial problems seemed insurmountable the cross cultural
challenges inherent in efforts to establish the church among native people
were from my own experience obvious

our district had few indigenous leaders when I1 had first arrived in the
province of saskatchewan there were only two native branches both part of
the south saskatchewan district the carry the kettle branch and the piapot
branch were located on the indian reserves of the same names in the south-
ern part of saskatchewan one indian man john haywahe fig 4 served
in the branch presidency of the carry the kettle branch he was the only
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FIG 4 priesthood leaders from the fort quappelleQu Appelle saskatchewan district the fort
francis ontario district the winnipeg manitoba stake and the canada winnipeg
mission met in 1979 in winnipeg for training on the basic unit program kneeling fifth
from left ricardo soto a hispanic member of the regina lamanite branch on the far
right winnipeg mission president T lavoy esplin who succeeded president howard L

lund standing left to right starting with the sixth person gordon mears counselor in
the canada winnipeg mission presidency unknown earl stevenson the first president
of the regina lamanite branch john haywaheHaywahe in the presidency of the carry the kettle
branch christopher lafontaine president of the fort qu appelle district then the
second president of the fort quappelleQu Appelle district and currently president of the regina
lamanite branch garry brittain counselor in the fort qu appelle district presidency
and later president of the regina Larnlamaniteanite branch david sharplesSharpiesples clerk of the fort
qu appelle district the author john P livingstone first president oftheodtheof the fort quappelleQu Appelle
district and on the far right kenneth L cutts counselor in the canada winnipeg
mission presidency

native man serving in any leadership position at the time in branches in
the city of regina perhaps four or five natives attended church regularly

full time missionaries taught seminary lessons to children in homes
or in small improvised church buildings on the saskatchewan reserves
figs 5 6 senior men on missions with their wives usually served as

branch presidents all the missionaries were new to what canadians call

first nations culture and had a hard time understanding why people did
things the way they did missionaries were caught off guard by certain cus-

toms such as clasping instead of shaking hands and not looking people in
the eye while talking with them missionaries were surprised to see women
walk down a road several paces behind their husbands more seriously the
social acceptance ofwifeofwifewige beating was incomprehensible to the missionaries
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although the missionaries
truly loved the people they
had difficulty relating to the
personal and familial prob-
lems of reserve members
most native members spoke
english well so in this case
language was not an issue
but the lack of indigenous
local priesthood leaders was
as serious a drawback as it
had been among natives in
arizona and montana

faced with these circum-
stancesFIG 5 this converted gasoline station was pur-

chased
I1 wrestled during the

for the native branch near the cote days prior to our first presi-
dencyreserve in eastern saskatchewan small buildings meeting with the

such as this one are often used when branches are
problem of how we mightjust becoming established photographed 1978
make church meetings more
attractive to native people
without compromising doc-

trine or principle could we get more men into leadership I1 marveled that
we had so many children involved in the indian seminary and indian
placement programs and yet so few parents seemed interested in attending
church while these programs were significant for youth they were not the
priesthood quorums the church needed nor did they directly contribute
to organizing church units among native canadian people how could we
focus more on parents
without neglecting the
children how could
we help the senior mis-
sionary couples under-
stand and assist the
people better

the first meeting
with my new counselors
was a freewheeling af-
fair with wide open
discussion on how we
might organize the dis

FIG 6 small trailer chapels such as this one near the file
trictbrict maximize bless-
ings

to hills reserves in saskatchewan give small branches
to local members their own building photographed 1978
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FIG 7 members gather for a conference oftheodtheof the fort quappelleQu Appelle district in 1978 on the
front row are K C thomson left and beatrice thomson right with a cousin sitting
between them welfare services missionaries sit in the row behind them

my counselors expressed their mixed feelings about the indian placement
program and indian seminary as well as the inferiority many natives felt in
their minority status they commented on the need to provide specific
training for various aspects of leadership for men and on how to use the
people s practical knowledge and ability to improve difficult situations
A feeling of unity evolved during the presidency meeting and I1 felt that we
were ready to serve although we were clearly in need of additional direction
and guidance

we planned our first district conference unsure if many would come
we were touched and exhilarated when close to two hundred attended talks
focused on strengthening the individual the family and the church we
felt the strength of these native people besides the missionaries and my
family only one other nonnativenon native belonged to the district the district
clerk see fig 7 for a photograph of one of the district conferences

canada winnipeg mission president howard L lund was concerned
about having called us young as we were to the district presidency he
began to scout for materials and programs from church headquarters that
might be of value to the district only a few months passed before presi-
dent lund introduced us to stewart A durrant secretary to the church
lamanite committee durrant presented us with material and ideas that
we felt were inspiringly revolutionary
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durrant described a program that had been developed and approved
by general church leadership and was then called the basic unit program
still in its infancy the program was a simplified version of organization
manuals and reports that would allow inexperienced priesthood leaders
and members to function at a pace and level that were more comfortable and
appropriate to their situation he showed us a series of pamphlet style
guidebooks that outlined how a family a group or a small branch could
administer the church in a way that was reduced and streamlined com-
pared to established wards and stakes the guidebooks prescribed basics
that were simple enough for a person with little or no church experience
to grasp for example the materials taught leaders how to conduct a meet-
ing how to prepare an agenda and how to call someone to a church posi-
tion the program was strikingly practical

As a district presidency we were thrilled each of us agreed that the
basic unit program was an answer to our prayers and exactly what we
needed we could now establish the church among these first nations
peoples they would now have their own leaders holding priesthood keys
to use on behalf of their own people

A wonderful opportunity to put the program into place existed among
natives in regina due to the presence of a faithful native brother earl
stevenson see fig 4 was in his early sixties and worked as a custodian at
the post office building in regina he had attended church regularly for
many years usually sitting by himself or with his son whom he was raising
alone he was at that time quietly serving in the sunday school superin-
tendency of the regina first branch where he carried out his duties with a

singular dignity earls spiritual strength and love for his people qualified
him to lead

in our youthful enthusiasm we recommended to the mission presi-
dent that we immediately organize a lamanite branch in regina the capi-
tal city of the province of saskatchewan while only a handful of first
nations people actually came to church in regina we felt that if an indige-
nous branch president were called and a unit organized according to the
basic unit program the people themselves would see this as their branch
run by their leaders we were aware of the risk that such a move might fos-

ter a unit built solely upon social or cultural factors rather than testimony
and priesthood keys but the potential for growth through such ownership
outweighed that risk we hoped that our sensitivity to possible problems
would enable us to minimize them

we called earl as president of the new regina lamanite branch a
phase i unit since a sole experienced priesthood holder cannot run a fullfallfuli
program ward by himself A few more than a handful ofnativeofnative people were
there the first sunday next time there were more within a year over one
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hundred people were seated in the native branch each sunday while the
communication of the spirit knows no cultural barriers the natives ability
to participate comfortably in church programs had sometimes been hin-
dered by cultural obstacles with president stevenson and other natives
leading the branch those obstacles seemed to be removed the youthful
counselors learned leadership skills by watching and listening to what he
had to say in their branch presidency and other meetings

president stevenson could say things to the members that other non-
local leaders could not you people need to teach your children to be rev-
erent at home then they will be reverent here I1 swallowed hard when I1

heard him being so direct but he was right everyone knew he was right
and loved him for his directness when he asked members to serve in a call-
ing or to perform some duty they felt it was a request directly from god
not just from earl stevenson

As attendance rose tithing faithfulness climbed in short order this
fledgling branch became the most effective native canadian or american
indian branch I1 had ever seen the simplified program allowed president
earl stevenson to serve his people as they had never before been served

I1 was district president for only one year in response to the churchschurche
guidelines that minority units should have minority leadership 28 a native

man who was my first counselor
christopher J C lafontaine see fig 4
was then called as the district presi-
dent president lafontaine under-
stood the challenges of church
leadership and now had a foundation
in church government gained from
the simplified manuals and guide-
books as well as his own leadership
experieesperieexperiencece even though he had been a

member only three years he was fully

A able to handle all aspects oftheodtheof the district
and was able to interact with neigh-
boring stake leaders on all matters of
business affecting the district

by the time I1 was transferred from
saskatchewan there were nine active
melchizedek priesthood holders in the
district and several others holding the

FIG 8 cynthia thomson 1979 from lesser priesthood average attendance
the carry the kettle assinabomeassinaboineassiniboine 1 1 r 1had risenrisen to over 30 percent of thereserve in southern saskatchewan par
ticipated faithfully in indian seminary potential fig 8 the increase seemed
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considerable to us since the rate was less than io10 percent when we were
called tithing faithfulness resulted in donations that were over ten times
what they had been when the district was organized the district has used
the simplified program in its branches to this day I1 was grateful for the
opportunity to become acquainted with the program for I1 would have
another experience in its implementation years later

the detroit michigan district in 1995199511 was called as president of the
michigan detroit mission there were nine branches in inner city detroit
where the population is primarily african american the bloomfield
hills michigan stake had seven of these minority branches and the west-
land michigan stake had two here as in regina twenty years earlier
most of the leadership was not indigenous men from the suburbs served
as branch presidents in several city branches and stake high councilorscouncillorscouncilors
were assigned to supervise and visit the branches on their regular monthly
rotation stake priesthood and auxiliary leaders did their best to include
branch members in stake programs and activities from the bloomfield
hills stake a sister ward was assigned to each branch the sister wards
helped with rides to church meetings home teaching appointments and
branch activities

although stake leaders did all they could to be helpful most were
unfamiliar with inner city life they recognized that minority priesthood
leaders would be better able to assist members and conduct church affairs
in a manner appropriate to local circumstances we in the mission presi-
dency concurred and implemented strategies to increase the number of
men contacted and converted by missionaries all missionary elders were
encouraged to avoid teaching single women alone in their homes the
elders were instructed to ask these women if they knew of a man who would
listen to the gospel message with them missionaries were also asked to
seek out men who would listen to the discussions especially those who
were married and who had jobs and cars we wanted them to find stable
men who could be called as priesthood leaders help with transportation to
church and portray good examples of family life

As in regina the creation of a new district was instrumental in estab-
lishing the church among a people elder donald L staheli of the north
america northeast area presidency created the detroit michigan district
on saturday august 232319971997 this district covered all of the city of detroit
pulling nine minority branches into one district the boundaries of the
new district eight mile road to the north and telegraph road to the west
are recognized as distinct racial borders as well

meeting with elder staheli my counselors and I1 outlined our ideas
regarding the use of indigenous priesthood leaders we also indicated our
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desire to have the new district implement the phase i1 and phase 2 program
elder staheli was receptive to these suggestions and the resulting organiza-
tion was a district presidency with a nonlocal district president and two
counselors from the inner city area elder staheli felt impressed that the
district needed the guidance that an experienced nonlocal district presi-
dent could provide this leader s term could be shorter than normal but
long enough to adequately train an indigenous successor

the next day gordon creer a commercial real estate salesman and
member of the bloomfield hills stake was sustained as the first president
of the detroit district lamenaisLamenais louis an auto worker originally from
haiti and solomon bills a detroit city policeman and former branch
president of the belle isle branch on the east side of the city were called
as counselors

initially some members oftheodtheofthe new district were concerned that the dis-
trict was created on a racial rather than geographical basis but in time it
became obvious to local members that the branches belonged together geo-
graphically making it possible for local members to serve as leaders within
five months all branches but one were presided over by local members

some district members were apprehensive about breaking their ties
with the outlying stakes for example leaders worried that without the
rides provided by the sister wards some branch members would not make
it to church meetings however such fears were short lived members con-
tinued to attend because many members with automobiles began to pick
up fellow branch members for church

on may 282820002000 less than three years after the district s creation presi-
dent creer was released and president lamenaisLame nais louis became the first
black district president in detroit lamenaisLame nais louis did not join the church
until 1994 though his wife suzette had listened to the missionaries and
joined seven years earlier he had been active in solomon s temple a large
congregation of the apostolic church but he finally followed his wife into
the LDS church not long after baptism lamenaisLamenais began to receive callings
including one to serve in the branch presidency under M W keil As a coun-
selor lamenaisLamenais learned to conduct meetings and issue callings and releases

the louises were sealed in the toronto temple a year after lamenaissLamenaiss
baptism just two years later lamenaisLamenais was called as a counselor to presi-
dent creer because of the simplified organization used in the district
president louis was able to take on heavy responsibility early in his church
membership in 1999 the louises attended the dedication of the detroit
michigan temple with their son gregoire W eugene louis plate i1
shortly afterward gregoire was one of the first three individuals all of
whom were preparing to leave for missions to receive their endowments in
the newly dedicated temple
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FIG 9 sister valerievalene orr her daughters and her grandchildren from the Nnew center
branch inin detroit visit with other members and missionariesmissionaries at a district social inin
october 1998 because the demands of running church programs are reduced under
the simplified organization members are able to spend more time assisting each other
with the daily challenges of raising families

president louis s story is not unique I1 saw many local members figs 9
lo1010 11 take control oftheirof their branches and serve as leaders and teachers with
a simplified organization and curriculum these members did not have to
spend much time learning to run the programs of the church further-
more the local leaders counseled about dealing with shootings physical
attacks drug abuse and other such topics teachers lessons reflected the
reality that a majority of detroit households are headed by single mothers
single mothers helped each other struggle to raise children in the church
without alienating the children from their fathers branch members under-
stood the temptation a woman faced when a former lover returned and
also understood the ramifications of inner city poverty

As these saints taught the doctrines of the church to each other their
attitudes about their circumstances changed they learned they could fol-
low a budget and pay their tithing aided by teachers and friends they were
no longer overwhelmed with teaching righteous values to their children

one new convert I1 admired was particularly enthusiastic about her
membership but the first thing I1 noticed about leticia was her missing

name has been changed
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front teeth she said that her
abusive ex husband knocked
them out and that the missing
teeth and extra weight she put
on were useful deterrents to the
sexual predators who were
prevalent in her neighborhood
when the missionaries knocked
on her door leticia was fixing

up an abandoned house she
had been given a quit claim on
the property the water power
and gas had been turned offardoffandoffand
would not be restored until
the house was brought up to
city code the missionaries were
awed by this single mother who
took hammer and crowbar to
the walls of her house and
replaced the plaster and lathe
with new insulation and drywall

leticia had moved from
ohio where she lost her teeth
into the hamtramck area of FIG 10 michelle isaac left and faye knox
detroit she had raised her five both from the palmer park branch in detroit
children to stay out of trouble share a moment together at a district social in

1998 sisters in small branches become veryand four of them were doing close as they help each other and serve the lord
just that her firm hand and
stern voice did not have the
desired effect on one of her sons and his misbehavior had cost leticia her
home based business in ohio detroit had looked like greener pasture

leticia was captivated by the message delivered by the elders she
admired those young white men who called themselves missionaries of the
lord and freely rode bikes in places even the detroit police feared to tread 29

if they could take such effort paying their own way to come to her surely
she could come to the lord with the same effort and faith As she studied the
scriptures and met with the missionaries the truth of the gospel struck her
with increasing force and she enthusiastically received baptism when she
found the members struggling to sustain the branch she wanted to help
the simpleness of the program made it easy for leticia to contribute in sig-
nificantnific ant ways such as teaching relief society and primary lessons soon
she was serving in leadership positions in those organizations the more she
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FIG ii11 while of predominantly black membership the detroit river branch has sev-
eral hispanic members victorio cisneros from mexico and his wife maria with their
daughter and granddaughter attend a district social in october 1998

served the better she felt and before long leticia was one of the branchsbrancesbranchs
stalwartsstalwarts leticiasLeticias countenance changed she now radiates a new softness
and dignified confidence she has a vision of where she is going and why
she wants more than the appearance of living the gospel she wants to
really live it she wants her children to live it one by one they have begun
to listen to their mothers encouraging words her older sons are still skep-
tical but leticia persists three down two to go she says

membership in the church brought leticia unexpected benefits A priest-
hood leaders referral resulted in new employment A dentist in a neighbor-
ing stake was asked to help district members with their dental needs he
responded with enthusiasm and kindness and leticia has front teeth
again but she is still working on the house

conclusion

north american church units are currently the leadership finance
and missionary engines of the church truly the book of mormon
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reminds us north america has been a choice land blessed by the lord to
be a sort of neonatal incubator for his fledgling kingdom however in
many ways the church of joseph smithsmiths s day or brigham young s day or
even heber J grants day was significantly different from the phase 3 pro-
gram we enjoy today 30

even so it seems only natural that missionaries and expatriate mem-
bers from phase 3 wards would try to organize church units in challenging
cultures and developing countries by following the pattern with which
these members are so familiar perhaps they want to share the happiness
and success they have experienced but rather than trying to customize the
phase 3 organization and curriculum for special circumstances seasoned
members can apply the approved church correlated simplified program
members and missionaries familiar with the phase i1 and phase 2 pro-
gram are in a better position to assist in the establishment of the church
both at home and abroad and a new units dependency upon missionary
couples expatriates or a lone experienced member can be greatly allevi-
ated by following the approved phase i1 and phase 2 program

starting simply and then building on that foundation can greatly
reduce the time required for new members and leaders to learn the system
and their place in it fig 12 for learning comes more naturally then than
it does through a premature imposition of a phase 3 model and under the
direction of area or mission leadership new members and recently con-
verted priesthood leaders need not shoulder responsibilitesresponsibilities greater than
those appropriate to local circumstances

the success in the detroit michigan district offers dramatic evidence
of the wisdom and power ofgradually growing toward ecclesiastical matu-
rity via the simplified program oftheodtheof the church in 19801980 president spencer W
kimball noted that the basic unit program has been developed to assist
where there are special language or cultural needs couples can be
trained in the basic unit program and can then assist in establishing the
church among all people in all lands he urged priesthood leaders to
become familiar with this program and use it to bless people his support
of the simplified church organization and materials was based on the posi-
tive results of their use where the program is being used as outlined he
reported we are meeting with great success 1131333131 indeed the church pro-
gram of multiple phases seems to be a fulfillment of the lords promise
11 behold I1 will hasten my work in its time dacd&c 8873
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FIG 12 in the simplified program new members are
able to quickly assume positions of leadership here
fred spotted bull center a member from the blood
band near cardstonbardstonCard ston alberta makes a comment in a
small unit leadership meeting in 19801980

john P livingstone is associate professor of church history and doctrine at
brigham young university he received a bscbac in biology at the university of alberta
in 1974 an med at the university ofreginaofreginaofresina in 1981 and an edd at brigham young
university in 1986 readers aware of other attempts to implement the simplified pro-
gram are invited to contact the author atatjplivingstonebyuedujplivingstonebyuedu

1 for further exploration of these issues in an australian context see marjorie
newton almost like Us the american socialisocializationtion of australian converts
dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thoughtthought141424 fall 1991iggi 9 20

2 marion G romney the celestial nature of selfseif reliance ensign 12 novem-
ber 1982 991 sometimes the situation is complicated for example an article on the
church in ukraine quotes a mission president who felt that the best thing that can
happen is for the americans to get out so it can be seen as a ukrainian church but a

ukrainian woman quoted in the same article expressed her feeling that when the
north american missionaries are there I1 feel the holy spirit when they are not I1

dont church leadership should have been left in the hands oftheodtheof the missionaries it was
given awayay too soon tania rands mormonism in a post soviet society notes from
ukraine dialogue A journal ofofmormonmormon thoughtthought3030 spring 1997 82 85

3 see doctrine and covenants 318 20 1048048 288 18 and max H parkin
lamanite mission ofl83oof1830 1831 in encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism ed daniel H ludlow

44volskvolsvolsvois new york macmillan 1992 280228022882 4
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4 president young advised

I1 do not know that you have hitherto met with any difficulty from the indi-
ans on your journey you have heard of indian hostilities against the whites
on the western route but you will have no trouble with them if you will do
right I1 have always told the travelling public that it is much cheaper to feed
the indians than to fight them give them a little bread and meat a little
sugar a little tobacco or a little of anything you have which will conciliate
their feelings and make them your friends it is better to do this than to make
them your enemies by pursuing this policy you may escape all trouble from
that quarter while you are journeying on the pacific slope brigham young
in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards 1855 86

10231 32 july 88186318 63

5 edward L kimball and andrew E kimball jrfr spencer W kimball twelfth presi-
dent of the church oflesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints salt lake city bookcraft 1977

237 francis M gibbons spencer W kimball resolute disciple prophet of god salt
lake city deseret book 1995 160160igo 61 elder kimball described the meeting

then one morning in 1946 the prophet of the lord called me into his office
and asked me to give leadership to a committee of the brethren to see that the
gospel was carried to all the children oflehi not only to those close by but to
those all over the world including the isles of the sea an hour or two later
as the presidency and council of the twelve sat in regular session in the
temple the president of the church referred to it again the church is so
large now he said our missionary field is extending too it is not just
europe and the united states but other parts of the world I1 was talking
with one oftheodtheof the brethren this morning in regard to the indians and I1 feel that
the work of disseminating the gospel among the indians is one of the most
important things we have to do not only to the indians close to us but all
over the world in the islands of the sea and elsewhere that is going to take
more time than it has taken before we must find people who are willing to
go and make the sacrifice excerpts from remarks of president george
albert smith in meeting with council oftheodtheof the twelve and presidency septem-
ber 13 1946 in spencer W kimball lamanite prophecies fulfilled
speeches of the year provo utah extension publications brigham young
university april 1313196519 651 4

6 the committee was called by several other names among them indian com-
mittee lamanite committee lamanite and minority committee and minorities
committee several general authorities served as coordinators until january 1962
when dean L larsen became the secretary to the indian committee he served until
august i1 1966 when stewart A durrant was called in 1968 brother durrantscurrantsDurrants title was
changed to coordinator of lamanitesLamanites and other cultures on february 2 1971 the
entire committee was released and coordination of efforts among natives fell to LDS
social services in 1973 responsibility was shifted to the office of the council of the
twelve in july 1975 the melchizedek priesthood department took responsibility for
lamanitesLamanites and other minority cultures in america elders legrand richards and boyd K
packer became advisers in may 1976 stewart A durrant james moyle oral history
program interview conducted by richard L jensen june 81983 29 church archives
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

7 stewart A durrant brief history of indian committee and related pro-
grams typescript no date copy in author s possession
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8 church leaders were concerned with the education and the development of
more than american indians

not only the southwest indians but lamanitesLama nites in general are facing an open
door to education culture refinement progress and the gospel of jesus
christ the church has spent its millions in hawaii and new zealand and
other islands to provide schools for the young lehiteslekitesLehites surely no descendants
need go now without an education and schools in mexico will be followed by
schools in other nations surely the number of deprived ones is being
reduced and opportunity is knocking at their door hundreds of lamanitesLamanites
are serving in mission fields in both americas and in the islands of the sea
lamanitesLamanites are exercising their priesthood and rearing their families in righ-
teousness A new world is open to them and they are grasping the opportuni
ties god bless the lamanitesLamanites and hasten the day of their total emancipation
from the thrallthrailthralldomdorn of their yesterday spencer W kimball the teachings of
spencer W kimball twelfth president of the church oflesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter
day saints ed edward L kimball salt lake city bookcraft 1982 618 19

for more on the indian seminary program the special curriculum developed for
native american students kindergarten through high school and designed as a supple-
ment to their regular school day in public school see william E berrett A miracle in
weekday religious education salt lake city salt lake printing center 1988 for more
on the indian student placement services which places native students with latter day
saint host families during the school year see genevieve de hoyos indian student
placement services in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism 2679 8080

9 durrant oral history interview 29

lo1010 elder david B haight memorandum to stewart A durrant june 41975 copy
in author s possession

ii11 stewart A durrant was given the minutes of this meeting and other meetings
on this subject that followed which he later shared in an interview durrant oral his-
tory interview 29

122 As quoted in durrant oral history interview 30
13 durrant oral history interview 31

14 on june 161619771977 the council of the twelve determined the following organi-
zationalzational procedures

PROCEDURE FOR establishing SMALL UNITS the minorities committee pre-
sented the proposed procedure for establishing groups or small branches in
stakes andor missions which must be approved by the area supervisor and
regional representative this proposal has correlations approval this docu
ment will be presented to zone advisors and area supervisors in a special train
ing meeting on june 25 council of the twelve minutes as cited in durrant
oral history interview 31

15 for example president kimball said many challenges face all of us as we fel-
lowship and teach the gospel to the cultural and minority groups living in our midst
when special attention of some kind is not provided for these people we lose them
aid minorities pres kimball asks leaders church news published by deseretdeseretnewsnews

october 111119801980 4
16 josiah W douglas interview with john P livingstone september 301998 salt

lake city copy in authors possession
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17 the deseret news 1974 church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1974
158 75

18 the deseret news 1989 79901990 church almanac salt lake city deseret news
1988 2323463 46

19 durrant oral history interview 31

2020 A keyword search for basic program in the computers of the church history
library lists fourteen versions by 1985 the english version and thirteen translations
spanish chinese danish finnish french hmong italian norwegian samoan

swedish tongan vietnamese and cambodian
at this same time period late 1970s through ig8osi98osigmos the church produced simpli-

fied hymn accompaniments easing the burden of pianists and organists with limited
musical experience see messages to stakemissiondistrict presidentsbishopsPresidents Bishops and
branch presidents from church headquarters no 34 may 25197951979 copy in church
history library the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
such modifications are evidence of the churchschurche desire to make many aspects of the
church program accessible to more people

21 basic unit program salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1982 i1 language and cultural differences are not necessarily determined by
nationality or ethnicity As stewart A durrant pointed out other factors can con-
tribute to differences in culture 1I just last week returned from a deaf conference he
said where probably 500 people were gathered together in southern california
because that culture the deafculturedeaf culture loves to be together that is a separate distinct
culture even though its not a nationality durrant oral history interview 17

22 branch guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1993 i1

23 gospel principles salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1979 duties and blessings oftheodtheof the priesthood basic manualforManumanualalnoralforainorfor priesthood holders
parts A and B salt lake city corporation of the president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1979979 the latter day saint woman basic manual for
women parts A and B salt lake city corporation of the president of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1979 walk in his ways basic childrens manual
parts A and B salt lake city corporation of the president of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1979 for an example of matching curriculum to native
culture see jessie L embry lamanite relief societies the relief society and its rela-
tionshiption ship with native americans paper presented at the sesquicentennial relief soci-
ety celebration brigham young university provo utah 1992

24 family guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1977 branch guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1977 priesthood leader s guidebook salt lake city the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1977 teaching guidebook salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1994

25 the church of jesus christ of latter day saints church handbook ofinstrucof instruc-
tions salt lake city intellectual reserve 1998 the church handbook ofinstructionsof instructions is

printed in two parts book i1 is addressed to stake presidents and bishoprickbishopricsbishoprics book 2 is

addressed to priesthood and auxiliary leaders
266 julie A dockstader strengthening the work of the melchizedek priesthood

and relief society church newsnayngy published by deseretnewsdeseret news november i1 19978 9129 iai2
27 joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof lesusjesus christ oflatterof latterdatterdutter day saints ed

B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 2262
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28 in his article taking the church anywhere marvin K gardner reported that
the first presidency s letter of october io1019801980 was accompanied by these instructions
do not use anglo leadership in minority units ensign 11 june 1981 44

29 this statement is attributed to officer knox president of the palmer park
branch detroit michigan district

30 see for example william G hartley common people church activity dur-
ing the brigham young era in nearly everything imaginable ed ronald W walker
and doris R dant provo utah brigham young university press 1999 249 95

3131 spencer W kimball ministering to the needs of members ensign io10

november 1980 46 italics in original the availability of spanish language basic unit
curriculum materials was announced in a church bulletin in november 19801980 materi-
als management bulletin no 5 november 1980 1414 LDS church archives for dis-
cussionscussions on how the plan was implemented in spanish and asian american cultures
see jessie L embry in his own language mormon spanish speaking congregations
provo utah charles redd center for western studies 1997 63 and jessie L embry

asian american mormonscormonsMormons bridging cultures provo utah charles redd center for
western studies brigham young university 1999 68



PLATE i lamenaisLamenais louis president of the detroit michigan district his wife Ssettesuzetteette
and son gregoire at the dedication of the detroit michigan temple october 1999999
courtesy LDS church newsadnewsldnewsdeseretNews Deserettetret Nnews
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PLATE 2 the hawaii temple now the laie hawaii temple inin 1970 courtesy paul L anderson

PLATE 3 architectural detail of the
south side of the hawaii temple cour-
tesy paul L anderson



A jewel in the gardens of paradise

the art and architecture of
the hawaii temple

paul L anderson

for seventy years the hawaii temple now called the laieldielaleadiela ie hawaii
temple has stood like a timeless vision of paradise white and gleaming
between emerald mountains and a sapphire sea some visitors have seen
in its noble form and lush gardens a resemblance to the taj mahal or some
wonder of the ancient world however my own reaction upon approach-
ing the temple for the first time was surprise my lifelong familiarity with
the building had come from handsome and exotic color photographs in
church magazines and I1 was amazed to discover how much smaller the
temple is than I1 had imagined

this dismay at the diminutive size of the structure is completely
appropriate the temple is small before the additions of recent years it
was even smaller a tiny pearl in a vast tropical setting the buildings size
makes its architectural presence all the more remarkable fig i1 the archi-
tects builders gardeners and artists somehow managed to endow this
structure with an aura of dignity and grandeur that transcends its modest
dimensions to express its greater symbolic and spiritual importance A com-
parison with the provo utah temple illustrates the success of this building
in appearing larger than life although the two buildings seem similar in
size when seen from afar the hawaii temple as originally constructed is

only one tenth as large
for those of us interested in how sacred places are created places

with a feeling of holiness and significance the hawaii temple has valu-
able lessons to teach the story of the creation of this evocative building is

fascinating and at times surprising the characters in this story span virtu-
ally the whole sweep of mormon history when president joseph FE smith
proposed its construction he was approaching his eightieth birthday
some of the designers and artists he called upon to realize his vision were
young enough to be his great grandchildren the prophet born in mis-
souri raised in nauvoo orphaned by the martyrdom at carthage and
matured on the trail to utah employed people on this project who would
live through the 198osipsosipsas

BYU studies 39 no 4 2000 165
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FIG i1 Hhawaiihiihilii temple with original landscaping and entrance pavilions ca 1940

houses of the lord

although the hawaii temple had its beginnings in 1915 many of the
basic concepts that would shape its form antedate it by several decades
when the temple was proposed to the membership of the church in the
october 1915 general conference there were only four functioning temples
in the church all were in utah and all had been initiated by brigham
young these structures were arguably the finest artistic achievements of
mormon pioneer times despite poverty isolation and persecution the
latter day saints had built magnificent monuments of their faith and per-
severance the massive stone walls and graceful towers evoked both the
strength of castles and the aspiration of cathedrals two popular images in
nineteenth century european and american architecture their interiors
gave literal form to the phrase house of the lord with rooms decorated
like the great halls of a royal palace

all of these buildings had been originally planned as meetinghouse
temples composed principally of large meeting rooms one above the
other in the late 1870sisyosisbos however shortly after brigham young s death
there was a major change in temple planning church leaders decided to
replace the lower of the two assembly rooms with a series of impressive
ordinance rooms for the presentation of the endowment 1 worshipers
would move through five rooms during the ceremony some of which
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were ornamented with murals providing appropriate settings for various
parts of the sacred rituals the exteriors of the buildings which had
already been designed when the new interior plan was adopted did not
reveal this more complicated arrangement the rows of windows and
moldingsfoldingsmoldings continued to imply that the temples were composed oftwoof two large
rooms much like the earliest temples at kirtland and nauvoo

the salt lake temple the first ofthoseorthoseof those four utah temples to be started
was the last to be finished forty years later in 1893 its completion coincided
with the end of an era in church history the passing of the founding gen-
eration of pioneers and leaders the virtual closing of the frontier the
official discontinuation of plural marriage and the emergence of utah
from isolation to statehood in the two decades that followed as utah and
the church entered the american cultural mainstream latter day saint
architecture reflected an attempt to define an acceptable and progressive
image for the church in this very different world meetinghousesMeetinghouses appeared
with elements taken from a wide variety of styles ranging from gothic
towers and byzantine arches to greek columns and renaissance domes on
the block next to temple square work began on a complex of administra-
tion buildings clothed in fashionable corporate classicism as respectable as
a government and solid as a bank

A new style of architecture

in 1912 during this period of renewed confidence and prosperity
church leaders announced plans to build a new temple the first in thirty
five years to stand in alberta canada for the design of the first temple in
the new century they held an architectural competition to seek the advice
of the leading architects of the church of the fourteen architectural firms
originally involved only seven actually turned in drawings in december
1912 these drawings submitted anonymously to ensure fairness in judg-
ing were put on public display in the new bishops building the first
presidency and the presiding bishopric announced the winner in the
deseret evening news of january i1 1913 2 they passed over several pin-
nacled miniatures of the salt lake temple to choose a daringly modern
design by two young salt lake architects hyrum pope a thirty two year old
german immigrant and harold burton just twentyfivetwenty five years old and a salt
lake city born son of english immigrants the architects partnership was
three years old at the time and this was their first major commission

pope and burtonsbartonsBurtons design for the canadian temple was a new archi-
tecturaltectural concept church leaders seeking to avoid needless expense had
recommended against large towers and spires they also reiterated the deci-
sion that a large assembly room was no longer needed 3 As a result the four
major ordinance rooms and the celestial room became the largest spaces in
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the building and their arrangement could shape the temples ultimate
form As designer harold burton pondered this situation he arrived at a

brilliant architectural composition that was perfectly logical and simple
the four ordinance rooms would be arranged around the center like the
spokes of a wheel each one a few steps higher than the one before with
the celestial room in the center at the very top of the building the bap-
tismal font would be in the center of the lower level directly below the
celestial room individuals participating in a temple session would pass
through all four ordinance rooms in an ascending spiral finally they
would enter the central celestial room a tall space with light coming down
from high windows above the roofs oftheodtheof the other rooms on the exterior the
four ordinance rooms would form four arms of a cross each arm pointing
in one oftheodtheof the cardinal directions with the higher celestial room providing
a suggestion of a tower in the center four minor wings containing stairs
and rest rooms would project diagonally between the arms oftheodtheofthe cross fig 2

the architectural style of the building was a blend of the influence of the
modern american architect frank lloyd wright and elements of ancient
american ruins 4

A temple in hawaii

when president joseph FE smith returned from hawaii in 1915 to
announce his decision to build a temple there he turned again to pope and
burton to serve as architects he asked them to design a smaller version of
the alberta temple for the site on the church s plantation at lalelaiela ie their
design was ready for publication in 1916 fig 3

5

although the general arrangement of the hawaii temple was similar
to the successful layout of the alberta temple the architects did much
more than create a miniature of their earlier design for one thing good
building stone was not easily available in the islands so they chose to build
with exposed reinforced concrete for aggregate in the concrete they
would use a local crushed volcanic rock the exterior surface would be
cleaned and tooled to a rather smooth texture with a creamy white color
the whole building would thus be monolithic in appearance like an
object carved from a single piece of stone ornamental cornicescornickscornices would be
cast in place from molds in the structural framework making even these
details integral with the buildings walls this was a very progressive build-
ing technique for the time particularly in such a remote location frank
lloyd wright had pioneered this system for his unitarian church in
chicago just ten years earlier

the plan of the temple was a simplified version of the alberta design
the ordinance rooms which accommodated fifty people each about half
the size of those at alberta remained the principal wings of a greek cross
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FIG 2 salt lake city architects hyrum pope and harold burton proposed the daringly
modern design of the alberta temple A smaller modified version of it was constructed
in laielale hawaii photograph ca 1973

FIG 3 architects rendering of the hawaii temple 1916
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a cross with four equal arms where there had been diagonal minor
wings in alberta the hawaii plan replaced them with smaller square ele-

ments this change gave the building a more traditional appearance like a
greek or roman temple with a flat facade the alberta temple had been
perfectly suited to a site in the midst of a prairie looking the same from all

directions by contrast the hawaii temple site was better suited for a build-
ing with a definite front facing the sea and a back toward the mountains

in its architectural style the hawaii temple reflected many of the
same influences as the alberta design it bore a strong resemblance to
wrights unitarian church with its rectilinear form and flat roofs fig 4
more than the alberta temple the hawaii temple also borrowed rather
literally from elements of pre columbian american architecture perhaps
traditional book of mormon connections with polynesia reinforced the
appropriateness of this borrowing As in some of the handsome engravings
in the architects reference book incidents of travel in yucatan the temple
stood on an elevated platform that visitors approached directly on center
the decorative frieze at the top of the temple with three separate carved
panels as shown in the first published drawing seems to have been taken
directly from engravings picturing a building in ancient mexico fig 5

6

for its interior the temple also borrowed ideas from antiquity to
increase its feeling of monumentality the concrete walls along the corri-
dors connecting the ordinance rooms were scored to look as if they were
made of huge blocks of stone As a result the rather small passagewayspassageways and
stairs suggest the feeling that like tunnels through the great pyramids they
are part of a huge solid structure 7

sculptures for the temple

when the architectural designs were refined and plans were com-
pleted construction began under the general direction of samuelofsamuel E woolley
hawaiian mission president and lalj ie plantation manager and under the
direct supervision of his son ralph several talented utah artists were
brought into the process to enrich and ornament the well conceived archi-
tecturaltectural scheme two artists who made important contributions in this
regard were J leo fairbanks age twenty eight already an established
painter and sculptor and his precocious younger brother avard fairbanks
just eighteen years old both were sons ofnotedof noted utah painter J B fairbanks
leo had studied painting and sculpture at columbia university at the uni-
versity of chicago and in paris best known for the crisp bright style of
his paintings he eventually became the head of the art department at ore-
gon state university see the front cover this issue for his painting of the
hawaii temple avard the tenth child in the family was recognized early
as an artistic prodigy he studied at the new york art students league at
age thirteen and a few years later he became the youngest artist ever to
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FIG 5 engraving of an ancient temple at tulumbulum mexico by frederick catherwood
from john L stephenss incidents of travel inin yucatan i2 volsVOIS new york harper and
brothers 1855 many architectural features oftheodtheof the hawaiihawali temple were borrowed from
pre columbian edifices specifically the original rendering for the hawaiihawali temple
echoed the decorative friezes at the top of this building compare fig 3

exhibit work at the prestigious paris salon he had a long and distin-
guished career as one of utahs most well known realist sculptors and was
head of the university of utahs art department the two brothers were
assisted by a talented thirty hivefiveeive year oldoid sculptor from norway torlief
knaphus who worked under their direction and helped to carry out their
designs 8 the fairbanks brothers were commissioned to do sculpture work
for the temple inin fall 1916 by the following summer they had worked out
the designs for much of their work avard had already been in hawaii sev-
eral months working on the baptismal font when leo joined him in july 1917

bringing his new wife with him on a working honeymoon awardsavards fiancee
also came to hawaiihawali to be married and assist her husband in his work

for one so young avard s sculpture work is quite astonishing in its expres-
sive quality the oxen for the baptismal font appear dignified strong and life-
like in their movements perhaps the best ever executed for a temple their
harmonious integration with the architects design for the font gives the
whole composition a marvelously unified sense of religious solemnity
the reliefpanelrelief panelpanei at the head oftheodtheof the reflecting pools titled maternity isis another
sensitive and mature work fig 6 it depicts a polynesian mother sur-
rounded by children and holding a shell that is the source of water and
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therefore life for the temple gardens a poetic and symbolically appro-
priate composition the model for the mother was a faithful local
hawaiian member

the sculpture friezes on the upper portion of the temples exterior
were the most ambitious of the brothers works the original design for
the temple had shown three small panels in this location on each side oftheodtheof the
building with their subjects to be taken from church history however
leo and avard made a different proposal larger in size and theme they
received approval to create four long horizontal panels one for each side
oftheodtheof the building composed of123of123 figures from the old testament the new
testament the book of mormon and early mormon history these
figures were executed in high relief in the style of greek and roman
sculpture that had become popular for victorian public buildings and
monuments fig 7 this important change to the exterior design of the
temple increased its classical feeling in contrast to the more geometrically
modern alberta temple the deep shadows from the tropical sun make
the sculpture panels easy to distinguish even at a distance the two broth-
ers worked together with knaphus through july and august on the full
sized models of these panels leo returned to utah in september leaving
avard to supervise their concrete casting and installation the small
design models for the friezes were placed in the temple chapel and later
cast and displayed opposite the visitors center on the temple grounds

FIGFG 6 this relief
panel at the head of
the temples reflect-
ing pools isis titled
maternity it depicts
a polynesian mother
surrounded by chil
dren and holding a
shell that is the
source ofwaterof water and
tthereforeherefore life for the
temple gardens
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murals for the temple

the story of painting the temple murals is a rather complicated one
mixed with elements of tragedy frustration and success the commission
for the murals in the three ordinance rooms was first given in 1916 to forty
four year old fritzof E weberg he was a convert to the church baptized
in his native country ofnorwayofnorway in 1899 at age twenty six his artistic talents
had come to the attention of church leaders after his immigration to utah
he had completed several mural paintings in utah before being invited to
work in hawaii his realistic and dramatic landscape style reflected his
european training utah painter lewis A ramsey was also commissioned
by the church to go to hawaii to assist weberg ramsey forty one years
old had studied in paris along with J leo fairbanks in 1902 and 1903 and
had established himself in utah as a skilled landscape and portrait painter
the contract he signed with the church to assist weberg reflected the likeli-

hood that a collaboration with the older artist might not be easy it stated
that it is absolutely imperative that ramseyRamseyl work in harmony with FE E

weberg and that his work be done under the immediate direction of
and to the entire satisfaction of said FE E weberg 1I9 en route to hawaii with
weberg ramsey quickly discovered that working harmoniously would be
difficult indeed weberg was irrational at times subject to wide mood
swings and uncontrolled outbursts of temper while the two artists were
visiting the volcano on the island of hawaii weberg became enraged
over sharing some of Ramseyramseyss sketching materials and seemed on the verge
of violenceofviolence 10

the situation was serious enough for the hawaiian mission leaders to
cable the first presidency on january 2219171917 for instructions they wrote
that weberg was at times very disgruntled at church and says he cant
work with utah people and that he was willing to complete the paintings
but not as a member of the church the reply from salt lake city was

short and clear send weberg home 11 A followupfollow up letter authorized
ramsey to complete the contract as though nothing had happened some
bitter feelings resulted from this unfortunate incident with weberg mak
ing accusations about ramsey and ramsey being obliged to defend him-
self three years later an ogden judge declared weberg insane and
committed him to the state mental hospital 12 ironically ramsey felt that
his association with weberg resulted in his being passed over for future
temple commissions while weberg apparently fully recovered received
the commission for the creation room in the arizona temple a few years later

in january and february 1917 ramsey developed his sketches for the
murals he completed all three rooms before returning home in the early
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summer some photographs of these murals have survived in ramsey s

scrapbook 13 in the murals for the creation and garden rooms the ocean
and tropical foliage suggested local hawaiian scenery for the lone and
dreary world however the scene shifted to the rocky mountains com-
plete with deer and bears sadly the murals were as ill fated as the artists
relationship ramsey had recommended against mounting the canvas for
the murals directly on the walls fearing moisture problems but was over-
ruled his fears proved to be justified not long after his departure in sum-
mer 1917 the newly completed murals began to deteriorate from moisture
and mold

providentially another talented artist appeared on the scene at the
right moment A twenty four year old missionary named leconte stewart
had recently arrived in the hawaiian mission already an accomplished
painter he had received excellent training at the new york art students
league during his ocean voyage and his spare moments in hawaiihawal stewart
painted some charming views of the ocean and the islands stewart had
met architect harold burton in salt lake city before his mission and had the
chance to renew his acquaintance during burtonsbartonsBurtons 1917 visit to hawaii
according to stewart burton watched him paint some children playing on
the adieldiela ie beach and was impressed with his ability the two talented young
men spent hours talking about artistic philosophy and found that they
thought much alike burton recommended that stewart be placed in
charge of the interior painting of the temple and other decorative work 14

in collaboration with the architects stewart prepared miniature
sketches for new creation room murals a series of long narrow panels
framed in moldingsfoldingsmoldings rather than filling the whole walls this decorative
approach integrated the paintings with the horizontal moldingsfoldingsmoldings around
the room in a manner similar to interiors by frank lloyd wright and some
contemporary european architects stewart made a model of the creation
room with these murals and sent it to the first presidency for approval 15

several weeks later he received word to proceed eventually he completed
the creation and garden rooms and assisted in selecting carpets furniture
and paint colors for the temples interior with his missionary status
changed he received permission for his fiancee to come to hawaii to join
him the couple were married and the new bride began teaching second
grade at the church school in laieldielaleadie in later years stewart also painted
murals in the alberta and arizona temples and pursued a distinguished
career as a landscape painter and art teacher he served for many years as
chairman of the art department at the university of utah and when he
died at age ninety nine in 19901990 he was widely considered the dean of
utah landscape painters
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the interior of the temple

stewartsstewards murals were painted in a different style from ramseysRamseys stewart
had learned the impressionist technique pioneered in france by such
artists as monet renoir and seurat like the french and american
impressionist masters stewart sometimes used small brush strokes of
unblended pure colors to build up his images thus imparting to them a
shimmering quality a technique called pointillism he used this tech-
nique particularly well in the creation murals where the unfocused broken
brush strokes in the early panels of the earthearths s formation give way to more
detailed and realistic depictions of the later events of the creation the
larger and lusher paintings in the garden room depict a paradise that
resembles the hardwood forests of the eastern states where stewart had
studied landscape painting

meanwhile church leaders in salt lake city arranged for alma B

wright professor of art at the LDS university to go to hawaii to assist
with the mural work wright at forty one was the same age as ramsey he
had studied in paris at the same time as ramsey and leo fairbanks during
that time wright had been honored by having some of his work displayed
in the paris salon in utah he had become well known for his portraits in
hawaii wright painted in the world room and the baptistry his murals of
the lone and dreary world were done in a hard lined style quite different
from stewarts work they depict broken rocky mountains storm swept
landscapes gnarled trees and wild beasts in combat some of the back-
ground areas have a softer more impressionistic feeling suggesting stewartsstewards
assistance or retouching of those places wrights six paintings in the
arches of the baptistry depict gospel principles and ordinances in a colorful
illustration style

the completed ordinance rooms were carpeted with heavy velvet
pile rugs the windows were draped with japanese silk unpolished oak
moldingsfoldingsmoldings ornamented most of the major rooms one of the sealing
rooms was paneled in precious hawaiian koa wood 16 the high windows
in the celestial room were leaded in a geometric pattern in the style of
frank lloyd wright the furniture for the temple was made by fetzer
furniture in salt lake city to the architects specifications in keeping
with the temples architecture the chairs and tables were straight and
geometric like the furniture of frank lloyd wright and other mod-
ernistsernistsernistats the furniture was made of oak to match the architectural wood-
work with some contrasting wood inlays on more prominent pieces
this furniture must have complemented the architecture in a sophisti-
cated harmony that has been lost in later years as the furniture has been
replaced with more massive elaborate and colorful pieces and the oak
moldingsfoldingsmoldings have been painted
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A paradise

it is easy to forget that laielale was not always covered with lush tropical
foliage photographs of the churchschurche plantation show much of the land in
cultivation mostly in sugarcanesugarcane with the rest of the area rather barren see

leconte stewards painting of laielale this issue back cover As the temple
took shape in this open landscape it must have looked small and lonely the
architects worked out a brilliant design for the temple grounds to remedy
this impression their grand conception of the temple as the climax of an
arrangement of terraces reflecting pools waterfalls and tropical plants
arranged along a formal axis was one of their most powerful ideas a con-
cept that would take many years ofpatient care to realize completely fig 8

from the driveway and gatehousesgatehouses at the lower end oftheodtheof the site to the delicate
fern houses and pergola behind the temple everything was composed in a
unified symmetrical scheme in selecting the plants the architects had the
assistance of joseph FE rock botanist oftheodtheof the college of hawaiiofhawaii who volun-
teered his services rock had traveled extensively visiting the exotic gardens
of india among other places and contributed his expertise in tropical plant
selection couple missionaries planted the lawns from small starts

the enduring value of the temple builders work is evident in the
temple s ability to inspire awe and admiration through the decades its design
achieved a sense of timelessness that has not gone out of fashionoffashion As the gar-
dens have matured and the outbuildingsbuildingsout have expanded the temple has
continued to dominate its surroundings architect harold burton returned
to hawaii in the i96os196os to design the expanded visitors center facilities pre-
serving the strict symmetry of the gardens through the extravagant device of
balancing the portico of the large visitors center building with an equally
large portico to an open courtyard on the opposite side the great axis of
the garden from the temple to the sea received its logical completion with the
construction of hale laala a boulevard down to temple beach the basic idea of
placing the temple at the climax of an axial composition proved to be flexible

enough to allow for change and growth as the plantation buildings and fields

disappeared and a town grew in their place

the temple and its grounds demonstrate the spiritual power of an
artistic vision this small building could have become an insignificant
structure lost in the development of later years however the quality of its
design the artistic success of its decorations and the beauty and arrange-
ment of its gardens have all combined to make it a memorable landmark
for both the church and hawaii it is a kind of artistic miracle that in this
remote place at a time when relatively few latter day saints lived outside
utah the builders were able to make this small temple into a fitting symbol
of their grandest spiritual hopes and ideals a vision of harmony and
completeness in the gardens of paradiseofparadise
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paul L anderson paul andersonbyuedu is head of design at the brigham
young university museum ofartobartofarnartann he received a BA from stanford university in 1968
and a march masters of architecture at princeton university in 1972 this article
appears as a chapter in voyages ofoffalthfaithfeithfaithfelth explorations in mormon pacific history ed
grant underwood provo utah brigham young university press 2000 for more
information see p 228

the hawaii temple is a subject that will be featured in an exhibition at the
brigham young university museum of art mormon modeanemoderneMo derne new directions in

latter day saint architecture 1910 55 paul L anderson is the curator of the exhibit
which runs from march i to september 15 2001

i1 C mark hamilton the salt lake temple A monument to a people salt
lake city university services 1983 54 55

2 approved design for temple in alberta province deseret evening news
january i1 1913 9

3 diary presiding bishops office no 4 presiding bishopric journals
1912 ppap 26 27 church archives the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints
salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

4 harold W burton to randolph W linehan may 201969 LDS church
archives

5 john H widtsoeWidtsoe the temple in hawaii improvement era 19 septem-
ber 1916 953 58

6 john lloyd stephens incidents of travel in yucatan i2 volsVOIS new york
harper and brothers 1858 2390

7 some of frederick catherwoodsCathe rwoods illustrations of the interior of pre
columbian temples show this effect with walls made of large stones see stephens
incidents of travel 2317

8 biographical information about these artists can be found in robert S

olpin dictionary of utah art salt lake city salt lake art center 19801980
9 agreement between L A ramsey and joseph F smith november 28

1916 L A ramsey papers LDS church archives
lo1010 elizabeth ramsey to david 0 mckay june 111119411941 LDS church archives
11 first presidency to ralph woolley letterpress copy books joseph F

smith papers LDS church archives
12 artist adjudged insane salt lake tribune march 2727192091920 9

13 lewis A ramsey scrapbook ca 1897 1940 LDS church archives
14 interview by author with leconte stewart 1983

15 zipporah layton stewart A labor of love 1978 LDS church archives 2

although this reminiscence suggests that both pope and burton were in hawaii in
1917 the L A ramsey correspondence makes clear that only burton and his wife
were there at that time

16 the koa wood paneling mentioned in early descriptions oftheodtheof the temple was
apparently removed when this sealing room was combined with an adjacent room
to make a single larger space koa wood is a very rare red hardwood



haiku poet

he said he wrote haiku like women sigh
like windows darken gentle with the night
he said he caught the rain of wings in flight
he caught them quick and low and freed them high
all night he whispered over the cool stones
the stars pour their crystal tears freezing the
moonlight the words rang out inside his bones
and sang his blood his pulse an orchestra
no one could hear the song behind his eyes

although his breathing swayed beneath its weight
and then the breeze came lifting low and late
through his lit window from the murmuring skies

he said soft you know when death comes A few
poems stir like wind they sing inside you

marilyn nelson

this poem tied for second place in the BYU studies 1999
poetry contest



returning

we can always come here again
my six year old assures me balanced
on the corpse of a fallen ponderosa
on its way to becoming black soil

she peels back the bark and brushes away
the rotting wood digested it seems by mites
A muscular hoar haired grain is exposed
I1 move my fingers along the resilient core

no I1 think we can never come back to this
earth will embrace the tree and this girl
will shed her skin before I1 wake again

george handley

this poem tied for second place in the BYU studies
1999 poetry contest
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ROGER E OLSON the story of christian theology twenty centuries of
tradition and reform downers grove ill111111.ililiiiii intervarsityintervarsity press 1999 652 ppap
notes index 349934.993499

reviewed by david L paulsen

As the church of jesus christ of latter day saints grows in influence
and visibility throughout the world interfaith conversations will no doubt
increase 1 unfortunately too few latter day saints have sufficient knowl-
edge of traditional christian theology to carry on any but the most super-
ficial of conversations with adherents of other faiths roger E olsons new
book the story of christian theology twenty centuries of tradition and
reform can serve as a reliable resource for closing this knowledge gap

the story of christian theology is a very reader friendly book while
the author a professor of theology at baylor university s george W truett
theological seminary sees his book as a refresher course for christian
clergy his audience is primarily the untutored christian layperson or stu-
dent 14 the author hopes to contribute to christian discipleship by
increasing theological understanding 11 12 to this end olson writes in a
clear and engaging style he recounts the history of christian theology in
story form presenting over eighteen centuries of christian thinkers who
had in their theologizingtheolog izing as they saw it nothing less than humanity s eter-
nal salvation at stake

olson begins this epic history in the middle of the second century
continues it to the present and even envisions how the story might unfold
in the future the book sacrifices depth for breadth but successfully holds
the reader s interest and gives a clear and comprehensive grasp of mainline
christian theology

this booksbows twenty seven chapters divide into nine sections or parts
the titles of these parts help readers follow the narrative s main plots and
subplotssubplots which olson unfolds in a sweeping dramatic style the open-
ing act conflicting christian visions in the second century presents the
books central theme conflict subsequent parts build on this theme as can
be seen in the following titles the plot thickens third century tensions
and transformations A great crises rocks the church the controversy
about the trinity another crises shakes the church the conflict over
the person of christ conflict becomes permanently divisive in part five

A tale of two churches the great tradition divides between east and
west part six the saga of the queen of sciences scholastics revive
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and enthrone theology shows how scholars and clerics attempted to
eliminate sources ofofdivisivenessdivisiveness the futility of this attempt becomes clear
in the bookbows s final three parts A new twist in the narrative the western
church reforms and divides the center of the story falls apart
protestants follow diverse paths and the overall plot divides liberals
and conservatives respond to modernity thus as can be seen by these
titles a theme of theological tension pervades the book this is a study of
theologies that motivated dissension dissension that olson believes has
peaked rather than subsided as christianity begins a new millennium

five fundamental presuppositions olson says drive his book first is

the assumption that beliefs matter olson argues that theology is inevitable
insofar as a christian or anyone else seeks to think coherently and intel-
ligentlyli about god indeed he claims there can be no vital dynamic
faithful christian discipleship completely devoid of doctrinal understand-
ing 16 second sometimes beliefs matter too much leading to needless
divisions among christians and inexcusable burnings drownings and
beheadings of people judged to be heretics olson finds no excuse for
such behavior and wants readers to believe similarly 17 third christian
beliefs are not all equally important some being dogmas such as the
incarnation and the trinity some doctrines for example the proper
mode of baptismofbaptism and some merely theological opinions the exact nature
of angels olson concentrates his narrative on the important beliefs
primarily the dogmas secondarily the doctrines 17 18 fourth the ideas
of christian thinkers who lived between new testament times and today
are very important olson sees his work as a foil to a revisionist movement
of the 198osip8os that sought to deny the existence of any kind of main line of
influential thinkers in christian history 18 and fifth god is providen-
tially at work in establishing his people in truth and reforming theology
when needed the story of christian theology claims olson is much more
than a mere human story as critics have charged he thus rejects histori-
cism the assumption that all ideas are reducible to cultural or historical
contexts in favor of faith in god s providential guidance not necessarily
control of all events 21 in olson s view god has never been absent
from the church even in the dark eras when truth s light shone dimly 22
thus the hero of the story is not constantine or athanasius as great
and as influential as they were but god himself 22

throughout his telling of the story olson interjects his own meta
commentary the following points ofthisorthisof this metacommentarycommentarymeta are of particularofparticular

interest to latter day saints i1 an explanation of the emergence of theol-
ogy as a function of the loss of apostolic authority 2 an acknowledgment
of the profound influence of greek philosophy in the shaping of that the-
ology 3 an admission that in that particular theological development
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doctrines were formulated and accepted which lacked any explicit biblical
basis 4 a discussion oftheodtheofthe perennial conflict between monergism salvation
is all gods doing and synergism salvation requires human cooperation
and his identification of this conflict as the most important yet to be
resolved issue in christian theology and finally 5 predictions as to how the
story will continue to unfold it is on these five points of metacommentarycommentarymeta
that I1 focus my attention

the passing of the apostles and an emergence of theology

interestingly olson openly recognizes that christian theology in a
strict sense did not begin until after the time of christ the apostles were
men and women of early christianity with tremendous prestige and
authority they were eyewitnesses of jesus or at least persons closely con-
nected with his ministry or the ministries of his disciples while they were
alive there was no need for theology in the same sense as afterward 25
however with the death of john the beloved christianity entered into a

new era for which it was not entirely prepared for no longer would it be
possible to settle doctrinal or other disputes by turning to an apostle 25

2

in the middle of the second century theological reflection arose in
response to confusion caused by a cacophony of conflictingconflict inglingi voices
within the christian church and to challenges of the church s beliefs raised
by outside critics 23 the need had arisen for orthodoxy or a definitive
statement of christian theological correctness 23

the influence of philosophy on the formation of christian theology

olson candidly acknowledges that the story of christian theology is

deeply influenced by philosophybyphilosophy especially greek hellenistic philosophy
54 italics in original and explains how and why this philosophical

biblical synthesis came about at the same time olson wonders nay worries
whether this greek influence has not been altogether too great 3

olson traces greek influence on christian theology back to philo a

first century alexandrian jew who attempted to wed judaism and greek
philosophy 55 in particular philo attempted to explain the old testa-
ment idea of god in terms of the highest levels of greek theology which
described god as simple substance completely free of body parts or pas-
sions immutable unchangeable and eternal timeless 57

according to olson philo s portrayal oftheodtheof the god oftheodtheof the bible applying
within categories of both greek philosophy and christian theology
appealed to jews christians and romans alike philo s approach to jew-
ish thought was already widely accepted though not without controversy
among jews oftheodtheof the diaspora and christian apologists oftheodtheof the second century
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built on that foundation in order to show a similar consistency between the
best of hellenistic thought and their own fairly sophisticated versions of
the christian message 55 these apologists sought to defend the truth
ofchristianity on the basis of the philosophies of platonism and stoicism
that made up the common greek philosophy of much of the roman
empire in the second century 56 the apologies were intended to con-
vert educated romans just as philos philosophy was targeted at educated
jews philos work was thus the jewish precedent for the second century
christian apologists task of persuasively communicating christian ideas
to educated and reflective romans they were simply standing on philos
shoulders and building a hellenistic christian superstructure on his
hellenistic jewish foundation 57

while a few second century apologists like tertullian rejected formu-
lating christian beliefs within a greek philosophical framework most
writers attempted just such a formulation in order to influence relatively
humane roman emperors such as marcus aurelius and antoninus pius to
take christianity seriously if not as true most christian apologists
wrote open letters to these and other emperors and officials of the roman
empire in which they attempted to explain the truth about christian belief
and behavior they thus created the basic method of traditional chris-
tian theology 58

olson believes that the second century apologists reliance on greek
philosophical theology was in many respects for the worse he instances
this concern in his discussion ofathenagoras ofofathensathens the second century
christian apologist who draws most explicitly on greek philosophy in
A plea for the christians an open letter to emperor marcus aurelius
athenagorasAthenagoras writes

that we are not atheists therefore seeing that we acknowledge one god
uncreated eternal invisible impassible incomprehensible illimitable who
isis apprehended by the understanding only and the reason who isis encomenbom
passed by light and beauty and spirit and power ineffable by whom the uniuni-
verse has been created through his logos and set inin order and isis kept inin
being I1 have sufficiently demonstrated quoted inin olson 62

olson comments

interesting to note isis how athenagorasAthen agoras described the god christians
believe inin while there isis no debate about the biblical basis of such divine
attributes as uncreated and eternal and few would question that god isis
invisible apart from the incarnation inin jesus christ many christian

scholars have questioned whether athenagorasAthenagoras was perhaps unduly influenced
by greek ideas of divinity when he characterized god as impassible incainca-
pable of suffering or emotional feeling and incomprehensible beyond
human understanding especially when he affirmed that the god christians
believe inin isis apprehended by the understanding only and the reason
doubts arisearise about the relative weight of hebrew versus greek thinking inin his
doctrine of god 62
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moreover olson suggests that such christian notables as clement of
alexandria origen augustine and thomas aquinas were likewise unduly
influenced by greek philosophical understanding of clement olson writes

more than any other early christian writer clement ofalexandriaofalexandria valued the
integration of christian faith with the best learning oftheodtheof the day his motto was

all truth is gods truth wherever it may be found and he attempted to
bring together those stray rays of divine light that he believed were diffused
throughout the various philosophical and religious systems while submitting
all to the overriding authority of the hebrew scriptures allegorically inter-
preted of course and the apostolic tradition 87

nevertheless clements theology tipped the scale in favor of greek
philosophy

clements god was like the god of greek philosophy a bare unity without
parts or passions that cannot even be described except negatively and who
can only relate to the world of nature and history through an intermediate
being called the logos clements doctrine of god is a third century echo
and elaboration of second century apologist athenagorass teaching both
belong to that line of christian thought that subtly shaped the christian idea
of god to fit greek philosophical speculation go90

clement and other christian middle platonists in turn profoundly
influenced origen perhaps the greatest oftheodtheof the earlier christian speculative
theologians olson asserts that

the place to begin any attempt to understand origensbrigensOrigens doctrine of god and
why it became a troubling legacy for the church is to examine his view of
gods nature and attributes for him god is spirit and mind simple
uncompounded incorporeal immutable and incomprehensible god is
simple substance without body parts or passions 108108 9

when he turned to scripture and its interpretation origen showed his true
alexandrian colors by emphasizing the spiritual meaning of much of it and
the allegorical method of its interpretation log106

one of origensbrigensOrigens purposes in allegorical interpretation was to relieve the
unbearable pressure put on christians by skeptics like the pagan writer celsus
who ridiculed many old testament stories as absurd and improper to
god long before origen or even clement of course the jewish scholar
philo had already set the trend in alexandria for relieving this pressure such
passages that seem to describe god in ways unworthy of divine being are not
to be taken literally they are for example anthropomorphismsanthropornorphisms in which god
is being described in human images as having hands and feet or they are alle-
gories in which god is being described in human images as having certain
emotions that greeks would consider absolutely contrary to divine alatheiaapatheiaapatheia
serenity and self sufficiency origen joined celsus in ridiculing the literal

interpretations of many such passages as absurd and impossible log106106 7

olson concludes that like philo and the second century christian apolo-
gists origen was unduly influenced by the greek philosophical theism of
the platonic tradition 107
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thus the pattern was set later theologians relied on the writings of
theologians before them augustine was profoundly influenced by christian
platonistsplatopiatonistsfists such as origen and ambrose although augustine rejected the
impersonality of the god of greek philosophical theology he accepted for
worse in olsons view that strand of the greek view that portrayed god as
a timeless impassible all determining reality 342

the merger of christian theology and greek philosophy culminated in
the writings of thomas aquinas by the late middle ages greek philosoph-
ical assumptions had become necessary conditions to christian theology
olson concludes that aquinas allowed his natural theology to determine
his doctrine ofgodof god and that the portrait ofgodof god that evolves out ofitmofitof it
seems quite foreign to the god of the scriptural narrative who genuinely
grieves and sorrows and even repents relents when people praypray 342

the formulation and acceptance of doctrines without biblical basis

according to olson christian theologians heavy use of greek philosophilosof

phy in forming their conception of god led to the standardization of cer-
tain beliefs that could not be explicitly found in christian sources gio610glo060610

these beliefs included creaticcreatio ex nihilonichilo creation out of nothing gods tri-
unity and the fully developed idea of the incarnation as a hypostatic union
of two natures gio610glo060610 nonetheless olson hastens to add his own view that
the lack ofa biblical base for these doctrines does not take anything way from
their truth it is only to say that they represent the second order language
of the church the first order language is the language of revelation glo610gio060610

monergism versus synergism the perennial debate

monergism and synergism name the two most fundamental theologi-
cal responses to the cluster of questions about salvation origen adopted a

synergistic position

he emphasized the free participation of the human person and the absolute
necessity of gods grace apart from any predestination or determination of
persons free choices

Ssalvationalvation is seen as a lifelong process of gradual transformation in
which human will and energy cooperates freely with divine grace in the hope
that eventually the person will reflect gods glory and participate in gods
immortal nature 112

on the other hand augustine emphasized gods absolute sovereignty
and mans total depravity in his championing ofaofa radical form ofmonergism

augustine ended up attempting to refute not only pelagiussPelagiuss alleged heresy of
sinless perfection apart from assisting grace but also all forms of synergism
by the end of his life and career augustine would allow only his own moner-
gism as the basis of an orthodox doctrine of salvation 271
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both brigensorigensOrigens synergism and augustine s monergism have reverber-
ated down through the centuries augustinesaugustinasAugustines formulation profoundly
impacted martin luther ulrich zwingli john calvin and other magis-
terial reformers while modes of origen s synergism have been champi-
oned by scholastic reformers as well as by such notables as jacobus
arminius and john wesley

according to olson the essence of luther s contribution to reformed
theology was his consideration of salvation as a free gift of divine mercy
for which the human person can do nothing 338380330380 luther regarded the
belief in human free will as

just one more manifestation of human pride standing against the cross that
proclaims human helplessness his theology of the cross also led him to
a passionate defense oftheodtheof the doctrine ofpredestinationofpredestination monergism ofsalvaof salva-
tion which he considered very strong wine and solid food for the
strong 388338382 83

zwingli also held to a strong version of predestination emphatically
rejecting the medieval catholic view that god foreordainsforeordains to heaven or hellhenheilheii
on the basis ofhisochisofhis foreknowledge oftheodtheofthe free decisions ofhisochisofhis creation rather
as olson interprets zwingliszwinklisZwinglis view god knows because he predetermines
and zwingli does not hesitate to affirm that those individuals who end up
damned forever in hell are also eternally damned by god for that fate 403

similarly calvins monergism closely mirrored that of augustine
luther and zwingli 410 calvin affirmed that god ordained from eter-
nity those whom he wills to embrace in love and those upon whom he
wills to vent his wrath as quoted in olson 411

monergism s monopoly on belief was not secure Syngersyngerismsyngenismism was
revived by the dutch reformed theologian jacob james arminius
0550156001501560 1609 whose teachings created a deep split within the reformed
community see olson 454 72 he and his followers

vehemently denied that monergism is the only view of gods relationship
with fallen sinful human beings that does justice to salvation as a sheer gift
while rejecting unconditional election and irresistible grace they upheld the
central protestant principles and affirmed that christs righteousness is im-
puted to sinners for their salvation on account of faith alone 455

in response to the arminian controversy calvinists of the second half
of the sixteenth century developed a system of thought consisting of five

points which later became known by the acronym TULIPTULIRtulietulle these points
were pronounced and made official doctrine of the dutch reformed
churches at the synod ofofdortoffortdort 1618 19 olson summarizes the five points
as follows

total depravity Hhumansumans are dead in trespasses and sins before god sov-
ereignly regenerates them and gives them the gift of salvation this usually
implies a denial of free will
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unconditional election god chooses some humans to save before and
apart from anything they do on their own this leaves open the question of
whether god actively predestinespredestinedpredestines some to damnation or merely leaves them
to their deserved damnation

limited atonement christ died only to save the elect and his atoning death
is not universal for all of humanity

irresistible grace gods grace cannot be resisted the elect will receive it and
be saved by it the damned never receive it

perseverance the elect will inevitably persevere unto final salvation eternal
security 440460460

with these five points officially endorsed reformed protestants
everywhere olson says tended to accept them though arminiansArmin ians who
rejected all five points were excommunicated and exiled from holland 459
nevertheless as olson points out arminianism survived and flourished
elsewhere

though politically suppressed and later marginalizedmarginali2ed in the country of its

birth arminianism took root and flourished on english soil in the late six-
teenth century many leaders of the church of england at first sympathized
with it and then openly espoused it even though the church of Englands
thirty nine articles of religion includes affirmation of predestination
arminianism became a permanent option within the anglican tradition
the early methodist movement founded by john and charles wesley and
many early baptists represented an evangelical type of arminianismofarminianism while
the deistsfeists and liberal protestant thinkers of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries represented a liberal or naturalistic type of arminianism
through these movements arminian theology gradually filtered into the
mainstream of protestant thought in england and the united states much
to the chagrin of more traditional reformed protestants 472

distressingly for olson the ancient dispute between monergism and
synergism is again threatening to further divide protestants olson explains

just when evangelical christians in britain and north america think the
great theological debate among them over monergism and synergism is

passepss6 it breaks out again As this book is being written the old controversy
between evangelical arminiansArminians like wesley and evangelical calvinists like
edwards and whitefield is threatening to break out anew as evidenced in the
formation of reformed renewal movements such as christians united for
reformation CURE and the alliance of confessing evangelicalsEvange licals both
groups of evangelical theologians pastors and evangelists see arminian the-
ology as a bane on evangelicalism s existence and seek to elevate monergism
in the augustinian calvinist puritan tradition as the norm for evangelical
orthodox 636 n 214

given the persistent and divisive debate between monergists and synergists
no wonder olson identifies gods relationship to human beings as one of
the major unresolved issues for theological reformers to work on 612
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the unfinished story of christian theology

the existence of such major unresolved issues coupled with the
emergence in our time of a radical plurality of christian movements and
voices leads olson to acknowledge that the story of christian theology is

not finished and that the contemporary age is a transitional one 611

he argues

for all the interest and spice that pluralism adds to the story it cannot con-
tinue without some rediscovery of a central focus holding all the diverse the-
ologies together as christian many observers would argue quite rightly that
the worldwide church of jesus christ is overdue for a new reformation this
time that reformation will need to be a reassertion of basic or mere chris-
tianity that strikes a healthy balance between experiencing god and knowing
about god intellectually A new reformer oftheodtheof the universal church is needed
a great spiritual thinker must step forward to provide a new unifying vision
ofchristian theology that is solidly based on divine revelation consistent with
the great tradition of the church and spiritually re invigorating 611 12

olson is of the opinion that the european and north american wells of
spiritual and theological renewal have run dry and need to be refreshed
from new sources 612 the needed theological prophet olson sug-
gests may well arise from the younger christian churches ofasiaocasiaof asiaasla africa
and latin america 612 A vision of christian theology unfettered by
now outmoded modern thought forms may have to arise from a non-
western christian source if the story of christian theology is to move on
into the twenty first century and third millennium with new vigor and
vitality 612

conclusion

As christians move into a new millennium they have seemingly come
milfullmiifuli circle indeed the cacophony of contemporary christian voices seems
even more diverse than that which gave rise to christian theologystheologastheologys birth in
the second century see chapter 35 contemporary theology struggles
with diversity in the story of christian theology roger E olson has
poignantly chronicled what happened to christian thought following the
passing of the apostles his hope that a new theologian will arise to bring
unity out of the present diversity seems more poignant still for as his own
version of the story convincingly shows no such christian theologian
regardless of his intellectual gifts has ever been able to unify christianity
what seems then to be really needed perhaps desperately so is not for
god to send more theologians but for the world once again to look to reve-

lation through apostles and prophets who like the apostles of the first
century church can resolve doctrinal disputes not as the scribes but as

olson himself points out as ones having authority 25
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david L paulsen daviddaviclpaulsenbyuedupaulsenbyuedu is professor of philosophy at brigham
young university he holds a phd in philosophy from the university of michigan

1975 and a JD from the university of chicago law school 1964

1 recent instances in print include craig L blomberg and stephen E robinson
how wide the divide A mormon and an evangelical in conversation downers grove
ill111111.iliiiilii intervarsityInterVarsity press 1997 matthew R connelly and others sizing up the divide
reviews and replies BYU studies 38 no 3 1999 163 90 reviews of blomberg and
robinson how wide the divide FARMS review ofbooksof books ii11 no 2 1999 1 220 the
author of the present review is presently editing an anthology of essays that carries on
interfaith dialogue between twenty two LDS and non LDS scholars the anthology is

provisionally titled twentieth century christian theology launching conversations
between latter day saints and non restoration christians the book will be published
jointly by SUNY and BYU press for a classic instance of interfaithofinterfaith dialogue between an
LDS and a non LDS christian theologian see B H roberts the mormon doctrine of
deity the roberts van der doncktdoncet discussion 1903 reprint salt lake city signature
books 1998

2 compare olsons discussion with chapter one how will it be when none
more saith 1 I saw in hugh nibley the world and the prophets ed john W welch
gary P gillum and don E norton 3dad ed salt lake city deseret book 1987

3 this worry seems to contradict or is at least in tension with olsons claim that
god closely superintendedsuperintendersuper intended the churchschurche development of doctrine

4 compare roger E olsons recent article dont hate me because im armin-
ian christianity today 43 september 661999999 87 94 in the article olson identifies
himself as an arminian and pleads with calvinists not to oust arminiansArminians from evan-
gelical associations



THOMAS E TOONE mahonri young his life and art salt lake city
signature books 1997 xiii 206206 ppap chronology illustrations notes
index 750075.007500

NORMA S DAVIS A song ofjoysof loysjoys the biography ofmahonriof mahonri mackintosh
young sculptor painter etcher provo utah M seth and maurine D

hornehome center for the study ofart brigham young university museum of
art 19993051999 305 ppap illustrations notes index 650065.006500

reviewed by todd A britsch

suppose the moderator of a popular quiz show were to ask the identity
of the following person he visited the studios of both rodin and maillolmaillow

and watched them work he was hailed from across the lobby of the cirque
de paris by ernest hemingway joined a club that boasted theodore roosevelt
as a member and was driven to jack sharkeyssharkeysrSharkeys training camp by jack
dempsey he often had lunch with thornton wilder and was a close
friend of leo stein and his sister gertrude he was delighted when charles
morgan II11 president of amherst wrote that robert frost and morgan
were interested in exhibiting his work at the college he taught a number of
the nations finest young art students was well acquainted with most oftheodtheof the
eight americas leading twentieth century realist painters and married
the daughter of one of the best american impressionists it is unlikely that
these or additional equally impressive clues would lead many to the correct
answer mahonri mackintosh young the salt lake city born sculptor and
painter and grandson of brigham young

such is the fate of this artist who though hailed as one of Arneamericasricas
leading sculptors during his lifetime is known today primarily by a few
specialists and by a small number of utahnsutahna who recognize him as the
sculptor of the brigham young statues at the nations capitolcapital and brigham
young university or as the designer and sculptor of the this Is the place

monument in salt lake city but things are changing for the reputation of
mahonri young after years of consignment to brief mention footnotes
and unpublished academic papers he has recently become the subject of
two thoroughly illustrated books that are certain to make a much larger
audience aware of his multiple artistic contributions the earlier of these
books published in 1997 is by thomas E toone a professor of art history
at utah state university and is based on his 1982 doctoral dissertation at
pennsylvania state university norma S davis the author of the more
recent volume published in 1999 is an emeritus professor of humanities
at brigham young university and the biographer of the american painter
florence kate upton
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mahonri young was born in 1877 to mahonri mornanMorianmonianmoriancurnermoriancumercumercurner and agnes
mackintosh young in salt lake city he lived an apparently idyllic life at
the factory oftheodtheof the deseret woolen mills until his father died when mahonri
was seven after he his mother and his two small brothers moved to the
city he received the first bit of his meager formal education in a home
school and in the twentieth ward school at seventeen he attended his one
day of high school after which he decided to directly pursue his ambition
to become an artist an ambition shared and realized by a surprising num-
ber of his boyhood friends newspaper illustration work and study with
local artists especially james T harwood one of the early utahnsutahna to
study in paris france led him to study at the art students league in
new york city and ultimately to study and work for several years in paris

there young became familiar with a variety of artistic styles including the
revolutionary movements led by picasso and matisse but he rejected most
of modernism and held to what could be called american realism

even after extensive training young was slow in building a reputation
and clientele he and his family he married cecilia sharp in 1907 and
shortly thereafter had two children lived on the edge ofpoverty for a num-
ber of years the youngs spent most of their married life in new york city
and nearby leonia new jersey and mahonri became well integrated into
the new york art scene but despite excellent connections and member-
ships in important artistic associations he belonged to the association of
american painters and sculptors which organized the famous armory
show where he exhibited several works young struggled for commissions
and was pleased with opportunities that artists of later times might dis-

dain he designed exhibits on the hopi apache and navajo tribes for the
museum of natural history and made medals for awards or decorations
for schools

young s reputation as a painter engraver and sculptor slowly grew
and sales ofhisochisof his works eventually brought in a good income in fact he had
few financial difficulties after his marriage in 1931 to J alden wier s daugh-
ter dorothy cecilia died ofcancerof cancer in 1917 but despite his increasing fame
he had to compete vigorously for the two commissions that he desired the
most the monument commemorating the entry of the mormon pioneers
into the great salt lake valley and the statue of brigham young that the
state of utah intended to place in the capitol in washington DC he was
successful in both instances he was still trying to undertake additional
projects when he died in 1957 at the age of eighty in addition to his other
numerous awards he received the singular honor ofbeingofbeing made a member
of the american academy of arts music and literature in the years just
prior to his death
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both of the recent books tell mahonri youngs story quite effectively
but davis adds significant information that toonesboones book lacks with the
exception of masters theses the beginnings of serious scholarship on
young go back to a dissertation that wayne K hinton presented to the
brigham young university history department in 1974 while hinton had
access to some of the young materials now housed in the harold B lee
library that collection was unfortunately quite disorganized resulting in
errors in chronology and detail in his work toone seems to have relied on
much oftheodtheof the same material but since the time oftoone s dissertation work
a great number of documents have been discovered and librarians at BYU
have organized the older material as well davis has taken fullfallfuli advantage of
these rich resources and she provides a great amount of this new informa-
tion in addition she appears to have been an indefatigable researcher
checking sources interviewing family members running down names and
newspaper interviews identifying figures in photographs in effect leaving
little to guesswork this thoroughness combined with a very sympathetic
writing style makes for a convincing treatment oftheodtheof the biographical material
readers will come away from the book feeling that they have a fuller sense of
the artist his aesthetic preferences and the real challenges of his life

the illustrative material in toone s book is well selected and nicely
reproduced it is a pleasure to see the variety in youngs work and to be able
to note his exceptional draftsmanship and his dynamic use of color A
quick glance at the book is enough to convince readers that mahonri
young was an outstanding artist in several media toone also includes pho-
tographicto documentation of ofyoungsyoungs life and career

daviss song ofjoysof joys is one of the most beautiful scholarly art books that I1

have seen the design work of adrian pulfer and matt scherer is extraordi-
nary the page format by my measurement 912vi x 12 allows for impressive
reproductions in addition to providing many images of the artists work
davis has supplied a valuable selection of newly discovered photographs of
young his family and his friends

because publishing art books is very expensive authors often must
forgo desirable features for financial reasons but I1 wish that both books
could have included at least a few more reproductions of works by other
artists appropriately both toone and davis compare youngs works
with european or american artists by whom mahonri was influenced or with
whom they would like to draw a contrast unfortunately the lack of repro-
ductionsduct ions illustrating these comparisons forces the reader to rely on an often
faulty memory or to rush out for reference works

I1 also had a little difficulty with the placement of the illustrations in
both books each author rightly 1I believe has chosen to include figure
numbers to avoid interrupting the flow of the text but occasionally a
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photograph or reproduction is placed several pages before or after the page
where it is discussed I1 found myself looking around in the book to see if
the illustration was included at all perhaps toone and davis could have
employed some kind of parenthetical reference when it seemed important

toonesboones editors did not always serve him well A number of writing
errors have slipped by including dangling modifiers 56 6912019369 i20193 and
others the use of this as a pronoun with an unclear or abstract antecedent
53 9898107107 and quite a few awkward and unclear statements I1 was also

troubled by some oftoonesof toonesboones terminology classical and classic seem to
be used in varying senses sometimes referring to greek or roman
influenced works but elsewhere appearing as synonyms for traditional or
older more disturbing is the designation of delacroix ingres corot and

courbet as impressionists 104 this reference comes in a discussion oftheodtheof the
armory show but if that show used such a strange classification for these
artists toone should surely have let the reader know

the davis text is considerably cleaner it contains a few errors including
quotation marks used with indented quotations 1813318133182182 a misspelling of
dorothy igo190olg190 and a use of medium s when a plural is needed 153 how-
ever the flow of the fine text is generally undisturbed by editing mistakes

the adult mahonri young despite his ancestry and upbringing was
never a participating member of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints he liked cigars and wine and he found it humorous when he had to
go to church twice in one day both toone and davis deal directly with
young s relations with the church and each shows youngs devotion to his
mormon heritage and friends davis is particularly strong in this respect

A final note both books would be stronger if they contained more aes-
thetic analysis ofyoungsofyoungs work they make it clear that young was a signifi-
cant artist but only occasionally tell us what makes his work successful both
authors are gifted in critiquing art see for example davis on the seagull
monument 134 and toone s scattered comparative comments I1 would like

to have seen more full scale analysis of the major works

todd A britsch todd britschbyuedu is professor of humanities at brigham
young university he earned his BA in 1962 at BYU he received his MA in 1965 and
phd in 1966 both from florida state university



DAVID L CLARK ed ofheavenof heaven and earth reconciling scientific thought
with LDS theology salt lake city deseret book 1998 234 ppap introduc-
tion notes index 189518.951895

reviewed by noel L owen

I1 joined the LDS church about twentyfivetwenty five years ago in a fairly rural
part ofmaleswalesofwalesmaies As I1 was a new convert living in a remote area oftheodtheof the england
birmingham mission gaining access to authoritative church books was as

important to me as was going to church on sunday such books were there
to be devoured in addition as a scientist teaching at a university I1 sought to
correlate my scientific training and understanding with my newly acquired
and burgeoning religious beliefs when I1 obtained a copy of the faith of a
scientist by henry eyring father of the current apostle henry B eyring
I1 felt as excited as if I1 had discovered gold in the nearby hills had this new
book ofheavenof heaven and earth been available then I1 would have accepted
and digested it eagerly but now I1 am older in my church membership and
maybe a little more confident with the questions that commonly arise when
science and religion are discussed the result is that I1 am not quite as

impressed as I1 probably would have been in the 1970s

this edited text contains a remarkably heterogeneous collection of
essays from a remarkably homogeneous group of authors over half are or
have been connected with brigham young university the editor and a
contributor is david L clark a distinguished geologist at the university
of wisconsin the other essay writers comprise six other geologists or
earth scientists two physicists one chemist and one medical doctor A more
complete collection of authorsofauthors might have included experts in several other
scientific fields

on the whole the essays are well written and are not burdened with a
plethora of scientific terminology and jargon or with an obvious personal
bias they contain some interesting facts and comparisons and some rep-
resent very thoughtful presentations relating to science and religious belief
fortunately the classic contribution by henry eyring on the six worlds in
which we live is included along with other more personal how I1 overcame
the difficulty of rationalizing my testimony with my sciencescience 11 types of con-
tributions the former introduces the reader to ideas and concepts that are
exciting and mind stretching whereas the main objective oftheodtheof the latter tends
to be to comfort the reader with the knowledge that other scientists some
of them eminent in their fields have struggled with serious doubts but
have been able to overcome them and have developed strong testimonies of
the restored gospel
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for example philip low s essay perspectives on science and reli-
gion discusses the uncertainties that are an essential part of science and
compares these with uncertainties that are inherent in the religious sphere
he also discusses the infinitesimally small probability of life originating
from the accidental superpostition of the appropriate small molecules
concluding that disciples ofbothofboth science and religion require faith experi-
mentation and tolerance

wilford gardnersgardenersGardners article science as a way to god is partially a bio-
graphical account of the author s search for compatibility between his reli-
gious beliefs and his scientific inclination and partially his philosophy
on the differences and similarities between two methods for obtaining
truth the scientific approach and the religious search he concludes that
belief and understanding go hand in hand both in the religious and the

secular spheres of knowledgeofknowledge 85

bart kowallis in his essay things of the earth describes some of the
dating methods used by todaytodays s geologists and how these are used in assess-
ing the age of rocks he explains how latter day saints need not be con-
cerned if scientific data suggests that earth may be over 4.54545 billion years old

the chapter by henry eyring is excerpted from two books written in
the i96os1960s 2 he uses the classic analogy of a ticking watch found far from
human habitation comparing it to the universe one would ask not only
who made this watch but who wound it up 59 he describes the
five different worlds of our physical existence ranging from the sub-
atomic world to the world of the stars but asserts that the sixth world
the spiritual world is necessary to fully understand the other five

william Stokess short essay if there be bounds questions whether
we have discovered all the boundaries of our physical universe and consid-
ers the revelation given to joseph smith in liberty jail dacd&c 12130 32 he
concludes that we have indeed discovered many of the bounds of the
universe and that others will be discovered in this dispensation oftheodtheof the full-
ness of times the most elusive of these is not necessarily discovering the
limits of the universe but grasping with our finite minds that they may not
exist at all the confines of science itself may prevent explanation and such
answers may come only from divine revelation

geologist raymond ethington in his article oh say what Is truth
uses the analogy of a newspaper photograph which has to be viewed from a

certain distance because on closer inspection the image is actually composed
of black dots if viewed from a vantage point that is too close the picture is

lost similarly with the scriptures and geologic evidence we see the same
picture only an image oftheodtheof the real event from imperfect vantage points

in his essay atoms stars and Us hollis johnson provides a fascinat-
ing panorama ranging from the birth of the stars to the generation of the
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elements that constitute matter as we know it he concludes that despite
the marvels of the universe they pale when compared with the importance
of improving our relationship with our heavenly father and learning the
values that govern our lives

in some ways the most unusual essay edwin seegmiller s expansion
of knowledge of human genetics A mormon perspective addresses the
divinity within the human form the author derives the discussion from
his own extensive research as a physician on gouty arthritis and related
maladies and concludes that our bodies are the result of our father in
heavens creative genius although unlike the other essays in this volume
because it is focused on a relatively narrow topic this account of the dis-
coveriesco that led to our present understanding of certain common ailments
makes fascinating reading and is intelligible to nonmedical experts

david clarksclaresciares contribution concerns earth and human history and he
asks if we would get the same result if we could rewind earths history
and record it again he argues that evidence of progress in evolution
strongly indicates the presence of a creator

kent harrisonharrisonsharrlson s essay truth the sum of existence discusses several
topics such as the creation of the universe and the nature of time and space
as well as matter and spirit he points to the lack of common ground
between religious and scientific truth and acknowledges that a full under-
standing of the universe may have to wait for the life beyond

de verle harriss essay refutes claims that mankind is a curse to the nat-
ural earth depleting its resources he concludes with optimistic confidence
in earths ability to sustain us provided we realize we are its stewards

what the authors in this volume have in common is a strong testimony
of the restored gospel of jesus christ and of the doctrine that all truth and
knowledge whether from scientific discovery or from spiritual revelation
will eventually be in total harmony this is a book that those interested in
science will enjoy whether dipping in a chapter at a time or reading it
entirely in a single contemplative sitting

noel L owen noel owenbyuedu is professor of chemistry at brigham young
university he received a bscbac BS at the university ofwalesof wales bangor in 1960 and a
phd from cambridge university in 1964

1 henry eyring the faith ofaoraof a scientist salt lake city bookcraft 1967
2 eyring faith ofaoraof a scientist henry eyring reflections ofaoraof a scientist salt lake city

deseret book 1969



PETER CRAWLEY A descriptive bibliography of the mormon church
volume one 18301830 1847 provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1997 477 ppap illustrations indexes 550055.005500

JAMES B ALLEN RONALD W WALKER and DAVID J WHITTAKER
studies in mormon history 18301830 1997 an indexed bibliography with a top-
ical guide to published social science literature on the cormonsmormons by

armand L mauss and danettedynette ivie reynolds urbana university of illinois
press in cooperation with the joseph fielding smith institute for LDS his-
tory brigham young university 2000.115220001152 ppap 100.0010000

reviewed by larry W draper

two new works of mormon bibliography have made the world of
mormon studies a friendlier place 1 completed after decades of ofpainstakingpainstaking
compilation and analysis these volumes bring to the public the expertise of
several senior LDS scholars while both books contain the words bibliogra-
phy and mormon in their titles they are nevertheless very different publica-
tions indeed the crawley volume in addition to being a bibliography
might also be described as a narrative history of LDS printing during the
churchschurche formative years in contrast the tome by alienallenailen walker whittaker
mauss and reynolds is a reference tool that directs students ofMormonism
to thousands of secondary sources most of which were produced during
the twentieth century

A descriptive bibliography of the mormon church is to put it simply
the best available source on early mormon printing and publishing after
nearly thirty five years of collecting researching analyzing and writing
crawley a recently retired BYU professor of mathematics has produced a

volume the first of a projected three volume set unmatched in its histori-
cal details of early mormon printing for crawley this is not unfamiliar
territory over the years he has produced several smaller more selective
mormon bibliographies 2

readers do not ordinarily peruse bibliographies from cover to cover
but this book is written well enough that I1 willingly did just that this
finely produced volume is a list of the incunabula of mormonism the
defining publications of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
from the churchschurceschurche inception through 1847 but this exceptional book is far
more than a simple list of early mormon books pamphlets and broad
sides while other sources available in the past twenty years3yearse have provided
the same bibliographic information Crawcrawleyleyss volume is set apart by its
extensive nonbibliographicbibliographicnon details that add meat to the dry bones of typi-
cal bibliographies the book includes biographical sketches of authors
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editors publishers and printers as well as details on mormon printing
establishments presses typefacestypefaces size ofprintoffprintofprint runs bindings printing costs
wholesale and retail prices and much more

A descriptive bibliography begins with an insightful historical intro-
duction to the first twenty eight years4yearse of mormonism with the churchschurche
seminal publications in mind next is the bibliography proper which is

comprised of 345 numbered entries arranged chronologically with each
entry including an often lengthy exposition of the historical context in
which the book was printed the end of each entry gives the appropriate
flake number 5 a dennis numberg when applicable and a census oftheodtheof the col-
lecting repositories that hold an original of the item the book concludes
with endnotes a list of library codes with their corresponding libraries
and three valuable indexes author title biographical and subject

occasional photographic reproductions of selected title pages 51 of
the 345 entries provide an important visual feel for these nineteenth
century publications one minor irritation is the method used to acknowl-
edge the sources of these illustrations the citations do not appear on the
page where the reproduction appears rather they are found in a note
buried at the end oftheodtheof the author title index 456 the facsimiles are appro-
priatelypriately reproduced in actual size yet nowhere is this stated to be the case

crawley is a tireless and meticulous student of the early mormon
book and this bibliography reflects his tenacity his book is a must for
mormon librarians collectors and serious students of early mormon his-
tory unfortunately this book may be difficult to acquire as unusually
rapid sales have made the work scarce

the massive studies in mormon history a huge volume printed in
double column syz by ii11 inch format with over 1150 pages is the compi-
lation of two independent mormon bibliographies that enumerate pub-
lished sources primarily of the twentieth century the larger bibliography
consisting of historical sources and comprising most of the book was cre-
ated by three mormon historians james B alienallenailen professor emeritus of
history at BYU ronald W walker professor of history at BYU and direc-
tor of research at the joseph fielding smith institute for LDS church his-
tory at BYU and david J whittaker curator of nineteenth century
western and mormon manuscripts in the L tom perry special collections
at BYUs harold B lee library the smaller bibliography consisting of
social science sources was created by armand L mauss emeritus profes-
sor of sociology and religious studies from washington state university
and his research assistant dynettedanette ivie reynolds this valuable reference
book combines and indexes the vast historical and social science sources
compiled from these two databases
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studies in mormon history begins with an introduction defining the
authors scope and methodology next is the body of the bibliography
listing thousands of separate historical and social science sources dealing
with mormonism including more than 260026002300 books over 1040010400 articles
more than 180018001380 theses and dissertations and over 150 significant type
scripts and task papers ix arranged in bibliographic form alphabetically
by author this section comprising 460460 pages contains both the histori-
cal entries from the allen walker whittaker database plus the social science
entries from the mauss reynolds database to form a comprehensive bibli-
ography of academic sources on mormonism also included among the
entries ofbooksofbooks articles theses and dissertations are entries for individual
chapters taken from anthologies on mormon subjects entries of this sort
are particularly valuable because they are often missed by bibliographersbibliographers
and library catalogerscatalogers as well

the next section 586 pages long is a massive subject and name index
of just the historical entries arranged into literally thousands of subject
categories and formatted in abbreviated bibliographic form the subject cate-
gories run the gamut from the obvious to the obscure from abolition-
ism abortion and academic freedom to ZCMI zelph and
zions camp

the final section a social science topical guide is a subject index of
just the social science entries arranged into twenty one broad subject areas
and further subdivided into a total of sixty three social science subject
categories this is the smallest of the three sections 85 pages

because many scholarly works cover more than one topic or subtopic
the same abbreviated entry often appears in several subject categories the
resulting repetition of entriesofentries is ofcourseof course what makes a subject index useful
undoubtedly the index and topical guide will be the most utilized portions
of studies in mormon history here one can begin a study of the secondary
literature on nearly any imaginable subject or subtopic of mormonism

while all published bibliographies have their strengths and weak-
nesses the strong point of this exhaustive compilation is its comprehen-
sivenesssiveness the compilers have attempted to be all inclusive of sources they
classify as serious scholarship x additionally they have included
some sources deemed not as scholarly such as biographical sketches but
nevertheless useful to mormon studies also included are sources on utah
history that are not specifically mormon but are not easily segregated from
mormon history the compilers have excluded non english publications
uncritically written family histories the literature of mormon schismatic
groups book reviews and faith promoting literature x if anything
the compilers have consciously erred on the side of inclusiveness
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one flaw that cannot go unnoted is the way the compilers have sorted
title entries works without an explicitly noted author in the bibliogra-
phy portion of the book these three hundred title entries are grouped
together under the heading author unidentified the compilers
acknowledge this unusual arrangement in a footnote on page three
explaining that the computer program used to produce the bibliography
did not allow for the proper sorting routine known as an author titletitle
sort A better solution although admittedly more time consuming would
have been to insert these entries manually in their correct alphabetical
order after so many years ofworkofwork on this bibliography the additional time
to manually enter the title entries properly would have been insignificant

yet as with A descriptive bibliography of the mormon church the
value of studies in mormon history is unarguable no research library
with mormon collections can afford to be without these two references on
its shelf and no student of mormonism will fail to benefit from consult-
ing their pages

larrylarrywW draper is curator ofofamericanaamericana and mormonism in the special collections
and manuscripts department of the harold B lee library brigham young university

i1 the crawley book may be considered new even though it has a publication date
of 1997 the book did not actually appear until late 1998 due to delays at wind river
press ofaustinof austin texas

2 see peter crawley A bibliography of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in newyorknew york ohio and missouri byustudiesBYU Studies 12 summer 1972 465 537 peter
crawley and chad J flake A mormon fifty provo utah friends of the brigham
young university library 1984 and peter crawley and david J whittaker mormon
imprints in great britain and the empire 1836 1857 provo utah friends of the
brigham young university library 1987

3 most notably A mormon bibliography 1830 19301930 books pamphlets periodicals
and broadsidesBroad sides relating to the first century ofmormonismof mormonism ed chad J flake salt lake
city university ofutah press 1978 and its sequel chad J flake and larry W draper
comps A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 ten year supplement salt lake city uni-
versity of utah press 1989

4 this volume covers the first eighteen years of church publishing crawleyscrawlersCrawleys sec-
ond volume will cover from 1848 to 1852 volume three will cover from 1853 to 1857

5 the flake number refers to the listings in the two mormon bibliography volumes
listed in note 3

6 the dennis number refers to mormon publications in the welsh language
listed in ronald D dennis welsh mormon writings from 1844 to 1862 A historical bib-
liographylio provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1988
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A city of ofrefugerefuge quincy illinois edited by the bulk of this work of course dis-
cussessusan easton black and richard E ben the events of 1838 39 the book

nett millennial 2000ooo000 does well at narrating the latter day saint
side of that winter the editors contribu-
tionssome books plow ground other are particularly engaging first-
handbooks break it A city of ofrefugerefuge quincy accounts help modern readers

illinois breaks ground and breaks it in a understand the difficulties of those days

style uncommon in latter day saint and appreciate the gratitude the saints
regional histories histories oftheodtheof the church must have felt for the kindnesses of
in early new york kirtland ohio north-
ern

quincy citizens this is vital narration
missouri and nauvoo illinois have but given the theme of the symposium I1

long been available these works were wass surprised this book did not say more

saints now of the quincy citizens themselveswritten by latter day comes
nowhere do find of thewe quoted anya collection of symposium papers written

by LDS and non LDS scholars that chron-
icle

quincy residents who lent a helping

the winter of1838of 1838 39 when most oftheodtheof the hand A plat map or a map reconstructing
the city of 1839 would have helped readerssaints resided in quincy illinois
visualize the logistics of what one quincythe papers were initially presented at
historian calls one of the greatest

a quincy history symposium held inin humanitarian gestures in the unitedquincy illinois november 5 6 1999 states 67the brainchild ofoflorenloren and annette bur-
ton

given the focus on humanitarianism
LDS public affairs missionaries in

sociological analysis would have im-
proved

nauvoo this conference drew support this collection why did quincy
from public and private nonprofit entiantii

citizens lend a helping hand when most of
ties it was designed to honor the the saints neighbors elsewhere did not
humanitarian efforts of the citizens of this it seems to me is the central ques-

tionquincy that saved the lives of thousands of the quincy experience but one
of latter day saint refugees who were that remains unanswered if the lesson of
then in from their missouri homesflight that winter can be located in christian
in the winter of 1839 xiii conference ofservice loi101001011101 a demographic study
participants included quincy area con local religion would have been in order
servatorsservitorsserva tors librarians historians and since democratsfinally were apparently
newspaper reporters BYU historians and more eager than whigs to assist the
illinois government officials saints some exploration of this tension

this collection s sixteen papers divide viz a viz political tensions in missouri
neatly into two camps mormon related would have helped readers discriminate
papers discuss the missouri persecutions eager helpers from reluctant ones
mormon demographics in quincy the despite these reservations the book is
twelve in quincy apostasy and return a big step forward readers latter day
and mormonscormons in quincy newspapers saint or not quincy resident or not will
mormonscormons are scarcely mentioned how come awayavayamay from the text inspired to go
ever in the papers on subjects such as the and do likewise and little else can be
quincy mounted riflemen early quincy more important than this
architecture quincy area riverboat sto
ries and folk culture jedfedled L woodworth
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palm ridge

when alaska was
robert serviced out ofmeoameof me
I1 flew south
to saguaro to mesquite to ironwood
to man made lakes and crumbling
granite trails

friends in the hot tub by the key shaped pool
call this place gods waiting room
I1 call it what it is the valley of the sun
and climb from the tub

I1 walk past humpty dumptiesDump ties
gossiping on a shelf inside the pool
pause by my husband in his shaded lawn chair
long enough to marinate my shoulders in sunscreen
he fingers a brown spot on his forearm
here s a new one he says

im like the bottom of a ship barnacled

everyone practices humor here
my pharmacist asks if I1 played golf with lincoln
my physician labels me EKG champion of stress tests

I1 double step down the wide steps and cast off
swim a pool length jackknife and stretch out
hook my feet on the concrete edge
beneath the gushing artificial waterfall

my body is parchment
an antiquated palimpsest partially erased by jests
but in this warm light my veins syncopate the blues

norma S bowkett

this poem tied for second pap1place in the BYU studies 1999
poetry contest
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